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INTRODUCTION
This report presents developments and advances
toward greater surety in the design of skid-resistant
pavements. A report of October 1970 and a comrnentary issued February 1971 declared sand-asphalt
surfaces, as then developed and evaluated, inadequate
and not fully qualified for operational status as a
hlghly skid-resistant surfacing material. Specific recommendations concerning corrective actions were
promised. The intent was to proceed expeditiously to
meet that goal. The compelling objective was to
eliminate intolerable degrees of slipperiness and to
further provide due margins of safety.
Proof testing- that is, field testing- was necessary necessary to carry the plan forward. It seemed
that only sands prepared by crushing larger parent
material wonld meet requirements of angularity
and sharpness. A few sands in production could qual~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~-ifjl;oilier

mpplierscoutdproauce~qualifyin]p:uuis·oy

installing crushing and sizing equipment. The study
reni"-ined in suspense until new sand-asphalt surfaces could be service-tested on the road. Immediate
implementation of the proposed special pmvision in at
.least a few major resurfacing projects was urged. Unless
performance was demonstrated and unless sand asphalts thereby became qualified for a hlgh order of
service, emphasis on highway safety and skid resistance
would have made it compelling to resort to coarse·
textured, knobby (possibly imported crushed granite
and other foreign aggregates) surface courses. It was
contended that sand-type surface could be designed
and constructed to provide sufficient internal dr"-inage
to minimize hydroplaning. Surface dr"-inage or runoff
rate rem"-ined an important factor. Knobby textures
had the apparent advantage of compensating somewhat
for poor surface runoff. Knobiness was to be avoided
because of drumming of tires (noise) and because of
hysteresisheatin:g of··tread rubbec:Aggregate~particles
large enough to induce knobbiness would be lethal if
loosened and tossed and flung by traffic..
The original conception of this study embraced
only sand-asphalt-type or other fme-textured surface
courses. Central Kentucky is limestone country, and
E'listern and Western Kentucky are largely on sandstones. Rockcastle conglomerates, Caseyville gravels,
and the Buffalo conglomerate are likely sources of
quartz gravels and sands. Cherts are abundant in the
Purchase area; cherty gravels occur in the Ohio River
west of Louisville. Carbonate gravels and some quartz
sands occur in glacial outwash beds (banks and terraces) along the Ohio near Louisville and upstream.
Fine sands occur in the Kentucky River Channel.
Varieties of sand occur in valley fills almost everywhere. Use of locally indigenous aggregates has obvious

merits. Silica and (or) quartz gravels and sands seemed
to offer the greatest opportunity to achleve an abrasive
renewing-type surface, dense and durable or having
degrees of porosity - especially modeled after Kentucky rock asphalt (much respected for its skid resistance).
Several sands were studied, and various sandasphalt mixtures were designed. Approximately 30 surfacing projects were envisioned for each type of sand
and miXture to satisfy statistical requirements. Those
projects were beginning to accumulate when opengraded plan tmix seals (so-called friction courses)
emerged and superseded the program (mandated by
the Federal Highway Administration, Regional
Administrator and Division Administrator). Thereafter,
sand-asphalts were not allowed on any road having a
speed limit greater than 45 mph. Statistical experiments for sand-asphalts could not be completed as
planned.
~ ~~-----~---------To ~~demonstrate~~ perforrnanceof sands(from----~
the standpoint of hardness and sharpness), it was
necessary to keep the sands pure (in as many as 30 projects). Some did not understand the necessity for experimental design; others violated the plan to claim
lmmediate economy. Thus, sands were blended (corrupted) with limestone. Specifications were changed
from time to time, and continuity of name and com•
position was lost. Too many variables were admitted.
It was planned to monitor the skid resistance of
each surface for five years or to five million vehlcle
passes. Only a few projects survived as planned.
A measure of suecess was achieved by crushing
quartz gravel (Caseyville) from near Jonesville (Pikeview). Vast deposits occur near Kyrock in Edmonson
County. A sand-asphalt so constructed on US 31-W,
Muldraugh Hill, proved to be safe, serviceable, and
attractive. The hill section was overlaid somewhat prematurely. From Tip Top to the US 60 exit, west, rem:iins·in service·.
Several sands were sized and photographed.
Sands made of expanded shale (crushed) were vesicu·
Jar, sharp, and seemed ideally attributed. Two projects
turned sour; they scaled and wore off - due to saturalion and freeZing (not enough asphalt). A sand-asphalt
on South Limestone in Lexington and an open-graded
seal on Whlpps Mill Road in Louisville were catastrophlc. Incomplete drying of the aggregate before
mixing was a probable cause; porosity of the surface
was a major cause. Porosity of the surface mixture is
favorable to skid resistance and relieves hydroplanning;
porosity is detrimental to resistance to saturation and
freezing.
An experimental project consisting of five
sand-asphalt sections, 2 miles each on US 27 north of
Somerset (1968), was spoiled by District crews placing

limestone chips at the edge of the pavement. So much
!Jmestone was scattered onto the surface and became
imbedded that performance of the sands was hope·
lessly obscured.
The Goldbeck bulking test (I) proved to be a
very effective measure of angularity of sands and a
quality-control measure.

of 10 percent). Sands containing considerable proportions of carbonates would not qualify as skid-resistant
materials. Some other deposits consisting predomi·
nately of quartz would not qualify if the particles were
rounded or polished.
Special Provision No. 22-A (Sand-Asphalt Surface), 1967, only limited the non-quartz (SiO-} fraction to less than 50 percent. No shape was specified.
Crushed, oversized siliceous materials from conglomeSAND-ASPHALT DEVELOPMENT
rate deposits were admitted.
An attempt was made In the 1970 report to deThe first skid tests in Kentucky were made in
fme skid-resistant fme aggregate for all uses. Uncer·
!953 (2). Comparisons at that time were made among
tainties In ~he existing defmition of natural .sands
Class I, Type B (limestone), Kentucky rock asphalt,
should not have been continued. The proposed text
and sandstone surfaces (then experimental). Umestone
follows:
surfaces were found to be quite slippery. Rock asphalt
Skid-resistant fine aggregate for sur·
had always been praiseworthy for its skid resistance;
face courses and surface treatments, when spe·
other problems besetting that material have not been
cified, shall consist of mineral quartz particles,
completely resolved. Eastern Kentucky sandstones ap· or other materials of equal or greater hardness,
peared to have good skid-resistance qualities; and for a
which have sufficient angularity in shape and
·---------- few years, sandstone was listed as. an. alternate. to_lime·_______________ (.a~)__raughness_.at.textuxe..to.. assure.. maximum...
stone in some asphalt resurfacing (Jt Umestones yet
tire-pavement tractive frictional resistance when
prevail as the predominate surfacing aggregate. Normal
wet. Fine aggregates qualifying as mineral
asphaltic concrete (Class I, Type A and Type B) surface
quartz shall contain at least 90% quartz parti·
courses, though fortified with natural sands, did not
cles by visual count or 94% Si02 by chemical
provide the desired assurances against slipperiness.
analyses. Particle shape and texture shall be
In the latter 1950's, the Department undertook
evaluated visually (magnified as necessary) and
the development of a more generic and Inclusive surin comparison to reference materials having a
facing mixture, sand asphalt {4, 5, 6). Full reliance for
proven performance history. Materials proskid resistance was given to hardness, sharpness, and
duced by crushing quartz sandstones, quartz
angularity of quartz sand, a recognizable and specific
pebbles, or quartz gravels may qualify sepa·
attribute of rock-asphalt and sandstone aggregates
rate/y as fine aggregate or as blending fractions.
excelling in skid resistance. The surface course (nominThe percentages of rounded or adversely-shaped
- ally 0.5 Inch) was regarded as sacrificial but renewable.
particles in the final product shall not exceed
At the outset, it seemed important to demonstrate
15%. Products of other compositions, natural
stability and permanence. Blends of quartz sand with
or synthetic, shall be subject to pre-qualificacrushed limestone were admitted. At that time, there
tion as an equivalent alternate hereto in ad·
was persuasive evidence that some limestone In sandvance of bidding. Pre-qualification, here, means
sizes would not affect skid resistance significantly if
prior approval of the Engineer.
the well.!" rate. was ____ satisfacJory. ___ Unfortunately, it
___ __ Desiredparticleshap e.wasreadily discernible
appeared later that such a balance is unachievable.
visually (with magnification) but was not easliy deSome trials based on such premises proved to be
scribable in specification terms. Until then, the only
inferior in skid resistance to normal asphaltic concrete
controls specified had been the Insoluble residue test
surfaces containing limestone coarse aggregate. The
(mineral composition) and gradation. Prior to that,
study (7) of the skid-resistant attributes of sands
there was no test by which the shape of fme-aggregate
ind!~ated that the term "natural sand" and its defmiparticles could be defmed.
lion given in Section 611 of the 1965 Standard Specifications ..• (8) permitted but did not assure skid-resis- .
SHAPE OF SAND
!ant materials. The term "natural sand" excluded
Shape and texture qualities sought In sands
the very sands sought - that is, sands produced by
for sand asphalts are converse to those sought for portcrushing quartz gravels and other hard parent materials.
land cement concrete and mortar sands. River sands,
Certain reforms were needed. Sands should be selected
glacial sands, especially glacial outwash sands, and
in terms of mineral composition, gradation, and
beach and blow sands tend to be rounded, frosted, and
particle shape. Umestone sands cannot be admitpolished. Many sandstones and conglomerates yield
ted - except possibly as fme mineral filler (maximum
sharp angular sands. Crushed, manufactured, non-car2

bonate sands, altogether or blended with qualifying
sen from each category, and dry-bulking tests were
natural sand fractions may provide opportunities to
conducted in accordance with the procedure then oututilize local resources and indigenous material to
lined in SpeciaJ Provision No. 66-B, Manufactured
achieve skid-resistant pavement surfaces. Controlled
(Crushed) Umestone Fine Aggregate for Portland Cewear and attrition are essential. The surface, therefore,
ment Concrete (March 1971). There, roundness was
becomes sacrificial but renewable.
a preferred attribute. Six samples were washed and
Sands occur in great abundance in many locali·
dried thoroughly and separated into four sizes. The
ties throughout the country. Not all sands are skid retesting procedure is described in Appendix A.
sistant. Shape and texture of particles are important
Four repeat determinations were made on each
attributes. Shape is discernible macro- and microscopisize of each sand. The average constituted a test value.
cally. The Goldbeck (1) bulking test is an empirical
A percentage voids was calculated for each size as outmeasure of order, or conversely a measure of disorder,
lined in the test procedure. Average percentage voids
of shape.
for the four sizes were also calculated for each sand.
A cubic packing of uniform spheres, Figure I,
Percentage voids for each sand size, along with
regardless of size, contains 47.6 percent voids. Or·
average voids for each sand, in order of increasing
derly packing, shgwn in Figure 2, yields 26.1 percent
roundness, were plotted. Pictorial arrayals of the
voids. The smaller spheres (0.732 D) contribute 20.5
sands were superimposed on percentage voids plots
percent of the volume of the solids. In Figure 3, a small
as shown in Figure 9. As relative roundness based
sphere occupies the interstice in the rhombohedral
on visual analysis increased (left-to-right), the percent
- --·arrangement;-·I t··contributerS;J--percent··ta·the- soltd- -- ----- -- --voids as calculated-from·the-dry,bulkingtest·ctecreased;
volume. The rhombohedral or dense packing contains
Conversely, increasing voids are accompanied by no26.0 percent voids. Although the isolation of a standticeable increases in angularity and sharpness of sand
ard sieve series size of material provides a mixture of
particles (28-30). Based on past performances of
sizes in which the smallest particles are half the diaselected sands and judging the shape of the aggregates
meter of the largest, there is a high probability that a
from photographs, it was concluded that SO perrandom arrangement and distribution of spherical
cent voids or greater would be required to insure that a
particles in the size range will yield about 41 percent
given aggregate would be sufficiently angular to pervoids. Goldbeck suggested a test in which excess
form satisfactorily from a skid-resistance standpoint.
bulking was to be avoided to assure good concreteThe test is subject to some error when the
making qualities of fme aggregates. He suggested
aggregate is highly vesicular. Errors arise from an in·
an upper limit of 47 percent. Kentucky has used that
herent inability to determine the true oven-dry bulk
type of requirement in its specification for crushed
specific gravity.
limestone fme aggregate for concrete for several years.
The bulk specific gravity of slag larger than the
Clearly, a size fraction yielding SO percent or more
No.-4 sieve may be about 2.30. Fine slag sand passing
voids indicates greater disorder in shape and (or)
the No. -30 or No. -50 sieve may exceed 3.00. Ex·
texture (9-27). Compare Figures 4 and S and Figpanded shale fines may range between 2.59 and 2.84.
ures 6 and 7.
Quartz grains approach 2.64. All cellular aggregates
approach zero percept absorption as size diminishes.
Specific gravity of powdered material is equivalent to
that of a voidless mass.
TEST PROCEDURE
A magnifying lens of Sx to 20x power is helpPhotomicrographs were taken of approximately
ful to the examiner and controller of sands.
30 Kentucky sands, many of which have been used in
The proposed specification for a skid-resistant
bituminous concrete and sand-asphalt surfaces.
sand-asphalt surface was reported previously (30). It
Rounded and non-angular particles were found in large
· -proportions, particularly in the coarse fractions of
was recommended that the proposed specification
many sands. In general, river and terrace sands have
replace Special Ptovision No. 22-A (Sand-Asphalt
unfavorable shapes. Sands produced from crushing
Surface). The changes in 22-A follow:
conglomerates, Kentucky rock asphalt, and lightweight
I. PAC-3 was designated as the asphalt cement
synthetic (expanded shale) aggregate yielded sharpness
grade. Tilis would increase stability of the mix.
and angularity. Photographs and descriptions of the
2. The minimum quartz content of the sand
sands are in Figure 8 and Table I, respectively.
was increased from SO percent to 90 percent by
Sands were visually arrayed according to
visual count or 94 percent by chemical analysis. Tilis
shape; i.e., grading from angular to round. The sands
would exclude soft aggregates.
were grouped into four categories: angular, subangular,
3. The maximum amount of mineral filler in
subround, and round. Representative sands were cho·
the aggregate combination was decreased from five
3
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Arrangement of Spheres in a Cube.
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Figure 4.
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Figure 6.

Rockcastle Conglomerate (Crushed); Mnllins Station, Sinks
near Livingston; Kentucky Stone Co.; 1959.

Figure 7.

Ohio River Sand; Many Particles Are Rounded and Polished.
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TABLE I. IDENTIFICATION, SOURCE, AND USES OF V ARlOUS SANDS
SAL'i!D
NUMBER

1

DATE
DESCRIPTION

SOURCE

Blow Sand

Vicennes, lnd

Natural Sand

Hopkinsville Stone Co

Pit Sand

DeBurk Pit
Leadbetter, Ky

4

Natural Sand

Federal Hateri.als
Paducah, Ky

5

Pit Sand

Reed Pit
Gilbertsville, Ky

6

PROJECT

SAMPLED

Sand-Asphalt Surface
01ad isonville-Hanson
us 41

Hopkins SP 54-20

Sep 1966

Sand-Asphalt Surface
62

HcCracken SP 73-72-12

Jo1 1966

Sand-Asphalt Surface

Calloway SP 18-123-5

Jon 1967

SP 64-8

Aog 1966

us

Ky 12] 1.Jest of rlurray

Natural River Sand

Federal Materials
Paducah, Ky

Mortar Sand

Standard Haterials
C"arollton, Ky

Sand-Asphalt Surface

Ky. River Sand

Kentucky River
(Stockpile at Carter's Plant)

Sand-Asphalt Surface

Franklin SP 37-55

May 1967

Pit Sand

Hillers Lane Pit
Louisville Sand & Gravel

Sand-Asphalt Surface

SP 64-8

Aog 1966

Experimental SandAsphalt north nf
Somerset us 27

Pulaski SP-100-535

Aog 1968

Sand-Asphalt Surface
IrVington - Ky 144
60

Breckinridge-Meade
SP 14-333-3,
SP 82-423-3

Oct 1966

Sand-Asphalt Surface
Lawrenceburg-Tyrone.

Anderson SP 612-8

Jul 1966

Boone-Kenton
SP 8-270-5,
SP 59-3215-4

Jun 1966

10

Natural Sand

Lucas Sand & Grnvel
11auckport, lnd

11

Processed Sandstone

Conglomerate

Green River Sand & Gravel Co,
Jonesville, Ky (llart Co)

Pit Sand

R & Ill Pit Louisville

12

USE

Bnb Carter, Frankfort

Bnb Carter, Frankfort

us
13

Natural Sand

Standard ~faterials
Carollton, Ky

14

Natural Sand

Cookes Aggregates
Petersburg, Ky (Boone Co)

15

Natural Sand

Fred Riley Wid South)
llayfield, Ky

1970

16

Pit Sand

Appalachian Sand Co
Bc.llevi£>w, Ky

1970

17

Natural Sand

Nugent Sand Co
Louisville, Ky

1970

18

Natural Sand

Henderson Mtls.
Henderson, Ky

1970

19

Natural Sand

Jerry's Sand & Gravel
Sheridan, Ohio

1970

20

Natural Sand

Hiami Gravc_l Co
Richmondale, Ohio

1970

21

Kentucky Rock Aspha1L
(Crushed Bituminous
Sandstone)

Uighway Safety Haterials Corp.
BrownsvillE'., Ky

22

Crushed Conglomerate
Sandstone

23

Processed Siliceous
Sand

Estill Scmd Corp.
lrvine, Ky

24

.Glas a ___ B.earls

PoL ters __ :ar:os.,....lnc ...
Carlstadt, NJ

25

Siliceous (Ottawa)
Sand

Ottawa, J llinois

26

Extraeted Ky Rock
Asphalt (asphalt removed from sand)

Highway Safety ~lated als CoJ:p
Brmvnsville, Ky

27

Siliceous Sand

Ed. Haddell Farm
\HUard, Ky (Cartcr Co)

1971

28

Crushed Conglomerate
Sandstone

Ky Stone Co
Sinks, Ky (Rockcast]e Co)

1971

29

I"ight,veight Synthetic
AggregatE' (Expanded
Shale)

Kcnlite Corporati.on
Kenlite, Ky (Bullitt Co)

1971

30

Crushed Cong.lomerate
Sandstone

Jenkins Slllea Sand Company
Pound, Virginia
(Adams Stone Corp)

1970

31

Conglomerate Sand
(Processed)

A. W. \Valker & Son
Frenchburg, Ky (~!onifee Co)

1970

us 60

14

Sand-Asphalt Surface
Cinn Airport Rd

Ky Rock Asphalt Surface
Bardstown-Cox 1 r; Creek
US 31 E

Nelson SP 64-10

Aug 1967

1971

1970
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percent to four percent, and it shall only be used when
required to meet the composition limits passing the
No. 200 sieve. Composition limits were changed as
noted below.
4.
Sand-equivalent and deleteriou• substances requirements were deleted. With the high
quartz requirement, these are not needed.
5.
A particle-shape requirement was added,
this being a minimum of 50 percent voids in the
aggregate as determined by the dry-bulking test. This
was necessitated by the fact that rounded and sub·
rounded sands were not providing necessary traction. Only sharp angular sands will meet that requirement.
6. Aggregate gradation limits were changed.
More No.-8 and No.-16 and less No. -200 material
were admitted as indicated below:

SIEVE
1/4 inch
No.8
No.l6
No.30
No. 50
No. 100
No.200

PERCENT PASSING
22·A
Revised
100
___ ]()(:)__ 88-100
80-100
70-95
65-95
50-90
50-90
20-65
20-65
5-20
5-20
1-8
2-4

-

DESIGN OF SAND-ASPHALT MIXTURES
It was recommended that 50-percent voids
(later 52 percent) as determined by the dry-bulking
test be taken as the lower limit. This requirement
would, in essence, rule out all-uncrushed river, terrace,
and pit sands. Those materials had normally not proven
to be skid resistant. Materials meeting requirements
of this specification would be hard, angular, and siliceous.
Specificatio11s for sJ<i.ci·re~sta.IIL s"-!l<l·asp_halt
Skid-resistant Class I, Type A, Modified
bituminous surfaces containing lightweight aggregates
were proposed but not implemented.
Attached as APPENDIX B is a proposed specification for a skid-resistant Class I, Type A, Modified
. bituminous surface containing lightweight aggregate.
• Several hundred lane-miles of bituminous mixtures
similar to that described in this specification have been
placed in Texas and other states during recent years.
Performance records indicate that they possess excellent non-skid properties for the life of the surface together with outstanding resistance against stability
failures.
UghtweiSht aggregates in this specification are
typified by ASTM C 330. The cellular structure im·

surfaces-and

parts a micro-texture to the aggregate surface.
Normal guidellnes and design criteria for
determining the optimum combination and gradation
of aggregates and optimum percentages of asphalt are
based on unit weights (weight per unit volume) of
typical or natural aggregates. These established weightvolume relationships are distorted somewhat when
lightweight aggregates are substituted for a portion of
the natural aggregates. When aggregates with widely
different specific gravities are combined, conventional gradation analysis based on weight measurements of the various size fractions cannot be used. A
volumetric analysis must be used to obtain a realistic
analysis of the gradation of ihe aggregate blend. In
addition, ihe asphalt percentage should be controlled
based on volumetric analysis. Procedures for ordinary
field control are contained In the specification. The
procedure proposed is basically similar to practices
successfully employed in some districts in Texas.
Size is relative. Densely graded sand asphalts are
relativel~ar_to__cOllYJlntional ___bituminous--concretes. Porous sand asphalts possess ihe same attributes
as oiher porous bituminous mixtures. Surely, sand-asphalt mixtures can be designed to be as porous as ihe
so-called ope11-graded plantmix seals. Particle shape
and texture otherwise defme skid resistance. Stability
remalfis an assurance against scaling. Stability is assured
by maximum utilization of an appropriate filler-bitumen ratio and stiffness·ofasphalt cement.
Indiana was perhaps ihe principal user of Kentucky rock asphalt following World War II; failures
(scaling) led to almost complete rejection. Attention
there shifted to sand asphalt - some made wiih asphalt emulsions. Sands ihere are largely of glacial origin
and usually are not angular or sharp. Neveriheless,
skid resistances have been accepted as adequate. I 65
from Louisville norihward was overlaid a stretch at a
time. An Indiana official expressed satisfaction to a
Kentucky official; an inspection team was dispatched
3.!1!1As.kid,te£ting_excursionfollowed ..Kentucky's-good
sand asphalts are considered to be superior from ihe
standpoint of particle shape.
Whereas oihers seem to have forsaken sand
asphalts in ihe search for skid-resistant surfaces, basic
principles of relativity of particle size and packing
remain as applicable to sand sizes as they are to pebble
sizes. It is still possible to grade sands or silts to obtain
a desired porosity. The gradation is merely shortened.
Suppose, for instance, ihilt a relatively shortgraded sand with sufficient asphalt in it to prevent
bulking compacts to 33 percent voids in ihe mineral
aggregate. !)uppose, also, that IS percent voids in ihe
fmal mixture is desired. For a trial mixture, one might
use 13 percent asphalt cement and 5 percent mineral
filler (boih by volume). For 2.64-specific gravity sand,
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this would yield about 6.5 percent asphalt by weight.
The proportions of asphalt-to-filler may be adjusted to
obtain maximum stablility. Stability is necessary to
prevent scaling and stripping.
Sand is defmed as aggregate passing the No.-4
or No.-8 sieves. Historically, there have been two
generic types of sand-asphalt surfacing mixtures: sand
asphalts and sheet asphalts. Sand asphalts have
generally been long-graded sands containing 4 to 14
percent passing the No.-200 sieve and 7 to 11 percent
asphalt. Sheet asphalts have generally been fmer, con·
taining as much as 98 percent passing the No.'l6 sieve,
8 to 16 percent passing the No. 200, and 7.5 to 12 per·
cent asphalt. The latter is merely a fme-sand mixture.
There has been no purposeful effort to open-grade
sand mixtures until now(6).
From the early 1900's, KentuckY rock asphalt
(a sandstone containing natoral asphalt, crushed nearly
to sand sizes, heated for paving) was much admired and
respected for its skid-resistant qualities. It was basically

pounds per cubic foot contains !.58 times more as. phalt per cubic foot than an open-graded mixture having 7.5 percent asphalt and a unit weight of 115.7
pounds per cubic foot. Percentages of weight of
aggregate would be 11.1 and 8.1, respectively. The
ratio of the aggregate weights is 1.15:1. Surely, the
ratio of specific surface areas would be greater but
not 1.58 times greater. Indeed, it appears there has
been a tendency in the past to starve rock asphalts aod
other sand mixtures of their due portion of asphalt or
asphalt and filler. The filler-bitumen ratio (35) appears to have been neglected, and stabilities have not
been maximized. Scaling and stripping have resulted.
Stabilities increase with I) increasing angularity and
texture of the sand, 2) increasing stiffness of asphalt,
and 3) increasing filler-bitumen ratio to optimum.
Anti-stripping agents provide precautionary assurances
against loss of stability in water.
·
First generation sand asphalts in KentuckY
were designed to be very dense and very stable. They
----a-porous--sand<~Sphalt-Voidrin-tire-mineral-aggre,------.dldnot scate-;-burthey wer<nmrex:ceptia r\lil!Tskiure:------ --gate ranged between 28 and 35 percent. Total voids
sistaot. The shape of the sand was not controlled. It
ranged between 12 and 16 percent. It had an unforseeined necessary to prove they could be designed
giveable weakness; it often scaled or delaminated. It
to endure and to be as reliable in all respects as highhad very low stability when fresh. However, a study
quality bituminous concrete.
(31) in 1955 showed an average life-expectancy of
Open-graded sand asphalts compounded to
17.3 years.
simulate KentuckY rock asphalt were first subjected
Elsewhere, sand (sheet) asphalts were used as
to road trials in 1968 (28). Sand was selected visually
low-cost surfacing in areas where sands were abundaot.
and, by comparison, was judged to be similar to but
Pavement structures consisted of one or more courses
not quite equal to KentuckY rock asphalt sand. With·
of sand-asphalt or macadam base and perhaps two
out filler material, surfaces scaled; with filler mate·
inches of sand (sheet) surface. Richardson (32) ap·
rial, they did not. About two percent filler increased
parently sought angular, sharp, silica sands as early as
the stabilities from 40 to 80. Incidentally, stabilities in ,
1896. Nicholson (33) published photomicrographs of
the range of 500 to 1,200 (Marshall) are thought to be
prominent sands in 1926. A dilemma which yet persists
necessary to withstand very high volumes of traffic. A
in some degree was expressed by Gage (34) in 1926;his
simulated KentuckY rock asphalt has now equaled
context is quoted:
and slightly exceeded rock asphalt in skid resistA natural rock asphalt mixture seldom contains
ance. The shape of sands used in the experimental
much over seven per cent of asphalt, yet we are
project on US 27, north of Somerset (1968), was not
·· · ···· -all-:(amiliar withwhatwouldhap pentoa sheet
···controlled·mtirewan>roposedlater:A cruShed quartz
asphalt mixture that only contains eight per
conglomerate sand in a densely graded sand asphalt,
cent of asphalt. I do not think there is much
constructed in 1972 and 1973, compares favorably in
doubt about the durability of !lOme rock asskid resistance with a crushed quartz conglomerate in
phalt mixtures that do not contain much over
an open-graded plantmix seal constructed in 1973 on
seven per cent of bitumen yet there is a grave
an abutting section of the same road.
doubt about the durability of the average sheet
asphalt pavement that does not contain more
SKID RESISTANCE
than ten percent of bitumen. The stability of a
Dense sand asphalts containing blends of crushsheet asphalt mixture containing eight and one·
ed limestone sands and natoral sands have performed
half or more percent may be greater than one
about equivalent to bituminous concretes containing
containing eleven percent, yet the durability of
natural sands and crushed limestone coarse aggregates.
one will certainly exceed that of the other.
All-limestone sand asphalts have performed about the
Gage apparently was recognizing not only the
same as all-limestone bituminous concretes. Sand as~
need for _adequate stability but also the prerequisite
phalts containing all-natural sands have tended to exneed for coating thickness. A dense sand asphalt
hibit higher skid resistance. Variability in shape, texhaving 10 percent asphalt and a unit weight of 136.7
ture, and composition has affected performance.
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Crushed quartz sand in a dense sand asphalt has shown
A relatively dense sand-asphalt gradation dividvery good skid resistance after 10 years under severe
ed at the No.-30 sieve will provide a coarse and fme
traffic. A porous sand asphalt containing selected
sand, each of which will yield about twice the voids in
quartz sand less angular than crushed sand has shown
the mineral aggregate in asphalt mixtures as the original
superiority over the same sands in denser mixtures. The
sand. The coarser fraction would not contain filler; the
ultimate combination of high porosity and sharp angufiller would have to be added. Such sorting might be
Jar (crushed quartz) sands or other hard vesicular sands
accomplished in a wet classifier. All filler could be
such as slags, scoria, or expanded shales have not been
removed and proportioned back into each of the sands
field tested. An open-graded (coarse) surface and a
at the hot-mix plant. The two mixtures would be very
sand asphalt containing expanded shale aggregate failed
much alike in terms of total voids (porosity) but have
in winter. Performance equations indicating statistical
very different pore sizes. Capillary rise and wicking
confidence limits with respect to time and accumulated
would be greater in the finer mixture if voids remain
traffic have been developed. Performance equations are
open and if internal surfaces are wettable. Both the
needed to qualify types of surfaces and materials to
coarse and fme mixture would exhibit wicking capmeet minimum standards or criteria for skid resistance.
abilities. Wicking is merely capillary forces at work in a
Porous sand asphalts may be considered to
porous medium.
possess almost all of the attributes of a popcorn mix or
Capillary rise, capillary siphoning, and wicking
an open-graded plantrnix seal. They do not have cornare illustrated in Figure 10. Height H must be sufficient
parable pore sizes. For instance, unless a porous sandto overcome tensions holding the drop at the tip of
asphalt surface is pre-wetted before making an ASTM
the tube before efflux will occur. A wick may subE 274 skid test, water sprayed in front of the test
stitute for or extend a capillary tube, as shown.
wheel does not have sufficient time to wet or be
Suppose capillary rise is 10 rnrn in a surface
blotted into the surface. The effect on Skid Number
course 20 mrn thick. If the surface course were inunrnight be about the same as Ifthcce'tcce"'st"'wcce~rcoe-cm=act"e""'occn-cac----acra"t"'e"d-cbycc-ccra"i"n-:::succr"'fa-cc:c:e"'flc:oc::wc-:an=d,--cso:cm=e-m"''c:te:cr:::nc::a'l'fl"o:c:wc::-----dense, non-wetting surface. On the other hand, a
would carry the excess water to a lower elevation, the
fully-wetted but unsaturated porous sand asphalt may
free-water surface would then subside into the surface
imbibe sprayed water very quickly.
course. Ordinary gravity drainage would cease at some
point; shallow basins would siphon (by capillary action) into lower basins and emerge laterally or surface
OTHER ATTRIBUTES
Sand-asphalt surfaces, especially the more
at low points. Water that can form concave surfaces
porous ones, generate a minimum of tire noise and
(menisci) having shorter radii than pores causing
tend to damp other noises generated by a vehicle.
capillary rise will not drain, and the hydrostatic law
Under-car noise caused by splash and spray in wet
does not apply. As drying progresses, menisci recede;
but blotting capacity remains high and additional
weather is reduced. More significantly, perhaps, spray
generated by vehicles is reduced unless water is ponded
water cast onto the surface is absorbed readily.
or the surface is otherwise flooded. Attrition in wheel
paths occurs rather uniformly -- ideally before too
CLOGGING OF PORES
much rounding and polishing of grains occurs.
Soil and road scum intrusions affect the porosity and surface texture of various types of bituminous
surfaces. Dust tends to adhere to fresh asphalt until the
POROSITY AND CAPILLARITY
11
A unique feature of sand mixtures, one which
asphalt becomes de-tackified; 11 interior surfaces also
~aSf1()t)'et beenfullyexpl()reda]ld developec],ist~e
_______ !_~!~ii?____1~~!~____JBj~---~-~~-~!-~Jj_~_igg__QEQ~~§§___!!l!2!_QY.~§___!Y_~_t_t~
strong capillarity and wicking forces that may be
ability with respect to water and gives rise to capillary
achieved and made useful (36). Whereas drainage of
action. Permanent clogging may occur, but the pumplarger porous mixtures must depend on gravity flow,
ing action induced by passing tires during rainy periods
porous sand mixtures definitely blot and wick and
tends to flush and clear pores in wheel paths.
may, hopefully, be designed to siphon.
Figure 11, left, illustrates a dense sand-asphalt
Indeed, the objectives are to 1) shed water from
surface, outside the wheel paths, that is clogged and
the pavement as quickly as possible, 2) minimize hynot readily wettable. The right-hand view shows the
droplaning, and 3) avoid polished or polishing aggresame drop of water after addition of a wetting agate particles that can be lubricated by residual films
gent. The surface wetted, but there was no in-rush or
of water. Field tests remain the final proof of success;
blotting. In contrast, Figure 12 shows a drying porous
however, an intuitive and scientific skepticism toward
sand asphalt (Kentucky rock asphalt) that has been
standard methods of test, such as those now used to
fully wetted and flushed clean in wheel paths. Blotmeasure skid resistance, should be retained.
ting occurs readily. Traffic assists the wetting process if
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Figure 10. Illustration of Capillary Rise, Capillary Siphoning, and Wicking.

Figure 1 L Quarter-Inch Diameter Bead of Water (left) on Dense, Clogged Sand-Asphalt Surface not Readily Wetted;
Wetting Agent Induces Wetting (right) without Blotting.
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ing plant) ratio and consequently provide greater an·
gularity when manufacturing sharp sands by crushing
coarse sands or pea gravel. No.4 to

No.~8

sizes do not

appear to be essential to the performance of sand mixtures.
Various methods of measuring and expressing
surface texture have evolved. An excellent state~of"the"
art summary was made by Rose in 1972 (29). A
method, devised by Schonfield (37), of counting asper-

ities from stereo-pair photographs attracted considerable interest in the interim. Correlations with skid re"
sistance have not withstood the test of time. An im-

proved method has been advanced.
Whereas the Goldbeck bulking test ( 1) assures
deviation from roundness and sub-angularity, it is an

indirect measure of shape and texture. On the other
hand, any measure of sharpness in sand-size aggregates
should assure a high evidence of asperities in sand-

Figure 12. Porous Sand Asphalt (Kentucky Rock Asphalt) after a Rain Showing Cleansing of
Wheel Paths; Surface Blots Readily.

the surface is somewhat hydrophobic at first and also
hastens the de-saturation process.
TACK COAT
Porous sand asphalts have a high blotting capac·
ity toward asphalt used in the tack coat. An abundant
tack application seems necessary to prevent delaminations and to seal the underlying pavement. It is usually
prudent to subtract an equivalent amount from the

asphalt surfaces. There, texture of the pavement is
determined by the sharpness of its sand rather than the
texture of the surface of the sand grains.
Orientation of particles of fine crushed quartz
sand, oiled and compressed lightly against a flat surface, is shown in Figure 13.

SCALING
Scaling, illustrated in Figure 14, is attributed to
a deficiency in design of the mixture .. that is, instability. Usualiy, such mixtures are deficient in asphalt
and (or) filler. Failures are accompanied by stripping of
asphalt from sand particles. Coatings are thin, and

design asphalt content of the sand-asphalt mixture.
This adjustment becomes very significant when the
sand surface course is very thin.

PARTICLE ORIENTATION AND
SURF ACE TEXTURE
Particles having one or more flat sides tend to

be positioned in the surface during compaction so they
edge toward the tire. In this position, the edges, if they
remain sharp, contribute to tractive resistance. The

micro-texture of the flat surface may be lost through
wear and polishing. Certainly, micro-texture is ob·
scured by asphalt when the surface course is new.
Skid resistance should improve rapidly for a brief time
and then diminish gradually to a more-or-less constant
value. Attrition or loss of particles from an open·
graded plantmix seal would present an impression of
ravelling; attrition from a sand surface would be desir-

able if it occurs uniformly and at a rate commensurate
with the life expectancy of the surface course. Indeed,
a steady wearing away becomes an assurance against
eventual polishing of sand grains at the surface. Finer

sands also permit a higher size-reduction (in the crush·

Figure 13. Particle Orientation of Compressed Fine
Sand; Flat Sides Tend to be Horizontal.
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rock-asphalt surfaces showing good durable performance contained asphalt binders {after IS years or so in
service) having penetrations of about IS. No sand asphalt or rock asphalt having stabilitites (Marshall) of as
much as 400 has scaled.
RESISTANCE TO FREEZING AND THAWING
Saturation and freezing can be devastating to
porous aggregates and(or) porous surface coarses.

Figure 14. US 25, South of the Kentucky River; Insufficient Asphalt and Low Stability Caused

Scaling in Wheel Paths.
asphalt menisci are not well formed at inter-particle
contacts. Persisting water or continual wetness in conjunction with loading accelerates scaling ( 38. 39, 40).
Hard asphalts improve stability, minimize sponginess,
and are more resistant to stripping. Anti-stripping agents may be needed with some aggregates. Kentucky

There is a degree of saturation and absorption below
which damage will not occur. Aggregates absorbing
four percent moisture at near saturation are not likely
to survive four cycles of critical freezing. Aggregates
having absorption capacities of 2 percent (or, perhaps,
2.S percent) may survive many cycles. Aggregates
having capacities of l.S or 1.0 percent are, for all
practical purposes, immunized from such damage.
Porous sandstones, expanded shales, etc. may escape
damage through several winters because critical circumstances do not happen concurrently. Some damage
may not be recognized. Surface courses behave in a
similar way. If porosities and degrees of saturation are
high, damage is inevitable upon freezing. Kentucky
rock asphalt and sand asphalts have suffered in this
way {Figures 1S and 16). Open-graded seals (so-called
friction courses) have sustained damage. Scaling and
disintegration have occurred principally in wheel paths.
This is where the melt-water runs and soaks in. Clogg-

Figure 15. Paving Dense Sand Asphalt; US 31-W, Muldraugh Hill, 1973; Special Provision 5.9-B.
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11

11

ing of pores by road scum and dirt may improve
resistance of porous courses to winter damage. It also
renders the course less porous and thereby reduces skid
resistance.

South Limestone Street in Lexington (Figure
17) suffered continuous disintegration of the porous
sand asphalt. Snow was not plowed, traffic cut deep
channels in the snow, and melting caused water to

stand deep and long. Rutting occurred after snow and
ice disappeared. Bonds were broken and black sand was
scattered. It ridged outside the wheel paths and reset
as weather warmed.
Much loss of an

open~graded

friction course

occurred on US 68 in McCracken County (Figure 18)
on I 24 (westbound) south of Paducah and on Whipps
Mill Road in Louisville (Figure 19).
A sand asphalt scaled in warm wet weather on

I 75 in Madison County. Stripping occurred; adequate
stability and interfacial bond strength were not
achieved. Soaked strength was low.

In 1959, fourteen aggregates were investigated (4} . They are identified in Tables 2 and 3. Their
Figure 16. US 31~W, Fort Knox; Dense Sand Asphalt,
Special Provision 59~B, 1974.

origins are shown in Figure 20. Photomicrographs are

in Figure 21. In 1970, skid-resistant fine aggregates for

Figure 17. South Limestone Street in Lexington; Porous Sand Asphalt Absorbed Water, Froze, Disaggregated, Rutted,
Reccmcntcd.
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Figure 18. US 68, Marshall County; Open-graded l'lantmix Seal; February 22, 1977.

Figure 19. Whipps Mill Road; Louisville.
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TABLE 2. RESULTS OF MARSHALL TESTS ON CRUSHED SAND MIXTURES.
Asphalt Testing

Aggregate

Asphalt
Content

Penetration
at 71°'1

Softening
Point
in °l!'

Marshall St,billty Teat Data

Stability

Flow

Unit
Weight

P l!ll'Cent Voids

Af;gregate
Only

Filled W1 th

Asphalt

.,.

Total

Eastview

9
10

60

126.0

11

12

128
121
195

10.5

112.9

220

8.5
9.5

116.5

10.0

117.5

)7.8
37.9

135
146
1?2
24?

?.0
?.0
8.5
9.0

120.0
121.0
121.0
124,0

)5.2

265

9.7

120.6
120.8
121.4
122.6

116.7

)8.)

)6.9

42.5

so. 7

54.)
59-5

22.0
18,2
17.)

15.4

Ky. Rock:

9

60

126,0

10
11

12
Bit:

cu:rty

9

10
11

<s

126.0

271
331
36?

12

9.?

35.3
)5.8

49.0

56.0

18.0
16.0

60.0

14.5

J5.J

67.0

12.0

)).8

51.5
56.2

16.4

)4.5
)4,8

61.5

15.1
1).4

J5.0

67.4

11.4

119.2
121.2
121.6
12).1

)4.5

"'.9

17 ,J
14.8

68.1

1).4
ll.l

8.5

124.0

---)1.8

10,)

u.s

128,4
127.7

)1,4

12.8

128.]

11.7
10.6
12.2
1).0

9.8
?.8
9.0

10.)

11,0

Corbin

9
10

60

126.0

11

12

468
299
395
jJ8

1).5

12.8
1).0

15.0

)4.2

)4.9
)4,8

56.9
61.5

Pollr
9

00

12-6.0

429
)94
668
?19

56.2

14.0

]2.0

67.9
71.8

77 .o

9.8
8.9
?.4

119.9
122,8
124.2
126.6

]4.7
JJ-9
JJ -9
JJ.J

"·8

17.4
14.2
12.0

10.8

119.8
121.9
124,)
126.2

)4,4
]4.1
JJ-5
]).2

50.2
57.4
65.6
72.2

l2 ·'
1),0
14.]
15-J

l2h,2
127.5
129.?
1)0.8

31.5
)0.9
]0.6
]0.7

55-J
66,1
74.8
81.9

127.4
1]2.0
1]].5
1)0.4

]0.2
28.6
28.5
]1,0

60.9
?4.1
82.5
81.0

11.8

93J

10.2
10.8
11.2
18.0

1199
1)00
1]68
151]

12.9
12.8
10,]
11.5

121.4
12].2
12). 7
126.2

)4,0
JJ-9
]4.5
]4.0

51.6

58.4
6].]
71.5

16-5
14.1
12.?
10.0

1)0.1

1077
1]27
1228
114]

10.?
11.5
11.)
12.7

120-9
125.2
126.1
128.1

]),6
]5.0
]2.4
]2.2

51.9
62.6
68.6
76.7

16.2
12.0
10.2

126.0

1294
1419
1?01
1754

9.5
11.5
12.0
16.5

12].4
126.2
128.7
129.5

]2.6
]1.9
]1,4
]1,4

56.5

14.8
11.7

154]
1506
1550
1524

11.5
11.2
16,7

126.5
125.0
126.]
1)2.1

)0.5
]2,0

10.5
10.1
. 12.5
15.5

126.5
128.5
1]0, 7
1]0,]

10
11
12

JO,J

Green

9

65

126.0

10
11

5?0

566
6)8
?42

12

58.1
64.6
73.0

9.0

Pearl llrownhill

9

60

126.0

10
11
12

562
625
59?
?57

17.1
14.8
11.5

8.9

Central City

9
10

65

126.0

11

902
982

935

12

981

1~.1

10.5

?.?
5.6

Stephen11burg

9
10
11

65

126.0

854
11)8
1107

12

?.4

s.o

5.9

Dobbin11

9
10

6o

126.0

11

12
Drakesboro

9
10
11

12
Webbville

9
10

6o

11

12

0).5
72.)
79.4

'·'
8.2
6.5

Olive Hill

9

6s

10
11
12

126.0

9.'

12.]
12.0

29.8

59.7
62.5
?2.?
85.2

31.6
]1.0
)0.5
]1.9

57.8
66,4
75.7
?8.6

1).4
10.4

J/!.2

8.5
4.4

Salyerevilla

9
10
11

12

60

126,0

109?
1517
1573
1585

? •?
6.8
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TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF VOIDS IN AGGREGATE BY MARSHALL AND DRY COMPACTION
PERCENT VOIDS IN AGGREGATE
MARSHALL COMPACTION
ASPHALT CONTENT (PERCENT)
DRY
COMPACTION

SAND
Olive Hill
Corbin
Dobbins
Pearl Brownhill
Eastview
Webbville
Salyersville
Drakesboro
Kentucky Rock
Polly
Cent:ral-crry
Green
Big Clifty
Stephensburg

34.0
35.2
35.2
35.9
40.6
32.7
32.8
36.9
36.0
32.1
3-5-;-~

37.8
38.4
28.6

9

10

11

12

30.5
34.5
34.0
34.4
38.3
32.6
31.6
33.6
35.3
31.8
J:.S
34.7
33.8
30.2

32.0
34.2
33.9
34.1
36.9
31.9
31.0
35.0
35.2
30.3

32.2
34.9
34.5
33.5
37.8
31.4
30.5
32.4
35.8
31.4

29.8
34.8
34.0
33.2
37.9
31.4
31.9
32.2
35.3
31.9

SHOWM; LOCATION OF SAMPLES

Atel MAJOR SANDSTONE AREAS

fli~1 PENNSYLVANIAN

K"'11

MISSISSIPPIAN
(Chnl•r lmJ

Figure 20. Location of Samples and Major Sandstone Areas.
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e-.9

e-.-6

33.9
34.5
28.6

33.9
34.8
28.5

30~7----

33.3
35.0
31.0

Kentucky Rock (K)

Eastview (E)

Salyersville (S)

Webbville (W)

Figure 21 Photomicrographs of 1959 Series of Sands.
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Polly(P)

Drakesboro (A)

Figure 21. Photomicrographs of 1959 Series of Sands (Continued).
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Dobbins (D)

Corbin (C)

Olive Hill (0)

Pearl Brownhill (B)

Big Clifty (H)

Central City ( T)

Figure 21. Photomicrographs of 1959 Series of Sands (Continued).
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Green (F)

River Sand

Figure 21. Photomicrographs of 1959 Series of Sands (Continued).
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Stephens burg ( U)

Bank Sand

surface courses were defmed as those consisting of
quartz particles, or other minerals of equal or greater
hardness, having sufficient imgularity or roughness to
assure maximum

wet~weather

traction. Investigations

percent. Stabilities increased uniformly with increasing
percentages of filler·size material, even though the
sands vary in gradation. Similar curves may be obtained
by plotting th_e stability values at the other asphalt
contents against the percentages of minus·200 material.
Filler material stiffens the asphalt.
The Kentucky rock-asphalt sample had low
stability and a high void content. Stability of this
"one·size" sand could be increased by addition of
mineral filler or by blending with other sands. Re·
ferring to Figure 24, the stability of the Kentucky rock
asphalt and Eastview combination is higher than the
stabilities for either sand alone. This is presumably due
to the slightly longer gradation of the combined sands.
Stability of the equal combination of Kentucky
rock·asphalt sand and high·stability Drakesboro sand
plots in a curve of near median value. Also illustrated is
the increased stability of the Kentucky rock·asphalt
sand when five percent soil filler is added.

into the availability of sands having desired charac·
teristics were reported in 1971 (30). The report ad·
dressed particle shape and tests. That report included
an inventory of sources within or immediately sur·
rounding Kentucky (Table I). Thirty-one aggregates
were identified. Mixture characteristics were de·
rived in the 1959 series. Various blends of sands were
evaluated. In 1975, three aggregates were used to de·
monstrate basic design principles. Dense mixtures were
designed to minimize retention of water to hasten run·
off and thereby decrease the potential for hydroplan·
ing. Normally, voids within dense surface mixtures
range between two and five percent. Experiences with
Kentucky rock·aspahlt surfaces indicated that mix·
tures should be designed to have high voids contents.
Mixtures designed on that principle have voids in the
ordei"-of-1~--to-16-per;>ent.-Factors eonsidered·-in·de· - - - - signs for stability were aggregate shape and texture,
ISO
stiffness of asphalt, and filler·asphalt ratio. (better
described as c., ratio of volume of filler solids to the
combined volume of filler and asphalt).
i
1600
Stabilities of sand mixtures in the 1959 series
'
'/
0 IVE HlL.L
varied over a wide range. At an asphalt content of 12
percent, stabilities ranged from a low of 220 pounds
1400
for the more densely graded Webbville sand. Results of
the Marshall stability testing of mixtures are in Table 2
and Figure 22.
~.
Gradation of the various crushed sands had
til 1200
(/
i
_s~
a very pronounced effect on the stability of the mix·
:::!
lures. Sands that had a high percentage of the material
~
within the No. ·30 to No . .SO sieve sizes yielded
:::; 1000
iii
mixtures with low stabilities and high void contents.
I
'\
I
~
Stability of these "one·sized" sands increased slowly
I
with increasing asphalt content and never reach·
!
_. eo 0
ed a peak value within the 9· to 12·percent asphalt con·
..J
.
J_
______LI ____
------~---·--·-.tent--.range.---Stability-euwes-lai<e-two-eharacteristic.
o• •'"-~ --------:
0:
shapes that depend upon the void content of com·
?'
:E 60 0
pacted aggregates. Stability values increased with in·
REEN
increasing asphalt content for mixtures having greater
,o'"
than 33.6 percent voids in the compacted aggregate.
!
I
40 0
Stability increased rapidly in the more densely graded
sands and in some cases reached an optimum value
e~ ~
within the 9· to 12·percent asphalt content range.
The Polly sand was comparatively low in stability even
......-::
20 0
K'f. RO K
though it was one of the more densely graded sands;
EASTVIEW
and conversely, the Dobbins sand was high in stability
even though it had a fairly high void content in the
0
compacted aggregate.
9
10
II
12
The most consistent correlation with stability
ASPHALT CONTENT (%)
was the percentage of aggregate passing the 200·mesh
screen. Figure 23 is a plot of stability versus minus·200
Figure 22. Marshall Stability Curves for 14 Crushed
material in the 14 sands at an asphalt content of 10
Sands.
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Figure 23. Influence of Filler Material on StabilitY of
Crushed Sand Mixtures.
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II
12
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It is doubtful that blending of crushed sands
Figure 24. Influence of Sand Combinations and Added
from two widely separated sources would prove to be
Filler Material on Stability of Mixtures.
practical from an economic standpoint due to the expense of crushing and transporting the material and in
view of the fact that the stability of the material can be
cimens; these differences are attributable to the lubriincreased by the addition of a small amount of filler
eating effect of the asphalt. These small differences,
material. A stability value of 300 pounds at an asphalt
combined with the fact that the percentage voids
content of nine percent was achieved for all sands
remain fairly constant with increasing asphalt content,
investigated in this study by the addition of mineral
indicate that 100 blows from the Marshall hammer
__.._filler..to..tbe..lo.w.stabililjLsands_Thia.could.pro."e.tO-ba...._______,esulted-in-nearmaJ<imum..Jensityc-.- adequate for light traffic only (natural sandstone rock
Effects of the hardness of the asphalt upon
asphalt has performed satisfactorily in some instances
Polly and Kentucky rock-asphalt sands are shown in
with initial stability values lower than 300 pounds).
Table 4. Stabilities of the mixtures composed of the
The unit weights, flow values, and voids an·
Polly sand and asphalts of 41 and 52 penetration
alyses are in Table 2. Flow values ranged from a low of
were significantly higher than those mixtures prepared
7 to a high of 18. The voids in the aggregates remain
with asphalts of 60, 70, and 85 penetration, at each of
fairlY uniform over the range of asphalt contents inthe testing temperatures. Stabilities of the mixtures
vestigated. The percentage voids in the aggregates
prepared with Kentucky rock-asphalt sand and the
ranged from a high of 38.3 percent for the Eastview
various grades of asphalt, tested at 140°F, parallel
sand at an asphalt content of 9 percent to a low of
results obtained with the Polly sand mixtures. Flow
28.5 for the more densely graded Stephensburg sand at
values tended to increase with the harder grades of
an asphalt content of II percent.
asphalt. Polly sand with PAC-2, tested at 77°F, had a
A comparison of percentage voids in the comflow of 20.5; the flow of the mixture incorporating
pacted dry sands and the percentage voids in the sands
PAC-5 was only 11.0. The percentage voids in the
under Marshall compaction at asphait contents of 9 to
aggregate tended to decrease slightly with the use of
12 percent is in Table 3. Voids in the compacted
softer grades of asphalt.
dry sands are slightly higher than in Marshall spe·
Table 5 shows mixture data for Ohio River sand
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TABLE 4. RESULTS OF THE INFLUENCE OF HARDNESS OF BINDER ON STABILITY.
Total
PAC-1
PAC-2
PAC-)
PAC~4

PAC-5

PAC ..!

PAC-2
PAC-3

PAC-4
PAC-5
PAC-1

PAC-2
PAC-)

PAC-4
PAC-S

41
52
60
70
85

132
126
126
122
118

32
32
32
32
32

20642

18.4

41
52
60
70
85

132
126
126
122
118

77
77

14.8

77

5900
4612

77

4949
462!;j

17

41
52
60
70
85

132
126
126
122
118

140
140
140
140
140

22200

23275
2187J
21670

19.3

6d.7
65.5
66.)
66.5
72.3

20.3

17.3

19.6

125.7

)2.1

3644

15.0
11.5
11.0

126.7
12U.7
126.1
129.0

)1.6
32.6
31.9
30.3

66.0
67.6
64.2
66.6
71.7

504
526
469
338
340

11.3
11.3
7.4
6.5
8.1

125.0·

127.9
126.4
126.4

32.)
30.9

64.8
69.7
67.1

20.5

121:!.7

31.7

31.8
30.5

67.0
71.2

""'9.9

11.1
10.7
10.7

8.4
10.9

10.3
11.7
10.7
8,6
11.5
9.4
10.5
10.;)
3.tJ..•

*Constant asphalt content of lOS%

PAC-1
PAC-2
PAC-j

9

PAC-4

PAC-5
PAC-1

PAC-2
PAC-3

PAC•4

PAC-5
PAC·l
PAC-2
PAC-)

PAC·h
PAC-5

PAC ..l
PAC-2
PAC-3
PAC-4

l'tC-5

338

9.0

118.2

35.0

48.7

134
127

7.0
11.0

e.s

120.0
121.2

121.0

34.3
)3.4
3Jo7

50.4
52.4
51.6

16.3

9.0

121.5
121.4

34.1
34.1
34.)
33.7
)),6

57.2
57 .o
56.5
58.1
58.)

14.6
14.7
14.9
14.1
14.0

33.0
34.0
34.9
33.7
3).2

66.6
63.6
61.0

64.)
65.8

11.1
12.4
13.5
11.9
11.4

)2.6
33.6
34.1
)3.5
33.2

74.7
71.4
69.8
71.7
72.4

___520 _____ ll.o_ ___112•.L___,l4.2--- 50.6----16.9 ------

ill

41
52
60
70
85

132
126
126
122
118

41
52
60
70
85

1)2
126
126
122

41
52
60
70
85

1)2
126
126
122

10

318
370
146
147
ll2

)66
)01

11

llB

12

llB

rotal
Hx
18.0

172
205
177
328
406
247
341
))6

7.0
7.0
9.3

121.0
122.2
12).0

9.5
7.0
8.5

122.5

8,0

9.0
9.0

9.5
9.0

9.0
11,)
11.0

124.3

121.0

123.1

124.0
126.5
12h.7

124.0

124.8
126.0

17.0
16.0

8.)
9.6
10.3
9.$

9.2

TABLE S. MARSHALL TEST RESULTS FOR LOUISVILLE SAND BLENDS.
Total
---M-ix-

100% River sand.

9
10
ll

100% Bank aend

9

238
228
223
327

5.5
6,8
7.2
7.0

117.8
ll9 .. 2
119 ..3
122.8

36.2
36.2
36.8
35.7

69

508
678

414

4.3 •
6.0
1),8

13).7
130.9
1)4.5

28.9

69.6

82.1

8.5
9.2
5.2

9
10
11

69

465
568
605

6,0
8.o
11.8

1)1.3
131.5

132.1

29 • .3
30.1
30.L

64.7
70.1
76.6

10.4
9.0
7.2

9

69

496

6.8

132.L

28.5

67.0

9.4

129.1

)0.5
29.7
28.8

63.6

50:1. River sand

46% Bank aand
4% Lblestone filler
$0% River aand

47.5% .... "'""

2.. 5% Portland cement
*$0% River sand
50.M Bank sand

17.0

15.9
_12.6

69

12

10
11

18.7

69

**SO% River sand
50% Bank sand
+ 2% Portland cement
9
414
8.3
+ 3% Portland cement
9
69
553
8.1
+ 4% Portland cement
9
473
7.6
* the aggregate i8 graded to meet lower limit of spec11'1cation.
'** The aggregate is graded to meet median gradation of specification.

1)0.8
132.5

27.,8
30.2

47.0
52.8
57.1
66.3

69.4

61.1
66.4

19.2

17.1
1$.8
12.1

11.9

10.8

9.7
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TABLE 6. MARSHALL TEST RESULTS FOR ASHLAND SAND BLENDS.
Total.

)46

9
10

5o% River sand
SO% Bank sand

65

11

9
9
11

6o% River sand
40% Bank saner

SO% River sand
48% Bank sand
2% Portland cement

6$
65

9.6

""'

126.7

)0,8

59.1.

12.5

uo

10 ..7

127 .. 2

31.. 2

65.1.

10,8

450

11.0

129.9

)0.6

74.8

7.7

))0

10.5

126.2

n.o

58.7

12.8

UJ2

10.,2

126Q8

)0.9

59.7

12.6

594

1$.0

129.6

.30.9

7).8

8.1

(Louisville) blended and supplemented. Table 6 gives
having the desired skid-resistant characteristics. Physidata on Ashland sand blended and supplemented.
cal characteristics of the aggregates are listed in Table
The 1970-1975 series included eight mixtures
7.
containing slag sands of varying gradation, seven cant·
It was possible to achieve relatively good stabitaining expanded shale of varying gradation, eight conlities in porous (open-graded) mixtures in which all of
ammg dense-gradea--{Cliffileii)quartz sand, t"'w"'e"'lv"'e.-----"the sand passed-tlie No.-30 sieve. It was possible to
open-graded mixtures, and eleven containing asphalts
design mixtures for relatively high percentages of voids
of var)'ing grades. The dense sand-llll{lha!t mixtures
and to supplant asphalt with mineral filler to increase
were long-graded sands with four to 14 percent passing
stability.
the No.-200 sieve and 7 to II percent asphalt. The
Test data are presented in Table 8. Total
open-graded sand asphalts had 100 percent passing
air voids were held relatively constant. Balancing filler
the No.-8 sieve and 5.5 to 9.0 percent asphalt. The
mixtures yielded sinillar results when tested for aggreTABLE 7. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AG·
gate shape by the bulking test as described before.
GREGATES.
Three crushed aggregates were chosen for the
laboratory investigation because of their resistance to
BULK OF OVEN DRY
ABSORPTION
AGGREGATE
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
polishing and sharpness upon crushing. The aggregates
(PERCENT)
were Green River high-silica. gravel, steel slag, and sin·
Green River
2.72
0.6
tered (expanded) shale (Solite). All three were considSteel Slag
2.92
1.7
Expanded Shale·
1.85
12.6
ered representative of locally available materials and as

TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF TEST DATA FOR ASPHALTIC MIXTURES.
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and asphalt was necessary to maximize stability. A
noticeable change in stability resulted from use of
stiffer asphalts. Variations in gradation of aggre·
gates (excluding fillers) did not enhance stability.
Indeed, the filler-asphalt ratio largely controls stability.
A Cv of 0.6 is about ideal. The basic aggregate grada·
tions used in the tests were developed from sieve

an~

alyses of Kentucky rock-asphalt mixtures.
Meanwhile, open-graded friction courses came
into prominence, and those mixtures were included in

the study. Trial mixtures utilizing the crushed Green
River high-silica gravel were prepared and tested.
Other mixtures were then prepared using other sands.

onto a glass plate to test the 11 drain-down." Draindown occurred in the trucks enroute to the paver; the

trucks could not be emptied completely. Excess
asphalt was curtailed; a double dosage of diluted SS-lh
was applied to the road before paving.
Skid resistance persisted at skid numbers
greater than 50 from the beginning. According to tests,
it improved slightly at the beginning as the aggregate
became exposed under traffic. Rain caused little or no
splash and spray. Drainage was good. It was anticipated that clogging and ravelling would hinder the

Results of tests on those mixtures compared favorably

endurance and effectiveness of the surface. However,
endurance exceeded expectations, and clogging was not
significant. Attrition of coarse particles gave an appeara

with trial mixtures employing the Green River gravel.
All tests were performed in accordance with procedures contained in ASTM D 1559 and AASHTO
T 245, and analyses were in accordance with those
methods.

ance of ravelling and increased tire noise (roughness).
Full-width patching ensued. Three-fourths of the opengraded seals remain in service (Spring 1981 ). The data
are reported elsewhere (41, 42, 43, 44).
Inasmuch as the particles were only partially

FIELD TESTS

cal that further crushing of quartz gravels would

crushed and inasmuch as size is relative, it seemed logia

OPEN-GRADED PLANT MIX SEALS: OPENGRADED FRICTION COURSES

. An FHWA demonstration project (No. 10;
DOT-FH-15-87) was done by Middle West Roads, on
US 31-W north of Elizabethtown, in October 1973
(Figure 25). The aggregate was partially crushed quartz
conglomerate gravel from Jonesville (Caseyville) (Green
River gravel). It is shown in Figure 26. The first conception of design conveyed by FHWA alluded to
short-graded aggregate nominally 3/8-inch in diameter
mixed with sufficient asphalt cement to yield a 11 drain-

down of excess" after paving (to seal the existing
surface). It became known as a 0 popcorn 11 mix. No

stability criterion was needed. The trial mix was spread

Figure 25. OpenaGraded Plantmix Seal; US 3laW North
of Elizabethtown, Southbound.

improve angularity and skid resistance. A surface coma
posed of aggregate nominalltiL8 inch jn diameter was

constructed on US 62 near Clarkson. One section
(1976) contained 98 percent crushed gravel, one
contained 50 percent crushed gravel in combination
with a high~carbonate limestone, and another cona

tained 50 percent crushed gravel combined with a lowcarbonate limestone. Eastward from Elizabethtown on

US 62, sections constructed in 1975 consisted of 70
percent crushed gravel with 30 percent limestone, 40
percent gravel and 60 percent limestone, and 100 percent crushed gravel. Northward from Elizabethtown
on US 31-W, 2.1 miles consisting of 70 percent crushed
gravel (one face) and 30 percent limestone were constructed in October 1976. An analysis (44) indicated a

Figure 26. Silica Aggregate for OpenaGraded Plantmix
Seals.
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loss of 2.0 SN's for each 10 percent of high-carbonate
limestone in the aggregate blend.
Upon review of early performance reports (skid
tests), FHWA mandated use of open-graded plantmix
on all new federal-aid construction and on resurfacing where the speed limit is higher than 45 mph. Failures ensued; a significant one was on US 68 (Figure 18)
in Marshall County; others were in East Kentucky;
some had been reported by Tennessee. An inventory
and survey was made. Clogging was found on US 25-E
where trucks and cars carried mud from side roads and
from the shoulder onto the surface. Damage from
freezing was observed generally. A section of I 24 raveled in the westbound lanes but not in the eastbound
lanes. Grader blades fractured chert aggregates and
scraped deeply into the course (Figure 27). Finally a
moratorium was declared. Interim surfaces (staged)
have been constructed, awaiting prooftesting of other

SPRINKLE-AGGREGATE TREATMENTS
Although light applications (25 pounds per
square yard) of sand asphalts have been made with
paving machines (in Virginia), as much or more
material may be used in a chip seal or a variety of other
treatments and produce a less desirable surface. In
Kentucky, it has always seemed more desirable to level
an existing surface before applying even 40- to 50pound (0.4- to 0.5-inch) surface courses of sand asphalt. Usually, the minimum thickness of a course
containing coarse aggregate that can be applied through
a paver is about 1.5 times the diameter of the coarsest
particles. A scratch or leveling course sometimes may
be not much thicker than the coarsest particles. If the
aggregate were altogether skid resistant, no further
surfacing would be needed (in many instances) unless
cracking and raveling were present and unless additional structure also was needed. These treatments for
de-slicking
could be minimal but usually are not
surfaces and the establishment of minimum requireof
practical
considerations alluded to above.
because
ments for skid resistance (44).
To minimize the need for skid-resistant aggregate throughout the depth of the course, it was inevi----------------------------~!abJe-that-the-idea of sprhrkle-treatmerrlnlhkhh-01!'".'-·- - tan! aggregates onto hot-paved surfacing would emerge.
An FHWA demonstration project (No. 50, DOT-FH15-302) was constructed on US 31-E north of Bardstown in September 1978. Four different sprinkle
aggregates were employed. Partially crushed quartz
gravel was the only locally indigenous aggregate. They
are shown in Figures 28, 29, 30, and 31. The application rates suggested at the outset were for 50- to

Figure 27. I 24,__ MP 12; Cracked White Surface of
Chert Particles Remaining in Pavement; Dislocated Particles on Shoulder; Damage
Caused by Snowplow; March 14, 1978.
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Figure 28. US 31-E, Nelson County; Green River Gravel
Quartz for Sprinkle Treatment (Uncoated);
September 13, 1978.

75-percent coverage. Those rates were proven to be
excessive. Practical coverage was resolved to be in
the range of 30 to 35 percent.
A rippling appeared soon after paving. It was
associated with the bounce of the aggregate spreader
on its tires (natural frequency) and its forward speed.
Loss of aggregate was progressive. Empty sockets were
evidence of the loss. Skid resistance has persisted
throughout-- including the control section. A report,
(45) has been forwarded (KYP-79-204; DOT-FH-15302). Excerpts and photographs follow.
Theoretical and actual spreading rates and
coverages are given in Table 9. The percentage for the
actual applications is by aggregate type: granite --

62.57, gravel ·· 25.0, slag -- 33.99, and quartzite -·
30.39. The crushed granite was applied at 62.5 percent
coverage (Figure 32). That rate resulted in excess loose
aggregate on the surface, causing throw-off to the edge
of the pavement and flying particles striking automobiles following one another. Adjustments were
made in the final three test sections that resulted in
coverage as shown by Figure 33. That coverage was
approximately 31 percent.
End results of the effort to improve skid
resistance of US 31-E in Nelson County, as tested
using the skid trailer at 40 mph, are reported elsewhere
(45). Skid resistance of the control section has persisted at a level amost equal to sprinkled sections. On

Figure 29. US 31-E, Nelson County; Crushed
Granite for Sprinkle Treatment (Uncoated); September 13, 1978.

Figure 31. US 31-E, Nelson County; Quartzite
for Sprinlde Treatment (Uncoated);
September 13, 1978.

Figure 30. US 31-E, Nelson County; Slag for
Sprinkle Treatment (Uncoated);
September 13, 1978.

Figure 32. US 31~E, Nelson County; Approximately 62.5 Percent Coverage; Granite Sprinlde Treatment After Rolling;
September 12, 1978.
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TABLE 9. THEORETICAL AND ACTUAL SPREADING RATES FOR SPRINKLE TREATMENT COVERAGE
(POUNDS PER SQUARE YARD) AND UNIT COSTS
PERCENTAGE COVERAGE
AGGREGATE
TYPE
Crushed
Crushed
Crushed
Crushed

Granite
Gravel
Slag
Quartzite

78.5

58.8

50.4

39.5

18.7
18.0
15.3
18.1

14.0
13.5
11.5
13.6

12.0
11.5
10.0
11.3

9.4
9.0
7.6
9.0

this basis, no tangible or significant benefits have been
realized from the project thus far. Loss cf drop-on
aggregates was greatest where the applications were

APPLICATION

COST PER
SQ YD

11.7
4.5
5.2
5.5

0.34
0.15
0.16
0.17

to be somewhat diametrically in opposition to a

still nobler quality of a pavement surface ..
which is skid-resistance. A very solid, smooth

heaviest (see Figure 34).

surface is conducive to acquaplaning and other
wet-weather traction-reducing phenomena. It is

CLASSAA
Class AA dense bituminous surfacing required
crushed, sharp, hard, coarse aggregate in combination

known that gritty, porous, sand surfaces definitely offer means of attenuating these effects; but this type of surface texture cannot,

with cmghed hard sands Before that some modified

vracticallv speaking he exnected from denre
bituminous concrete-type pavement courses
containing-appreciable percentages -O[-limestone

Class I's required hard coarse aggregate only partially
crushed-.---- For--many years, the- plincipal--coarse- aggregate was limestone. Limestone coarse aggregate together with limestone fine aggregate produced certain
slipperiness. However~ the degree of skid resistance

sought could not be achieved merely by improving the
qualities of the fine aggregate.
The following commentary is excerpted from

the letter of transmittal of Research Report 239
('Class I, Bituminous Mixtures," by R. L. Florence,

September 1966) (59):
Density (sic, solidity) enhances strength,
smoothness, and durability; but, it is believed

coarse aggregates; it can be achieved only by
topical applications of sand-type mixtures.
Quartz sands incorporated into mixtures such
as the Type A are surely beneficial in maintain-

ing wet-weather traction at speeds below the
aquaplaning threshold. Although quartz-type
sands have been purposefully incorporated in
bituminous concrete surfaces built in Kentucky

since the early 1950's, all experiences seem to
indicate that the ultimate degree of skid-resistance cannot be achieved by this route.

A series of skid-tests made in the spring
of 1966 indicates that the Type A mixture is
slightly less skid-resistant than the Type B
(modified). This trend appears to be inversely
related to density rather than directly related to
of quartz sand has been altered considerably
also, and the two variables are confounded until
more definitive data can be obtained. New sur-

faces exhibited skid-resistance coefficients ( 30to 20-mph deceleration) ranging between 0. 65
and 0.55 - the mean value being approximately
0.60; with time and usage, these values dimin-

ished to 0.55, 0.40, and 0.45, respectively. The
influence of specific variables within these
ranges is not clear. Values signzficantly less than

0.40 are adjudged to be critical or unsafe. Worn
Figure 33. US 31-E, Nelson County; Quartzite
Sprinlde Treatment before Rolling;
September 13, 1978.
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surfaces not containing polish-resistant sand
have, according to previous studies, exhibited

coefficients significantly lower than 0.40. It

would be desirable, of course, to preserve permanently the same high level of tractive resistance that is exhibited by a new surface; but

phosphate slag, and the fine aggregate was wet-bottom
boiler slag. KY 55 carries only nominal traffic. Two
significant projects, not Class AA but containing

such aspirations seem too demanding here. The

partially crushed gravels, are on I 7 5. One is north of

practice of requiring polish-resistant sand in
bituminous concrete mixtures is ostensibly
sound, and further refinements of current
specifications to require quartz or silica contents of not less than 30 percent by weight of
total combined aggregate is recommended. The
term ''Natural Sand" as now employed does
not exclude carbonate-type sands and does not
provide sufficient assurance that sand so speci[ied will be rich in polish-resistant particles. It
is suggested that paragraph 306.2.1 of the 1965
Standard Specifications ... be revised as follows

MP 166; the other is south of MP 64. These will
provide comparison with the Class AA. A third applicalion of Class AA surface is on I 24, extending 2.5 miles
from US 62 to the Cumberland River Bridge.
A basic principle commands respect even here.
Aggregate particles will be worn, abraded, and (or)
polished by any grit in road scum that is as hard or
harder than the aggregate particle. Quartz (fine) is probably the most abundant ingredient in road scum and
will polish limestone more rapidly than other quartz
particles. Particles of quartz that are already rounded
or are sub-angular smooth and slicken more readily
than angular sharp particles. Moreover, sands and wear

... Unless otherwise provided on the plans or
in the proposals, the mixture used in the final
surface course shall contain not less than 30

percent silica (Si02) sand by weight of total
combined coarse and fine aggregates.
Later, the amount of natural sand was advanced to 40
percent

products attrited from a mortar matrix leave coarser
particles protruding; and, eventually, the coarse

particles (even hard ones) become rounded and polished. Therein is the principal attribute of sand-asphalt
surfaces: that is, sand asphalts lose grains by attrition

Ii:tu:.ther-Stmling-seemedfuu·~e..------------Znd(J....(dllO:LSSUO_Jrcaa.IJthruee.rrc_Ju.miformly

The rate of wear can be

controlled in the design of the mixture. The wear is
· Thefirst Class AAproject was on the Watterson
Expressway in Louisville, and the second was on KY
55 adjacent to Taylorsville. The coarse aggregate was a

saerificial-;- and- new grit is exposed successively until

the course is depleted. From the standpoint of maintaining a constant resistance to skidding, sand-type sur-

Figure 34. US 31~E, Nelson County; Crushed Quartz Gravel (Caseyville); Heavy Application in Foreground, Lighter Application in Background; Empty Sockets; March 14, 1979.
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faces are ideal because they are self-renewing until used
up. Unless there is some gradual attrition) even the
sharp hard sands in sand asphalts will polish; and
the surface can become slick. An ideal compromise
may be achieved if a coarse aggregate such as porous
slag or scoria {see Figure 35) or expanded shale could
be matched with a fine aggregate and mortar to induce
even wear and renewal as is . typical of good sand
asphalts.
Failures and clogging of open-graded plantmixed seals precipitated a moratorium on the use of
that type of surface until service records of Class AA
could be established. The number of projects to be
included in the sample was not specified; however,
time allowed was too short. Meanwhile) studies to
determine adequate levels of skid resistance were
nearing completion. In that respect, this report is
paired with and is supplemental to Reference 44.

1964. It was also used for some chip seals. The alternate ceased to be exercised, and it was discontinued.
Interest in sandstone was renewed when KY 80
{Hazard to Watergap) was being designed. Sandstone
was to be employed at all levels but the surface. Later.
it came under consideration for some of the surface
courses. Sandstones tend to require more asphalt than
some other aggregates because they are porous and textured.
Sandstones had been employed previously in
base courses on the Paintsville-Inez Road {1941, first
all-sandstone bituminous road) and on the HydenManchester Road {1955). Some, if not most of it, was
quarried alongside the road. A limestone-sandstone was

SANDSTONE
Sandstone was first employed in a surface
course in 1952 on KY 30 between Salyersville and
sandstone. It was quarried beside US 460 near KY 30
and near KY 15 (Quicksand). TI1e pavement was minimal and was resurfaced after five or six years. The surface was notably skid resistant {equal to Kyrock) (see
Figure 36). Sandstone was then admitted as an alternate to limestone on resurfacing work until 1963 or

Figure 36. Sandstone, Asphaltic Concrete; KY 30,
Salyersville- Jackson (3); 1953.

Figure 35. Scoria, Cinder-like Lava from Mexico; Illustrates Vesicular, WearaAway Fine Aggregate (Sand); Magnification
-lOx; December 9, 1971.
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quarried near Flatgap (Johnson County). Sandstone for
building stone has been quarried at Bluestone and Freestone (near Farmers) and at Buena Vista.
Sands and sandstone gravels were worked near
Crystal by the Estill Sand Company. Valley fill, there,
contained sand, sandstone gravel, and coal. A hill-top
sand pit was operated near Furnace.
Sandstone aggregate was used in the construction of small reinforced concrete bridges in the late
1920's. It was used in concrete pavement on the Pine·
ville-Harlan Road in 1927.
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Speed limits were reduced from 70 and 60 mph (31.3
and 26.8 m/s) to 55 mph (24.6 m/s) in March 1974.
The relationship between accidents and pavement
friction, therefore, may have been altered. A study of
after-effects has not been completed. Preliminary
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and portland cement concrete pavements with AADT's
greater than 2,500 and Sand-Asphalt (Type I) pavements have not provided this assurance. Class I bituminous (interstate and toll-road quality) and portland
cement concrete, with AADT's less than 2,500 provided suitable SN's throughout their lives. Open-graded
friction courses with crushed Green River gravel aggre·
gate have provided qualifying SN's through the vehicle
passes accumulated to date and, by interpolation,
through the life of the pavement. Open-graded friction
courses with slag aggregate provided qualifying SN's
through 12 million vehicle passes. For 8-year service
life, this surface is suitable for roads with AADT's less
than 8,200. Conversely, if applied to a road with an
AADT of 11 ,000 vehicles per day, the surface may
exhibit SN's of 32 or less after only 6 years and may
require surface renewal at that time. Open-graded
friction course, with other gravel aggregate, provided
necessary assurance against low SN's to one million
vehicle passes; however, data were too limited to
extrapolate. Sand-Asphalt, Type II, on rural roads,
provided adequate SN's through 15 million vehicle
passes. For 8-year service life, this corresponds to an
AADT of 10,300.
Service life has been estimated on the basis of

AADT. Benefit-cost analyses indicated that overlaying
existing pavements having SN's less than 35 and
AADT's greater than 5,000 yields benefits from reductions of wet-pavement accidents equal to or exceeding
the cost of overlay. Benefits also exceeded costs for
roads with SN's less than 30 and AADT's greater than
2,500 and for roads with SN's less than 24 and AADT's
greater than 750. The analyses did not include increased comfort, time savings, fuel savings, mainte·
nance savings, and reduction of other types of
accidents.
A minimum SN of 28 for roads with more than
I ,000 vehicles per day has been recommended to safe.
guard the public from slipperiness regardless of the
accident history of the road. Also, as indicated from
the relationship between skid resistance and cumulative
traffic, the best surface does not assure mature SN's
above 45. Thus, criteria for the design of surface
courses concern primarily the range of SN's between
28 and 45. The gercentages of pavemenLsru:tions_estimated to equal or exceed those values, at I 0 million
vehicle passes, were determined. At least 95 percent of
all pavement sections, except Sand-Asphalt, Type I!
(urban), provided SN's greater than or equal to an SN
of23 (44, 54).

TABLE 10. BEST-FIT EQUATIONS RELATING SKID NUMBER AND CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC FOR VARIOUS
1YPES OF PAVEMENTS

BEST-FIT EQUATIONS

SN "" A + BxLOG(CT*)
EFFECTIVE AADT
AVERAGE

SECTIONS

:.10. OF
DATA
POUlTS

1,000- 2,499
2,499 - 46,120

1,560
8.380

43

8J

41

95

1,000 - 2.499
2,499 - 34,000

1, 770
5,080

100
130

99
132

42.3
40.2

-4.3
-2.0

28.2
25.8

+1.0
-3.1

1,000- 2,499
2,499 - 38,200

2,070
9,490

46
167

68
499

48.9
49.3

-0.6
-7.9

36.0
22.7

-1.5
+3.9

1.180 -

7,590

2,950

20

20

57.2

-7.9

51.2

-15.3

20,130

8,680

17

58

39.9

-1.2

28.1

-4.2

S;nd-Asphalt, S.P, 595

4,000 - 14,550

8,900

3

58

47.3

-1.7

35.1

0.0

Sand-Asphalt, Type II:
(Rural)
(Urban)

300 - 10,560

4,070
8,040

16

1,040 - 18,650

49
39

49.3
36.6

-3.8
-7.0

35.8
8.5

-2.8
+4.6

63
48
21

48.2
49.0
52.8
48.6
47.1

+4.5
-3.7
-4.4
+5.4
+1.2

38.9
39.3
32.2
38.3

+0.7
-6.2
-4.7
+4.3

:;10. OF
PAVEMENT

Class I. Bituminous:
Interstate & Toll Roads

US & KY Roads
Portland Cement Concrete
Kentucky Rock Asphalt

.

.Sand-Asphalt, Type I

Open-Graded, Friction
Course, Type 1:
Green River Gravel
Slag
Gravel
Granite
Type 2: All Aggregate

RANGE

690

~·

9

2,220400 l,lOO 5,300 -

19,400
43,610
10,400
11,500

6,610
12,030
6, 520

7

2,400-

6,900

3,360

6

*Cumulative traffic in millions of vehiCle passes
**At -2.5 standard deviations

44

--------

6, 680

10

12
6

MEDIA.~

A

45,9
47.3

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6
16

LOWEr. LI:>F.T'•*
B

-1. 4
-7.2

A

35.4
28.2

B

-1.8
-2.5

- - - - - - -------------------

roads or paving work nearby, wet leaves, etc., cause
temporary slipperiness.
Where traffic is very intense, oil slicks tend to
build up (appears as a darkening or wetting, especially
between wheelpaths) during summer months but dimi·
nishes with approaching winter.
Invisible (transparent) icing is an insidious haz-

OrnER CAUSES OF SLIPPERINESS AND
LOSSES OF TRACTION
Loose sands on pavements can be hazardous to
traffic. Round sands will roll like ball bearings. Traction will diminish in some proportion to the concentration or coverage.
Spills onto a pavement can be very dangerous.
Engine oil drippings or oil from wrecks or engine explosions should be blotted up and swept away. Spills of
soil from trucks or from ,"ditching," soil or mud
tracked onto the mainline pavement by traffic entering
from sideroads or construction sites along the road, as·
phalt or road oil tracked onto the pavement from side-

j

ard. "Beware!" to the unwary driver.

PAVEMENT SLIPPERINESS AND LIABU..ITIES
Those having authority and management responsibilities over pavements (57, 58) may not safe-

TABLE II. SKID NUMBER AT SEVERAL VALUES OF CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC FOR VARIOUS TYPES
OF PAVEMENTS
SKI~-Nm£BER---,

__,_____

---------- -

--- ------------

CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC -MILLIONS

Class I, Bituminous:
Interstate & Toll Roads

us

& KY

1

5.

10

60

MINUS 2.5
**

50

46
47

45
42

44*
40

35

-.34*
26

45
45

42
40

39
39

38*
38

37*

29*
23

55
55

49
49

48
44

48*
41

35

34*
26

57

52

49

36

40

39

39

24

0.1
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Roads

Portland Cement Concrete

so.

Kentucky Rock Asphalt
42

Sand-Asphalt, Type I
------- - - -- - - - - - - -

-

-------------------

----------------------------------------------------- -------------------

Sand-Asphalt, S.P. 59B

47

46

46

35

Sand-Asphalt, Type II:
(Rural)
(Urban)

54
44

49
37

47
32

45*
30

33*
13

Open-Graded, Friction
Course, Type 1:
Green River Gravel
Slag
Gravel
Granite
Type 2: All Aggregate

42
53
57
45
45

48
49
53
49
47

51
46
50*
52*
48*

53
45
48*

40
33
28*
43*

* Extrapolated using best-fit equation
** At 10 million vehicle passes
45

and to share with the administration, the legislature
guard themselves from liabilities by mere exercise of
personal and individual judgments. Only a panel of
and, surely, with the public. Assurances of safety on
peers, a jury, or a committee is competent to judge the
the highway are concerns of each and every user and
reasonableness of a design, a practice, or a selection.
traveler. The public seems rather unforgiving if a pave·
On the other hand, decision criteria based on analyzed
ment is allowed to deteriorate, roughen, or become
risks, least cost, and maximum benefits are generally
slick. An epidemic of skidding accidents usually incites
persuasive. The doctrine of immunity implied by the
public ridicule and accusationof negligence-or milieaexercise of "engineering judgment" issues from the
sance.
rational analysis of pertinent facts and affecting factors
Management looses credibility when an overlay,
- such as engineers are qualified to do. It is presumed
resurfacing, or de-slicking becomes more slippery than
that a second and third party having sufficient facts
the pavement being resurfaced. Excess tackcoat may be
and understanding of scientific and engineering prin·
blamed. To use all-limestone patching mixtures where
ciples would deduce the same outcome. Administrative
skid-resistant surfacing is required by the criteria is mis·
feasance.
decisions may override but not supplant; liability
would gravitate upward and unshared.
Perhaps the surface providing the highest SN's
may seem desirable to minimize risks. Otherwise,
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
minimizing risks must be balanced with benefits to ob·
tain the greatest safety with monies available. Thus,
The work on sand asphalts began in the early
fmal criteria for adequacy of surface courses must in1950's when Kentucky rock asphalt was beset with
_ _ _______,c IDle a best-goodOf(fr~all-approacli--ilifd pnon"'ty=.ty=pe~---_,acKofstaOility,S!hppihg, andSca:Jmg. EilisG~illianisprogramming; and the criteria may be different for
and James H. Havens were the investigating team. It apvari_ous classes of roads. The term "monies available"
peared that rock asphalt would not qualify for intense
service but that it otherwise_ possessed admirable qualiseems inadequate in the context above. Perhaps the
manager's higher duty would be to secure adequate reties- skid resistance, low noise, good blotting capacity.
sources. Perhaps authorities and officials need to know
The first opportunity to use compounded sand-asphalt

TABLE 12. MEAN SKID NUMBER OF PAVEMENTS AND STANDARD DEVIATION AT

INDICATED CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC

AADT RANGE

750 - 2,499
1.750
7.1
2.3

AADT AVERAGE

HALF-LIFE (YEARS)

CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC (HILL IONS)
PAVEHENT
-----------------

Class I, Bituminous,
Interstate & Toll Roads:
AADT 1,000 - 21499
AADT 2,500- 46,120
Class I, Bituminous9
US & KY Roads:
AADT 1,000 - 2,499
AADT 2,500- 34,000

HEAN
SN

DEVIATION

45.4

4.3

40.7

STANDARD

2, 500 - 4, 999
3,670
6.1
4.1

5,000 - 14,000
7,800
4.1
5.8

HEAN
SN

DEVIATION

SN

STA..''WARD
DEVIATION

42.9

6.5

41.8

6.2

39.0

6.1

38.7

6.1

STANDARD

)-1£A...~

4.9

Sand-Asphalt, Type I

39.5

5.2

39.2

5.5

39.0

5.6

Sand-Asphalt, Type II:
(Rural)
(Urban)

47.9
34.1

5.2
9.6

47.0
32.3

5.2
8.4

46.4
31.3

5 •. 1
7.7

Open-Graded, Friction
Course, Type 1:
Green River Gravel
Slag
Gravel
Granite

49.8
47.7
51.2
50.6

4.2
4.3
8.3
4.3

51.0
'46. 7
50.1
51.9

4.6
4.5
8.3
4.4

51.6
46.2
49.4
52.7

4.8
4.7
8.3
4.4
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mixtures was on bridge decks. They were designed necessarily to be dense and waterproof. The first in Ken·
tucky was used on the Clark Memorial Bridge in
Louisville. The second was on the Ashland-Coal Grove
Bridge (60). G. F. Kemper was the resident engineer
on the Ashland Bridge. The first mixtures were designed by Robert L. Florence (4, 5, 6, 7). Mr. Florence
continued to work on sand asl'halts for about 10 years.

The first road projects were in Frankfort on US 60.
Some fme sands were dredged from the Kentucky
River. Jerry G. Rose advanced the study of particle
shape and texture. Donald C. Newberry advanced the
designs of porous coarse- and fine-grained mixtures.
Messrs. Rolands Rizenbergs and James L. Burchett
conducted skid tests, maintained records and did the
statistical analyses of performance (44).
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APPENDIX A
DRY-BULKING TEST PROCEDURE
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DRY-BULKING TEST PROCEDURE
EQUIPMENT
Balance -- a balance having a capacity of
I.
1.500 grams and a sensitivity of 0.1 gram.
Drying Pans-- at least I ,500-gram capac2.
ity, suitable for drying samples.
Cylindrical Cup -- a rigid cylindrical cup
3.
having an inside diameter of 2-7/8 inches and a height
of 5-1/2 inches.
Funnel -- a truncated, hollow, metal
4.
cone having an overall height of 4 inches and an inside
diameter of 5-1/2 inches for the large opening and I
inch for the small opening (as shown in the sketch).
Sieves -- the following sizes are required:
5.
No.4, No.8, No. 16, No. 30, and No. 50.
Steel Straightedge -- 1" x 6" x 1/16"
6.
(typical).
PROCEDURE
The sample of aggregate shall be washed thoroughly, dried to constant weight at I 05° to !10° C
(221 o to 230°F), and separated into the following four
sizes:

RETAINED
PASSING
No.8
No.4
1.
No.l6
No.8
2.
No. 30
No. 16
3.
No. 50
No. 30
4.
Approximately 1,500 grams of each of the above sizes
shall be required for the tests.
The test shall be conducted on only the size
fractions comprising five percent or more of the
aggregate by weight. The apparatus and its use are
shown in Figures Al and A2.
A sized aggregate shall be poured into the funnel while a metal plate is held against the bottom opening. The funnel shall be filled until the material is
heaped between I and 2 inches above the top; care
shall be taken not to overflow the funnel or to spill
material into the cylinder below. The piece of metal

used to close the bottom opening of the funnel shall be
quickly withdrawn in a horizontal movement and the
material permitted to flow freely into the cylinder until it overflows. Then the flow of the material onto the
ftlled cylinder shall be cut off, and any material remaining in the funnel shall be allowed to flow into a
pan.
The material in the cylinder shall then be carefully struck off even with the top of the cylinder with
the straightedge. This is accomplished by holding the
straightedge in both hands, edge down; starting at one
side, strike off the material above the top of the cylinder. The straightedge is then placed along another
diameter of the cylinder, and the material is struck off
again. This is repeated in the opposite direction.
Extreme care shall be taken during the striking-off
operation to avoid any downward pressure on the
aggregate or any jarring of the cylinder. Mter carefully
removing any material that may be adhering to the
outside of the cylinder, the weight of the contents shall
be determined to the nearest 0.1 gram.
The aggregate in the cylinder shall then be recombined with the excess of the same size from the
pan, thoroughly mixed, and two additionaril-oet"e"rm =m""a'"------tions made. An average of three determinations having
a maximum variation of 4 grams shall constitute a test.
The percentage voids in each size shall be determined by the following formula:
Percentage voids= 100 (1-W/VG),
W = average weight of material in the
cylinder,
V = volume of cylinder in cubic centimeters, and
G = bulk specific gravity (oven dry) of
the aggregate as determined by the
applicable portions of ASTM Cl27.
The arithmetical average of the percentage voids so
determined for the tested size shall be reported.

in which
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Figure AI. Cup and Funnel, Dry-Bulking Test.

Figure A2. Bulking Test for Control of Aggregate Shape.
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PROPOSED SPECIAL PROVISION
__ (;I.A~_I,_TYl'E_A.• MODIFIED SURFACE
(SKID- RESISTANT, LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE)
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. _ _
FOR
CLASS I, TYPE A, MODIFIED SURFACE
(SKID-RESISTANT, LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE)
This Special Provision covers the material requirements and construction methods for Hot-Mixed, Hot-Laid,
Skid-Resistant, Class I, Type A Modified Bituminous Concrete Surface Course and shall be applicable
to individual projects only when indicated on plans, proposals, or bidding invitations; and, when so
indicated, it shall supersede all conflicting provisions of the Department's current Standard Specifications
for Road and Bridge Construction. References herein are to the Department's Standard Specifications
and approved addenda thereto.

I.

DESCRIPTION

Hot-Mixed, Hot-Laid, Skid-Resistant, Class I. 'Type A, Modified Bituminous Concrete is intended
to provide a skid-resistant wearing surface for pavements and bases. At least 40 percent by volume of
the aggregate therein shall consist of lightweight aggregate prepared by expanding clay, shale, or slate
by the rotary kiln process. The remaining portion of the aggregate shall meet the applicable requirements
of Special Provision No.
(Skid-Resistant Sand-Asphalt Surface). The aggregate, sand, bituminous
material and the mixing and application thereof shall be in accordance with the respective requirements
hereinafter described. The mixture shall be applied to the nominal, compacted thickness indicated on
the plans or in the proposal; and the finished surface shall conform with the lines and grades shown
on the plans or proposals.

II.

MATERIALS
A.

Requirements.

-------------J.----BH!Iminous-MilleFiai&--'J'he-asphalt-eement-te-be-mi*ed-wHh-the--aggFegate-"haU--be-I'AG-5-(AC-10) 85-100 penetration unless otherwise specified on plans or proposals and shall meet the particular
requirements of Section 621. The quantity of asphalt cement used shall be as directed by the Engineer.
Bituminous material for the tack· coat shall meet the requirements of Section 62 I for
the partiuclar type and grade specified on the plans or proposals.

2. Aggregare. The aggregate shall consist, by volume, of not less than 40 percent of lightweight
aggregate. Aggregate, to fulfill this requirement, shall be obtained by expanding clay, shale, or slate at
an elevated temperature in a rotary kiln. The remaining portion of the aggregate shall meet the applicable
requirements Special Provision No.
. Unless otherwise provided, mineral filler meeting the requirements
of Article 6!!.5.0 for quality may comprise not more than 5 percent by weight of the aggregate
combination. Pre qualifications of the aggregate sources are required. Pre-qualification, here, means prior
approval of the Engineer.
The lightweight aggregate shall conform to the grading requirements for No. 8 coarse
aggregate as follow:
4
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Sieve
1/2 inch
3/8 inch
No.4
No. 8
No. 16

Percent Passing
100
85-100
10-30
0-10
0-5

In addition, the lightweight aggregate shall possess tho following properties:
Loose unit weight - 35 pcf minimum (ASTM Designation C 29 (shoveling procedurc11
Lqs Angeles Abrasion, percent loss -- 35 minimum (ASTM Designation C 131)
The remaining portion of the aggregate, including mineral filler, shall conform to the fulluwing
grading requirements:
Sieve
3/8 inch

"·

No. 16
No. 50
No. 100

Percent Passing
100
8"-1()()
40-80
5-25
0-S

In addition, the remaining portion of the aggregate shall consist of quartz (SiOo), not less than .
90 percent by visual count or 94 percent by chemical analysis. Quartz, to fulfill this requirement, 'shall
be obtained from sandstone, conglomeratic sand, bank sand, river sand, or combinations thereof.
Particle shape and texture of each aggregate type, excluding mineral filler, shall be so controlled
that when subjected to the dry-bulking test, the volume of voids shall be 50 percent or greater. The
dry-bulking test shall be used as a source control test and will be conducted at frequencies deemed
necessary by the Engineer. The dry-bulking test shall be conducted in accordance with the procedure
specified in Special Provision No.

3. Admixture. A moisture-controlling admixture such as silicone fluid (dtmethyl siloxane
polymer) shall be furnished by the Contractor to be blended with the mix when and as directed by
the Engineer.
B. Approval of Materials. Silicone shall be of a type and from a source approved by the Department.
------At-lea*-en e-week-pri(}J'- t<>-eommencin g-productiurr;- the Co1tt1 a:ctursh:ali-notify-nt-.--I:nglneerthat the aggregates, including blended natural sand if used, have been stocked at the plant site. Prior
to notification, at least 500 tons or one-half the anticipated project requirement, whichever is least,
of each aggregate shall be stocked.
Ill.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

The construction methods shall comply with the applicable requirements of Article 306.3.0, except
as otherwise provided hereinafter and on the plans or in the proposals.
A. Seasonal and Weather Limitations. No surface as defined by this special provision shall be laid
between November 15 and May I, nor when the temperature is below 60'F, except by written permission
of the Engineer, nor when the underlying course is wet, nor when other weather conditions are unsuitable.
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B.

Preparation of Mixture.

]. Composition of Mixture. The aggregate and asphalt cement shall be combined in such
proportions that the composition of the mixture by volume shall be within the general limits for Class
I, Type A Modified Surface given in the follow,ng table. A job·mix formula, within the specified
composition limits, shall be established by the Engineer for each project; and the proportions and gradings
so set shall be maintained within the tolerances specified hereinafter. The percentages passing all sieve
sizes shall be determined by dry sieving. Once the job-mix formula has been established, it shall remain
in effect until changed in writing by the Engineer. Deviations from the job-mix formula shall not exceed
0.5 percentage points in the asphalt content and 0.2 in fineness modulus of the sand gradation.
Volumetric Composition limits

Percent Passing (Volume)

Sieve
1/2 inch
3/8 inch
No. 4
No. 8
No. 16
No. 50
No. 100
No. 200
Percent, Bitumen

100
85-100
60-80
40-60
25-50
).21)

3-1::!
2-6
10-19

2. Field Control of Mixture. The relative percentages of the different aggregates in the mixture
shall be controlled at the cold feeds. The "procedure for calibration and checking of cold feed flow
on a bituminous hot-mix plant" as outlined in the Bituminous Manual shall be used.
Aggregate samples for gradation analyses shall be taken from the hot bins. The procedure
for "sampling of hot aggregate bins" as outlined in the Bituminous Manual shall be used. Samples from
the bins shall be combined on a weight basis according to the particular design bin percentages. A
volumetric sieve analysis of the combined aggregate shall then be performed according to the following
procedure:
TEST METHOD
VOLUMETRIC SIEVE ANALYSIS OF
FINE AND COARSE AGGREGATES
Scope:
This test method covers a procedure for the determination of the particle size distribution by volume
of fine and coarse aggregate samples, using sieves with square openings. The method is also applicable
for the sieve analysis of aggregate recovered from bituminous mixtures obtained from plant or roadway.
Apparatus:"
I. Sample splitter, quartering cloth, shoveling method on clean surface, or quartering machine.
2. Set of Standard U.S. Sieves ·• woven wire with square openings (ASTM Designation~ E-11).
3. Mechanical Sieve Shaker.
4. Drying oven capable of attaining a temperature of 200"F or more.
5. Graduate ·· a plastic cylinder with a capacity of 4,000 ml graduated in increments of 50 ml
or less.
A wide-mouth funnel for transferring aggregates to graduate.
6.
7. Solvent ·- Benzol, trichloroethane.
8. Round pans with diameter to fit sieves.
9. Scoop, brass wire brush, and hair brush.
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Preparation of Sample:

L

Select a representative portion of processed aggregate for test.

2.

Place the aggregate in oven and dry to constant weight at a temperature of 140" to 300"F.

Remove sample from oven and allow to cool to room temperature.
3. To quarter the material, use either the sample splitter, the quartering cloth, quartering machine,
or the method of manipulating the aggregate with a large flat scoop or shovel, blending it back and
forth on a smooth clean surface until blended and then quartering mechanically with some straightedge,
thus reducing the dry aggregate sample to laboratory testing size. It is permissible to thoroughly blend
the fine material and to take small portions from several places covering the entire area of the pan
to make up the test sample. Approximately 3000 ml of aggregate shall be used.
Procedure:
l. Place the set of sieves, with the' largest opening on top, into a pan and pour the aggregate
onto .the top sieve. Perform a sieve analysis on the aggregate sample by separating the rnalerial into

a series of particle sizes using such sieves as are necessary to determine compliance with the specifications
for the material. The hand sieve operation is done by means of a lateral and vertical motion of the

sieves. accompanied by a jarring action so as to keep the material moving continuously over the surface
of the sieves. In any case, do not turn or manipulate particles through the openings of the \ieves by

hand. Continue hand sieving until, by visual observation, .-to material continues to pass through the sieves
_ _ _ _ _ __lliDU!U><se"·-'W"-"ho;en"--"m;echanical sieving is used _shaking_liiruLshilllld~ahlishelilllat__MlL!ssure_pmper sieving _________
of the material without degradation. Check the thoroughness of the sieving by the above described method.
2. Fill the graduate with solvent to a level to cover the entire sample of aggregate. Make an
initial reading of the liquid level and record on work sheet. Place the aggregate retained on each sieve
size and pan into the graduate. starting with the smallest size. After each size of aggregate is placed
in the graduate. make a reading of the liquid level and record on the work sheet. For highly absorptive

aggregates. each successive size of aggregates should be added at intervals of approximately 30 seconds
and the liquid level reading taken approximately IS seconds after each addition of aggregate. The same
timing should be used on each test so that results will be comparable.
Care should be taken to eliminate entrapped air in the graduate, particularly after the fine aggregate
is added. This can be done by gently rolling the graduate or stirring the aggregate prior to taking a
reading of liquid level. After each test is completed, the solvent may be decanted or filtered and saved

for reuse.
By subtncting the liquid reading prior to the addition of each size of aggregate from the liquid
reading Jfter the addition of aggregate, the volume of each size of aggregate may be determined. This

information is to be entered in Column 3 of the work sheet. The difference in initial and final readings
will be the total volume of the aggregate. Divide each volume of aggregate by total aggregate volume

to determine pen;ent retamed on each sieve and enter in· Column 4. This percent will be an expression
of each size as a portion of the total aggregate. The cumulative percent passing each sieve is then calculated
_____aruLen.tered_in__ColurruL_i __Ihis.gradation.in_L:o.lumnS.iS-Io-he-compaxe<Lwitl>-thC-IIO!umetrie-composition--- ----··· ---------------

limits for compliance with the specifications.
Asphalt content determination shall be made in accordance with the standard procedure. The asphalt
content as determined by weight shall then be transformed to a volumetric percentage based on the
volume of the total mixture. Sample calculations follows:
Asphalt Content (by weight) by extraction
Specific Gravity of Asphalt
C.-·· Specific Gravity of aggregate combination
A.
B.

(9.4/1.026)
D.

= 9.4?1= 1.026

= !.867

+ (100-9.4) I 1.867 = 9.2 + 48.5 = 57.7

Asphalt Content (by volume) = 9.2/57.7

= 15.9%

The volumetric asphalt content is to be compared with the volumetric composition limits for compliance
with the specifications.
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SIEVE ANALYSIS

VOLUMETRIC

WORK SHEET

Date

Sample No.

5-12-71
_....~-1:15

Time _

Type

Design No.

3

1-D

Station No. _..:1.=.5.:.19~+~0~0:...__ __

A-Mod.

Spec. Item - - - - - - Project _ ___:c~1:.!:2:.::::3..:;-;;.4-;:;5~-------( 100%-% Asphalt)
90 o
% Of Aggregate In Total Mix
Initial Reading Of Liquid Level _ ....,J.I.olJJooJ..-_ _ mf.

.

2 .,

I
AggreQote

Size

of A~Hifeqote
RetOJ!"1ed

mi.

Volume or:l
A~g~gale etaon•d
'/o of Toto I

Volume of
A921"'Ct9arc. Reto1nc:d.

Volume of
Aggregate mi.

Reading of Liquid
Level After Add1tl0n

5

4

3

1o of Total

R&ta,ned

Aooreoa te

A99"'sotc

100.0

inch

3950

0

0

3/8 inch

3950

150

5 1

94.9

4
No. 8

3800-

950

32.1

62.8

?PC:O

500

17.0

4S 8

2350

450

15.2

30.6

1900

350

11.9

18.7

250

8.5

10.2
3.4

k

No

:t'!Q,

1 Fi

No. 30No. 50

1550
---

--

No

100

1300

2oo

6.8

No.

200

1100

100

3.4

Pan

n

1000

.

I Toto I
*

29'i0

Place Smallest Size in Cylinder First, then

~ext

Larger Size, etc.
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2. Preparation of Aggregates. If aggregates from two or more sources are blended, they shall
be metered from individual cold bins in such proportions that will yield a product having the specified
composition and gradation. The aggregates shall be uniformly dried and heated to a temperature of not
·less than 280oF nor more than 325°F. If mineral nller is used, it shall be weighed or metered into
the mix from a separate bin.

3. Temperature Requirements. Unless otherwise approved by the Engineer, the temperatures
of the materials and the mixtures, in degrees Fahrenheit, shall be maintained within the ranges given
in the following table:
Mixing and Laying Temperatures
Aggregates
Asphalt Cement
Mixture at Plant
Mixture When Laid

c.

Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.

280
265
280
280

Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.

325
325
325
310

Spreading and Finishing.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J:____p~,._speed._llnleSS-OtheiWis<Ldirected-by--the-Engineer~the-paY£r-WJ>en-J'Iacing~the-suriace
mix shall maintain a speed of 22 feet per minute, plus or minus 8 feet per minute.

2. Continuous Paver Operation. The plant production and paver speed shall be synchronized
in such a manner which will permit the paver to travel in a uniform continuous forward speed within
the limits as required hereinbefore. The paver shall engage the hauling trucks wl1ile traveling forward.
Every effort shall be made to keep the paver moving continuously. The paver should be permitted to
stop only when a plant or paver breaks down or when some emergency tlr unavoiJahle conditions exists.

3. Entrances and Crossovers.- Entrances, crossover-s. ami tHhcr :.~rcas macccssiblc to the pav~r
which must be spread by hand, whether constructed of this mixtur~ or another surfa~.:e mixture, shall
be constructed as a separate operation. The material fnr these areas shall be pla..:cd directly from the
trucks. The paver shall not be stopped, side plates removed. """ the material for these areas allowed
to spill out to the side, or the_paver shall not be stopped anJ matenal for these areas shoveled from
the hopper.
4.

Pavement Samples. Samples shall not be cut from the pavement unless directed by the

Engineer.
-----------S.-----CompactiQnc-'J'fllcss-o~he-rwi••-<l+<e-e-fc<l-•c>r-per-miHed-by-t-he-Engii!eer-.-wmpaeHotl;-inelutlfng---

breakdown rolling, shall be accomplished with a 3-wheel roller or a tandem roller weighing not less
than 8 tons. Entrances, crossovers, and other inacceS>ible areas spread by hand shall be compacted with
a roller weighing not less than 3 tons.
6. Leveling and Paicfzing. Levelirig and patching shall be performed in a manner, with the
designated equipment, and with the materials as prescribed on the plans or in the proposal.

· IV_ METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
The mixture will be weighed in accordance with Article 1.9.1. Bituminous material, except that
used in the mixture, will be measured in gallons as specified in Section 621.
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V.

BASIS OF PAYMENT

The quantities thus measured and accepted, complete and in place, will be paid for at the contract
unit price bid per gallon for "Bituminous Materials'' and per ton for 8iturninoUs Mixture," which payment
shall be full compensation for cleaning surface; for furnishing, hauling, and placing all materials, including
the silicone fluid; and for all labor, equipment, tools, and incidentals necessary to complete the work.
11

APPROVED

STATE HIGHWAY ENGINEER
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APPENDIXC
SPECIAL PROVISION_NO,.-='----------- _ __
OPEN-GRADED, MEDIUM SILICA
SAND-ASPHALT SURFACE
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 59
OPEN-GRADED, IDGH SILICA
SAND-ASPHALT SURFACE
SPECIAL PROVISIONS NO. 59 A, B, C, D, AND E
SAND-ASPHALT SURFACE (SKID RESISTANT)
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 60
SIMULATED KENTUCKY ROCKASPHALT SURFACE
SPECIAL PROVISIONS NO. 109 A AND B
OPEN-GRADED FRICTION COURSES (PLANT MIX
SEALS)
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OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS

CO~~ONWEALTH

SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 58
FOR
OPEN-GRADED, MEDIUM SILICA
SAND-ASPHALT SURFACE
This Special· Provision covers the material requirements and construction methods for Hot-Mixed, Hot-Laid, Sand-Asphalt, Surface Course
and shall be applicable to individual projects only when indicated
on plans, proposals, or bidding invitations; and, when so indicated,
it shall supersede all conflicting provisions of the· Department's
current Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction.
References herein are to the,. Department's Standard Specifications
and approved addenda thereto.

I.

DESCRIPTION

Hot-Mixed, Hot-Laid, Sand-Asphalt is intended to provide a finetextured, skid-resistant, wearing surface for pavements and bases.
Fifty percent of the sand therein shall consist of quartz (Sio 2 ).
The remaining proportion of the sand shall consist of crushed limestone. The sand, bituminous material, and the mixing and application thereof shall be in accordance with the respective requirements hereinafter described. The mixture shall be applied to the
nominal, compacted thickness indicated on the plans or in the proposal; and the finished surface shall conform with the lines and
grades shown on the plans or proposals.
II.

MATERIALS
A.

Requirements.

1. Bituminous Materials. The asphalt cement to be mixed with
the sand shall be PAC-3 and shall meet thE' particular requirements
of Section 621. The quantity of asphalt cement used shall be as directed by the Engineer.
Bituminous material for the tack coat shall be SS-lh .meeting
the particular requirements of Section 621. The SS-lh shall be prepared for application by dilution with an equal volume of potable
water.
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2. Aggregate. The aggregat.e shall consist, by wei;rht, of not
less than 50 percent quartz (Si02). Quartz, to fulfill this requiremE·nt, shall be obtained from crushed sandstone, conglomer2 tic sand,
bank sand, river sand or combinations thereof. The remaining por~ion of aggregate shall consist of limestone sund.
Unless otherwise
provided, mineral filler meeting the requirements of Article 611.5.0
for quality may comprise not more than 3 percent of the aggregate
cow~ination.
Each aggregate, except mineral filler, shall have a
minimum Sand-Equivalent value of 10 as determined by AASHO T 176,
and the total combined aggregate, including mineral filler, shall
have a minimum Sand-Equivalent value of 35. Deleterious substances
retained on the No. 200 sieve shall not exceed the follo,ving percentages by weight of the total combined aggregate.
Percent by Weight
Clay lumps . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None
----~--,o-ch-crr-ct-e-l:'ete-:r~-uu-s-suo-s·t-am:::-e-s-sucrr-as;---rru

not limited to, alkali, mica, shale, coated
grains, soft and flak~ particles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l.O
3. Admixture. A moisture controlling admixture such as silicone fluid (dimethyl siloxane) shall be furnished by the Contractor
to be blended with the mix when and as directed by the Engineer.
B.

Approval of Materials.

Silicone .shall be of a type approved by the Department and shall
be from a source approved by the Department.
At least two.weeks prior to commencing production, the Contractor
shall notify the Engineer that the aggregates, including blended
natural sand if used, have been stocked at the job site. Prior to
notification, at least 500 tons or one-half the anticipated quantity

___sh.aiT-be--staC:k::e21:

-reC1-tiir-ement~--w11TcEeve-rTsieas-t:--;;T-eacii--a:Cjg-regate

III.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

The construction methods shall comply with the applicable requiremen-ts of Article 306.3.0, except as otherwise provided hereinafter and
on"the plans or in the proposals~
A.
Seasonal and Weather Limitations. No sand-asphalt surface as
defined by this special provision shall be laid between September 30
and May l, nor when the temperature is.below 60 degrees F., excep·t
by written permission of the Engineer, nor when the underlying course
is wet, nor when other weather conditions are unsuitable.
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B.

Preparation of Mixture.

1. Composition of Mixture. The sand and asphalt cement shall
be combined in such proportions that the composition of the mixture
by weight shall be within the general limits given in the following
table. ·A job-mix formula, within the specified composition limits,
shall be established by the Engineer for each. project: and the proportions and gradings so set shall be maintained within the tolerances specified hereinafter. The percentages passing all sieve sizes
shall be determined by dry sieving. These permissible tolerances
from the job-mix formula shall not permit the. use of any mixture
which will be outside the specified composition limits. Once the
job-mix formula has been established, it shall remain in effect until
ch2nged in writing by the Engineer. Deviations from the job-mix
formula shall not exceed 0.5 percentage points in the asphalt content
and 0.2 in fineness modulus of the sand gradation.
Composition Limits
Sieve
l/4 inch
No. 8
No. 16
No. 30
No. 100
No. 200
Percent Bitumen

Percent Passing
100
88-100
80-100
60-95
1-20.
0-3
7-10

2. Preparation of Aggregates. If sands from two or more
sources are blended, they shall be metered from individual cold bins
in such proportions that will yield a product having the specified
gradation. The sand shall be uniformly dried and·heated to a temperature of not less than 280°F. nor more than 325°F. If mineral
--··f±11er··±·s··us-ed; ···tt····shaJ:T·ne···we·tgherd·or·men:::ered·-i.trto·-tn·e·-rnix···y:rom ·a:
separate bin.

3. Temperature Reguirements. Unless otherwise approved by
the Engineer, the temperatures of the materials and the mixtures, in
dE;grees Fahrenheit, shall be maintained within the ranges given in
the following table:
Mixing and Laying Temperatures
Aggregates ....•...•••.. Min.
Asphalt Cement •.•...••. Min.
Mixture at Plant •...••• Min.
Mixture When Laid ..•.•. Min.

280
265
280
280

-

Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.

325
325
325
310
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C.

Spreading and Finishing.

l. Paver Speed. Unless otherwise directed by the Engineer,
the paver when placing the surface mix shall maintain a speed of 22
feet per minute, plus or minus 8 feet per minu~e.
2. Continuous Paver Operation. The plant. production and the
paver speed shall be synchronized in such a manner which will permit
the paver to "'travel in a uniform continuous forward sp.e'ed within the
limits as required herein before. The paver shall engage the hauling
trucks while traveling forward.
Eve"ry effort shall be made to keep
the paver moving continuously. The paver should be permitted to stop
only when a plant or paver breaks down or when some emergency or
unavoidable condition exists.
3. Entrances and Crossovers. Entrances, crossovers, and other
areas inaccessible to the paver which must be spread by hand, whether
----een-s·t-ru·et-ed-o£--s-a-n-d--a-sph-al-t---o-r--oth-e-r-s-urla-e-e-m-i-xtu-r-e-;--sha-l-1-b-e-con·structed as a separate operation. The material for these areas shall
be placed directly from the trucks. The paver shall not be stopped,
side plates removed, and the material for these areas allowed to
spill out to the side, or the paver shall not be_ stopped and material
for these areas shoveled. from the hopper.
4.
Pavement Samples. S-unples shall not be cut from the pavement un1ess directed by the Engineer.
5. Compaction. Unless otherwise directed or permitted by the
Engineer, compaction, including breakdown rolling, shall be be accomplished with a 3-wheel roller or a tandem roller weighing not less
than 8 tons. Entrances; crossovers.and other inaccessible areas
spread by hand shall be compacted with a roller weighing not less than
3 tons.

--- -------

-6~---r;-eveTrng

aii.aPa£cnTl1C!~--LeveHngand

pa tcning-shaT lbe__ _

performed in a manner, with the_ designated equipment and with the
materials, as prescribed on the plans or in the proposal.
IV.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

The sand asphalt will be weighed in accordance with Article 1.9.1.
Bituminous material, except that used in the sand-asphalt mixture,
will be measured in gallons as specified in Section 621.
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Vo

BASIS OF PAYMENT

The quantities thus measured and accepted, complete and in place,
will be paid for at the contract unit price bid per gallon for
"Bituminous Materials," per ton for "Sand-Asphalt Mixture;" which
payment shall be full compensation for cleaning surface, for furnishing, hauling, and placing all materials, including the silicone
fluid, and for all labor, equipment, tools, and incidentals necessary to complete the work.

APPROVED

4 r(,.~f~,-
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COMMON"i'IEAL':'::J: OF KEJI.~UCKY
DEPA~TMEKT OF HIGhlNAYS
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 59
FOR
OPEN-GRADED, HIGH SILICA
SA~w-ASPHAL? SLrtFACE
This Special Proyisicn covers the material requirements and cons·:::ructi.on methods for E:ot-Mixed, Hot-Laid, Sand-Asphalt, Surface
Co:.rrse and shall be applicable .to individual projects only when
indica·ted en plans, proposaLs, or bidding in vi tat ions: ~nd, when
so ir:dicated, it shall supersede all conflicting provisions of the
Department's curr,ent Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge
Constr•.lction.. i'\.eferen-::es herein are to the Department's Standard
----------spe cTYrc a t:ron-s-ana.-approvE;!a··-a-aaanaa--t.n.a re·t:o •

Hot-.Mixed, l:io':-L,aid, Sand-Asphalt is intended to provida a finetext•lred_. sk:..d-resis·t:ant, wearing surface for pavements and bases.
·At least 85 percer,t of the sand -therein shall consist of quartz
(Si02\ .. No portion of the sand may consist of crushed lirr.estone or
slag sar:d. ':'ne sand, bitu:nir.ous material, md the mixing and·· application t.h.;.raof. shall ba ir: accordance w~th the respective requi:r:emects 'tere:Lnafter described.. l'he mixture shall be applied to
the r.om.inal, compacted t.hickr.ess indicated on the plans or in the
proposal: and the finished surface shall conform with the lines and
grades shown on the plans or proposals.

A,

Reguiremen":.s ..

1.. Bittuninc1:;s Materials.. The asphalt cement ·to be mixed
wit!-. the sand shall be PAC-3 and shall meet the particular requi.rements of Section 621. l'he quantity of asphalt cement used shall be
as direc-ted by the Engineer.
Bit·~incus

material for the tack coat shall be SS-lh meeting
the pa:::t:ic-~la.r .req·~irements of Section 621, l'he SS-lh shaLl be prepared for application by dilution with an equal volume of potable
wat.er,
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2. Aqqreqate. The aggregate shall consist, by weight, of
not less than 85 percent quartz (Sio 2 ) , Quartz, to fulfill this
requirement, shall be obtained f~om crushed sandstone, conglomeratic
sand, bank sand, river sand or combinations thereof. Unless otherwise provided, mineral filler meeting the requirements of Article
611.5.0 for quality may comprise not more than 3 percent of the aggregate combination. Each aggregat"€, except mineral filler, shall
have a minimum Sand-Equivalent value of 10 as determined by AASHO T
176, and the total combined aggregate, including mineral filler,
shall have a minimum Sand-Equivalent value of 35. Deleterious substances retained on the No. 200 sieve shall not exceed the following
percentages by weight of the total combined aggregate.
Percent by Weight
Clay lumps .••....••••••...•.•...•.•.••.•...... None
Other deleterious substances such as, but
----~----~~~~
not limited to, alkali, mica, sh~le, coated
grains, soft and flaky particles ...••.•...•... 1.0
3. Admixture. A moisture. controlling admixture such as silicone fluid (dimethyl siloxane) shall be furnished by the Contractor
to be blended with the mix when and as directed by the Engineer.
B.

Approval of Materials.

Silicone shall be of a type approved by the Department and -.shall
be from a source approved by the Department.
At least two weeks prior to commencing production, the Contractor
shall notify the Engineer that the aggregates, including blended
natural sand if used, have been stocked at the job site. Prior to
notification, at least 500 tons or one-half the anticipated quantity
- :E"eEfu-irement.-,- wh-iehe-ver---i-5---leas-t, -e-f--eaeh---a-g<5-re-ga-te--sha-l±---be- -s--tee-ke€h ----------- ---III.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

The construction methods shall comply with the applicable requirements of Article 306.3.0, except as otherwise provided hereinafter
and' on the plans o.r in the proposals.

as
30
by
is
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A. Seasonal and Weather Limitations. No sand-asphalt surface
defined by this special provision shall be laid between September
and May l, nor when the temperature is below 60 degrees F., except
written permission of the Engineer, nor when the underlying course
wet, nor when other weather conditions are unsuitable.

B.

Preparation of Mixture.

1. Composition of Mixture. The sand and asphalt cement shall
be combined in such proportions that the composition of the mixture
by weight shall be within the general limits given in the following
table. A job-mix formula, within the specified composition limits,
shall be established by the Engineer for each project1 and the proportions and gradings so set shall be maintained within the tolerances specified hereinafter. The percentages passing all sieve
sizes shall be determined by dry sieving. These permissible tolerances shall not permit the use of any mixture which will be outside
the specified composition limits. Once the job-mix formula has been
established, it shall remain in effect until changed in writing by
the Engineer. Deviations from the job-mix formula shall not exceed
0,5 percentage points in the asphalt content and 0.2 in fineness
modulus of the sand gradation.

Sieve

l/4 inch
No. 8
No. 16
No. 30
No. 100
No. 200
Percent Bitumen

Percent Passing
100
88-100
80-100
60-95
l-20
0-3
7-10

2. Preparation of Aggregates. If sands from two.or more
sources are blended, they shall be metered from individual cold bins
in such proportions that will yield a product having the specified
gr3.dation. The sand shall be uniformly dried and heated to a temperature of not less than 280°F. nor more th'ln 3~e5°F. If mineral
:E:i11.<=.J:_:i.~ l.l§§g, :i.:l; sJ1;;1_:I._]. l:l_§_W5lig_b.§_g_ Q_:J:; metered in_to :the_mix_from a
separate bin.
3 ., Temperature Requirements. Unless otherwise approved by
the Engineer, the temperatures of the materials and the mixtures, in
degrees Fahrenheit, shall be maintained within the ranges given in
tbe following table:
Mixing and Laying Temperatures

-

Aggregates .•.....•.•..• Min. 280
Max.
Asphalt Cement,; ....... Min. 265 - Max.
Mixture at Plant .....•• Min. 280 - Max.
Mixture When Laid ...... Min. '80 - Max.

3 25
325
325
310
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C,

Spreading and Finishing.

l, Paver Speed. Unless otherwise directed by the Engineer,
the paver when placing the surface mix shall maintain a speed of 22
feet per minute, plus or minus 8 feet per minute.
2. Continuous Paver Oper~tion. The plant production and the
paver speed shall be synchronized in such a manner which will permit
the paver to travel in a uniform continuous forward speed within the
limits as required herein before. The paver shall engage the hauling
trucks while traveling forward.
Every effort shall be made to keep
the paver moving continuously. The paver should be permitted to stop
only when a plant or paver breaks down or when some emergency or
unavoidable condition exists.
3.

Entrances and Crossovers. Entrances, crossovers, and other
e to__ _i:he__pa'll'er wb i cb mJJst he spread bJL--hand_._j,ojhel:h.er_ __
constructed of sand asphalt or other surface mixture, shall be constructed as a separate operation. The material for these areas shall
be pl~ced directly from the trucks. The paver shall not be stopped,
side plates removed, _and the material for these areas allowed to
spill out to the_ side, or the paver shall not be stopped and material
for these areas shoveled from the hopper.

--~a~r~e~a~s~~i.naccessibl

4, Pavement Samples·. Samples shall not be cut from the pavement unless directed by the Engineer.
5. Compaction. Unless otherwise directed or permitted by the
Engineer, compaction, including breakdown rolling, shall be accomplished with a 3-wheel roller or a tandem roller weighing not less
than 8 tons. Entrances, crossovers and other inaccessible areas
spread by hand shall be compacted with a 'roller weighing not less
than 3 tons.
6. Leveling and Patching. Leveling and patching shall be
performed in a manner, with the designated equipment and with the
materials, as prescribed on the plans or in the proposal.
IV •.

METHOD OF MEASUREME.!-<'"T

The sand asphalt will be weighed in accordance with Article
1.9.1. Bituminous material, except that used in the sand-asphalt
mixture, will be measured in gallons as specified in Section 621.
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V.

BASIS OF PAYMENT

The quantities thus measured and accepted, complete and in place,
will be paid for at the contract unit price bid per gallon for
"Bituminous Materials," per ton for "Sand-Asphalt Mixture;" which
payment shall be. full compensation for cleaning surface, for furnishing, hauling, and placing all materials, including the silicone
fluid, and for all labor, equipment, tools, and incidentals necessary to complete the work.

APPROVED

4 ,4,,6,,-
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KENTUC KY DEPART MENT OF HIGHWA YS
SPECIA L PROVIS ION NO, 59-A
SAND-A SPHALT SURFAC E (SKID RESISTA NT)
the plans or proposa l, and shall superse de any conflicti ng
This Special Provisio n shall be applicab le when indicate d in
for Road and Bridge Constru ction. Section and A_rticle
ations
Specific
Standard
1965
ent's
requirem ents of the Departm
referenc es herein are to the Standard Specific ations.

I.

DESCRI PTION

This work shall consist of the conetrur. h:>n of one
course of hot-mix ed, hot-laid Sand-As phalt Sr ..·tace mixture upon a satisfac tory foundati on of either new or existing paveme nts. The thicknes 's of the course shall be approxima tely 3/4 inch and the sand-as phalt mixture shall
be laid at the approxim ate rate of 65 lbs. /sq. yd. All
leveling , wedging , and patching deemed necessa ry by
the Enginee r to repair an existing pavemen t so it will
provide a smooth uniform satisfac tory foundati on shall
be perform ed before the construc tion of this surface course

to the specifie d requirem ents. A maxim~m of 5 percent
mineral filler may be incorpo rated into the sand in order
for the sand to conform to the specifie d gradatio n.
The gradatio n of the sand by dry sievi,ng shall be as
follows:
Sieve Size

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

is started.
This sand-asp halt mixture is intended to provide
a fine-tex tured, skid-res istant, wearing surface for
vehicula r traffic. Special attention shall be given to all
aspects of the work to insure that only top-qual ity materia ls,
equipme nt, and workma nship are utilized at all times, and
--t-hat-t-he-£--iniS-h-su:r1ac_e_ia___i.n__clo_s__kQ_nformity to the lines,
grades, and sections indicate d in the plans and/or proposa l.

ll.

MATER IALS-

All materia ls for use in this work must be sampled ,
tested, and approve d prior to starting the producti on of
the Sand-as phalt mixture .
Since the angular high-sil ica sand required for this
work is a select materia l, the Departm ent, upon request
by Contrac tors qualified to bid on the work, will test a
reasona ble number of source samples of sands furnishe d
by the Contrac tors, for informa tional purpose s only,
prior to the date of the opening of bids for the contract .
Howeve r, tests of the actual sand subsequ ently stockpil ed
at the pla.p.t site by the Contrac tor who is the successf ul
bidder will be made to determi ne the acceptab ility of the
sand !or the work.

Percent Passing

4
8
16
30
50
100

zoo

100
80-100
65-95
50-90
Z0-65
3-ZO
Z-4

The angulari ty of the sand part•.cle s shaH be such
that the s·and will have a voids content of 50•perce nt or
more ·when subjecte d to the Dry- Ou~king Test in accord·
ance with Kentuck y Test Methcd 64.60 .
Sand that has margina l passing values for either
the quar~z (SiOz} contPnt, gradatio n, or !fOids content
will not be app'rove d for use if the Enginee r anticipa tes
"that difficult y will be experien ced by the Contrac tor in
consiste ntly producin g a uniform product in the quantitie s
necessa ry to supply a continuo us paving operatio n.
Mineral filler, if used, shall conform to the quality
D.
requirem ents of Article 611. 5. 0 and shall nOt be fly ash.
Silicone shall be of a type and source approve d by
E.
the Enginee r, and shall be furnishe d and used as directed
by the Enginee r.

III.

CONSTR UCTION METHO DS

Every requirem ent containe d in Articles 306. 3. 1
through 306. 3. 10 th~t is applicab le to this type a! work
shall be in force except as provided herein and in the plans
and proposa l.

The Contrac tor for the work shall stockpil e sand
at the plant site for samplin g at least 1 week before
starting plant operatio ns. Either 500 tons or enough of
the sand to supply one- half of the tonnage of mixture
far lev e 1in g ,
__________________________________ The:_mgj;.e_ti~J!_.__~q ui pme~l_ and methods
--------sp-ec"in-e-d--tn--the---c-ont-ra-cto---whi-che-ve-r--is--1-ea-&t-,----s-ha.ll--be, and patching shall be those desi-gna ted -i;- thep-r-o-~
wedging
stockpil ed.
posal. The leveling and wedging shall be construc ted as
be
specifie d in Article 306. 3. 8 and shall be construc ted to
shall
coat
tack
The bitumino us materia l for the
A.
within plus or minus 1/4 inch of the desired elevatio n as
SSP lh conform ing to AASHO M 140 except that the maxidetermi ned by a stringlin e measure ment -or by a template .
100.
exceed
not
mum penetrat ion shall
The Contrac tor shall furnish any templat es in accorda nce
with Article 306. 3. 3. The leveling , wedging , and patching
~he asphalt cement for the sand-asp halt mixtur~
B.
of
nperatio ns-are particul arly significa nt to the satisfac tory
edition
current
the
shall be AC- 2.0 conform ing to
perform ance of this typ.'':: of 3urface mixture , :;.,1d every
AASHO M ZZ6.
uniform , stable,
r~.•asonable effor.t shall be made to provide a
phalt course.
sand-as
this
for
on
foundati
a
as
surfaee
even
a
and
be
shall
The sand for the sand-as phalt mixture
C.
select angular high-sil ica materia l containi ng at least
Tack Coat. The-sS- lh for tack coat shall be diluted.
A.
94 percent quartz (SiOz} by chemica l analysis in accordequal amount of water conform ing to Section 603
an
with
ance with Kentuck y Test Method 64-224. The quartz
ly mixed prior-to applicat ion. The diluted
thorough
and
portion
the
on
made
be
will
nation
(SiOz} content determi
applied at an approxim ate rate of 0. 1 gal. f sq. yd.
be
shall
lh
SSa
g
includin
and
to
of the sand retained on all sieves down
time and distance in advance of the paver to
t
sufficien
and a
the No. 100 sieve, exclusiv e of any mineral filler in
water has escaped and evapora ted before
the
all
that
insure
product
the
be
ly
preferab
shall
that portion. The sand
is laid on the tacked surface. The sandmixture
the
of
any
ed
of crushed siliceou s materia l, but may be cr'mpris
asphalt mixture shall not be laid on the tacked surface until
either of natural materia ls or cru~hed materia ls, or a
authoriz ed by fhe Ei.1.ginee r,
and
n
gradatio
the
combina tion of both, provided that
angulari ty of the sand are consiste ntly uniform and conform
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B.
Seasonal and Weather Limitation s. The sand~
asphalt mixture shall not be laid between October 15 and
May 1. From May 1 to October 15 the sand~asphalt
mixture shall be laid only at times when all weather conditiona are very favorable in the judgment o£ the Engineer.
when the a_tmos'Pher ic temperatu re is above 60° F. and
1
when the underlying pavement iS dry and clean except for
the tack coat~

C.
Preparatio n of Sand-Asph alt Mixture. The sande
aaphalt mixture shall be prepared by combining the ap:proved sand with asphalt cement in the percentage s es ..
tablished by the Engineer. The percentage by weight of
asphalt cement in the mixture will be established between
6 and 10 percent. The gradation limits for the mixture
are the same as those specified for the sand and the Engineer will establish a job-mix formula within the specified
sand gradation and asphalt content limits. Deviations from
the established asphalt content shall not exceed 0. 5 percent,
and the fineness modulus of the sand s.hall not vary more
thcln 0. 2. from the value established by the job-mix formula.

which are wetted by the water shall be allo'!Yed to thoroughly
dry before the sand-aspha lt course is laid.
N.

METHOD OF MEASURE MENT

The sanc!.~asphalt mixture wUl be measured in
tons in accordanc e with Article 19. 9. 1. The bituminous
material for tack coat will be measured in gallons in
accordanc e with Section 621 ..

V.

BASIS OF PAYMENT

The accepted q<1.&ntities o.f sand-asph alt mixture
and bituminous material for tack coat will be paid for in
accordanc e with Article 306. 5. 0 except that any silicone
for the mixture and the water for diluting the SS-lh and.
for cooling the pavement will be considered as incidentals
and will not be paid for separately .

8<:>.

APPROVE D
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f?7...:Z...

If the sand for the mixture is a:blend of
~/
·two or more materials, the materials
·. ~~.ee& .
shall lle supplied from individual cold bins
• R. HAitBISON "
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,·cn...the- p.t!-opo-l" tion-s-e-st a-b-l-i-s-h ed-by-t-he -----------==-sTA."" TE-mGHW A--y---£N 0INEEI{
Engineer.
1.

z.

The temperatu res of the materials and
the .mixture, in degrees Fahrenheit , shall
be maintained within the following ranges:
Minimum Maximum
Sand • . . • • •
~sphalt Cement
Mixture at Plant* • ~ ••.
Mixture when Laid • • • •

280
Z7S
280
265

350
3ZS
3ZS
325·

*The mixture shall be maintained within
a range of ~ 15° F. from the temperatu re
~esignated by the En~ineer.
D.
Insofar as practical, the paver shall be operated
at a constant forward speed that will produce a smooth
uniform mat free from tears, open areas, and other imperfection s.

E.

All intersectio ns, approaches -, entrances, aprons,

-----ma-Ubox-turn-outs~--and·-otnermcraencara-reas-fb&l-ar-e·-to-·be

surfaced as a part of the work shall be surfaced either
before or after the laying of the sand-aspha lt surface
course on the mainline, so as not to detract from nor
interfere wit{l the paver operations in any manner while
this course is being applied to the traffic lanes.

F.
.. Tandem rollers weighing not less than 5 nor more
than 8' tons shall be used !or the compactio n o! the Sande
asphalt surface mixture and the surfacing of the incidental
areas.
G.
Vehicular traffic shall not be permitted to use
the compacted sand~ asphalt mixture until it has cooled
sufficiently to withstand the traffic without any damage •.
Intersectio ns and any other are.as which must be reopened to traffic soon after the sand-aspha lt mixture has
been compacted shall be thoroughly sprayed with water
so as to hasten the cooling of the compacted mixture to
atmospher ic temperatu re before it is subjected to traffic.
Any adjacent areas to :receive the sand-aspha lt course
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KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 59· B
SAND-ASPHALT SURFACE (SKID RESISTANT)
This Special Provision shall be applicable when indicated in the plans or proposal, and shall supersede any conflicting
requirements of the Department 1 s 19.65 Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction, Section and Article
references herein are to the Standard Specifications.

I.

DESCRIPTION

This work shall consist of the construction of one
course of hot. mixed, hot· laid Sand·Asphalt Surface mix·
ture upon a satisfactory foundation of either new or exist·
ing pavements. The thickness of the course shall be ap·
proximately 3/4 inch and the sand·a.sphalt mixture shall
be laid at the approximate rate of 65 lbs./sq, yd. All
leveling, wedging, and patching deemed necessary by
the Engineer to repair an existing pavement so it will
provide a smooth uniform satisfactory foundation shall
be performed before the construction of this surface course
is started.

to the specified requirements. A maxim~m of 5 percent
mineral filler may be incorporated into the sand in order
for the sand to conform to the specified gradation •.
The gradation of the sand by dry sieving shall be as
follows:
Sieve Size
No.
No.
No.
No.
·No,
No.
No.

Percent Passing

4

100

8

80~100

!6

65-95
50-90
Z0-65

30
50
100
ZOO

This sand· asphalt mixture is intended to provide
a fine-textured, skid-resistant, wearing surface for
vehicular traffic. Special attention shall be given to all
aspects of the work to insure that only top-quality materials,
The angularity of the sand particles shall be such
equipment, and workmanship are utilized at all times, and
that the sand will hao.te a voids content of 50 percent or
that the finish surface is in close conformity to the lines,
more when subjected to the Dry-Bulking Test in accord~--g-r-ade-s.-,------a.nd-s..e.ction&-ind~ated-in-the-plan.s_and,Lor_p:r..opo.sal. _ _ anc.e--W-ith-Kentuc.k.y-I'-est-M-ethod-64-6-0-9-.-----------------------------------

II.

MA TERlALS

All materials for use in this work must be sampled,
tested, and approved prior to starting the productiOn of
the sand-asphalt mixture.
Since the angular high-silica sand required for this
work is a select material, the Department, upon request
by Contractors qualified to bid on the work, will test a
reasonable number of source samples of sands furnishe"d
by the Contractors, for informational purposes only,
prior to ihe date of tb;' opening of bids for the contract.
However, tests of the actual sand subsequently stockpiled
at the plant site by the Contractor who is the successful
bidder will be made to determine the acceptability of the
sand for the work.
The Contractor for the work shall stockpile sand
at the plant site for sampling at least 1 week before
starting plant operations. Either 500 tons or enough of
the sand to supply one-half of the tonnage of mixture
specified in the contract, whichever is least, shall be
stockpiled.

D.
Mineral filler, ii used, shall conform to the quality
requirements of Article 611. 5, 0 and shall not be fly ash.

E.
Silicone shall be of a type and source approved by
the Engineer, and shall be furnished and used as directed
by the Engineer.

ill.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Every requirement contained in Articles 306. 3. 1
through 306. 3. 10 that is applicable to this type of work
shall be in force except as provided herein and in the plans
and proposal.
The materials, equipment, and methods for leveling,
wedging, ·and patching shall be those designated in the proR

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------posa:r:---Tne-reverrng-anaweaging--snan--o-e--c-onstrua-e-a--as--A.
The bituminous material for the tack coat shall be
SS-lh conforming to AASHO M 140 except that the maximum penetration shall not exceed 100.
B.
The asphalt cement for the sand-asphalt mixture
ahaH be AC-20 conforming to the current edition of

AASH<;l M ZZ6.
C.
The sand for the sand. asphalt mixture shall be a
select angular high. silica material containing at least
94 percent quartz (SiOz) by cher.:1ical analysis in accord~
a.nce with Kentucky Test Method 64~ZZ4. The quartz
(SiOz) content determination will be made on the portion
of the sand retained on all sieves down to and including
the No. 100 sieve, exclusive of any mineral filler in
that portion. The Band shall preferably be the product
of crushed siliceous material, but may be comprised
either of natural materials or crushed materials, or a
combination of both, provici.ed that the gradation and
angularity of the sand are consistently uniform and conform

specified in Article 306. 3, Band shall be constructed to
within plus or minus 1/4 inch of the desired elevation as
determined by a stringline measurement or by a template.
The Contractor shall furnish any ter,nplates in accordance
with Article 306, 3.2. The leveling, wedging, and patching
operations are particularly significant to the satisfactory
performance of this type of surface mixture, and every
reasonable effort shall be made to provide a uniform, stable,
and even surface as a foundation for this sandaasphalt course,

A.

Tack Coat. The SS~ lh for tack coat shall be diluted
with an equal amount of water conforming to Section 603
and thoroughly mixed prior to application. The diluted
SS~lh shall be applied at an approximate rate of 0.1 gal./sq.yd.
and a sufficient time and distance in advance of the paver to
insure that all the water has escaped and evaporated before
any of the mixture is laid on the tacked surface. The sandasphalt mixture shall not be laid on the tacked surface until
authorized by the Engineer.
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B.
Seasonal and Weather Limitations. The sandm
asphalt mixture shall not be laid between October 15 and
May 1. From May l to October 15 the sand-asphalt
mixture shall be laid only at times when all weather conditions are very favorable in the jUdgment of the Engir.eer,
when the atmospheric temperature is above 60° F., and
when the underlying pavement is dry and clean except for
the tack coat.
C.
Preparation of Sand~Asphalt Mixture. Th~ sand.,
asphalt mixture shall be prepared by combining the ap;-proved sand with asphalt cement in the percentages established by the Epgineer. The percentage by weight of
asphalt cement in the mixture will be established between
6 and 10 percent. The gradation limits for the mixture
are the same as those specified for the sand and the Engineer will establish a job-miX formula within the specified
sand gradation and asphalt content limits. Deviations from
the established asphalt content shall not exceed 0. 5 percent,
and the fineness modulus of the sand shall not vary more
than 0. 2 from the value established by the job-mix formula.

Any adjacent areas to receive the sand-asphalt course
which are wetted by the water shall be allowed to thoroughly
dry before the sand asphalt course is laid.
9

IV.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

The sand~ asphalt mixture will be measured in
tons in accordance~ with Article 1. 9. 1. The bituminous
material for tack coat will be rrieasured in gallons in
accordance with Section 6Zl.

V,

BASIS OF PAYMENT

The accepted quantities of sand~asphalt mixture
and bituminou~_ material for tack coat will be paid for in
accordance with Article 306. 5, 0 except that any silicone
for the mixture and the water for diluting the SS ~ 1 h and
for cooling the pavement will be considered as incidental:
and will not be paid for separately.

APPROVED
~-/0-~
If the sand for the mixture is a blend of
two or more materials, the materials
~<::::::,.
---------•snarr-Be supp"11EfQfrom mdiViaualcora-Oi'=ns~-----------~~~,...~--c""~·""·
-~---,.---

l.

/i39--.../ /

~. R. HARB~ON

in the proportions established by the
Engineer;

2.

STATE HIGHWAY ENGINEER.

The temperatures of the materials and ·
the mixture, in degrees Fahrenheit, shall
be maintained within the following ranges:
Minimum Maximum
Sand . . • • • •
Asphalt Cement
Mixture at Plant* • • • • •
Mixture when Laid . • . .

ZSO
275ZSO

2.65

350
~325

3Z5
3ZS

*The mixture shall be maintained within
a range of :t 15° F. {rom the temperature
designated by the En~ineer.
D.
Insofar as practical, the paver shall be operated
at a constant forward speed that will produce a smooth
uniform mat free from tears, open areas, and other imperfections.
E.
All intersections, approaches, entrances, aprons,
mailbox turnouts, and other incidental areas that are to be
surfaced as a part of the work shall be surfaced either
before or after the laying of the sand-asphalt surface
course on the mainline, so as not to detract from nor
interfere with the paver operations in any manner while
this course is being applied to the traffic lanes.
F.

Tandem rollers weighing not less than 5 nor more

than 8 tons shall be used for the compaction of the sandQ
asphalt surface mixture a.nd the surfacing of the incidental
areas.
G.
Vehicular traffic shall not be permitted to use
the compacted sand-asphalt mixture until it has cooled
sufficiently to withstand the traffic without any damage.
Intersections and any other areas which must be rew
opened to traffic soon after the sand~ asphalt mixture has
been compacted shall be thoroughly sprayed with water
so as to hasten the cooling of the compacted mixture to
atmospheric temperature before it is subjected to traffic.
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KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. S9~C

SAND-ASPHALT SURFACE (SKID RESISTANT)
This Special Provision shall be applicable when indicated in the plans or proposal, and shall supersede any conflicting
requirements o£ the Department's 1965 Standard Specifications !or Road and Bridge Construction, Section and Article
references herein are to the Standard Specifications.

I.

DESCRIPTION

This work shall consist of the construction of one
course of hot-mixed, hot-laid Sand-Asphalt Surface mixture upon a satisfactory foundation of either new or existing pavements. The thickness of the CO\lrse shall be approximately 3/4 inch and the sand-asphalt mixture shall
be laid at the approximate rate of '65 lbs, /sq. yd. All
leveling, wedging, and patching deemed necessary by
the Engineer to repair an existing pavement so it will
provide a smooth uniform satisfactory foundation shall
be performed before the construction of this surface course
is started.

to the specified requirements. A maximum of 5 percent
mineral filler may be incorporated into the sand in order
for the sand to conform to the specified gradation.
The gradation of the sand by dry sieving shall be as
follows:

This sand-asphalt mLxture is intended to provide

Sieve Size

Percent Passing

1/4-inch
No. 8
No, 16
No. 30
No, 50
No. 100
No. ZOO

100
75-100
60-95
45-90
Z0-65
3-ZO

2-6
vehicular traffic. Special attention shall be give.n to all
The angularity of the sand particles shall be such
aspects of the work to insure that only top-quality materials,
that the sand will have a voids content of 50 percent or
equipment, and workmanship are-utilized at all times, an~
more when subjected to the Dry-Bulking Test in accordthat the finish surface is in close conformity to the lines,
._ grades , and sections indicated in the plans and I or prop,_o_,_a_1_._ __c·~·~n=c~e_w::_:cit~h::_::K~e~n=t~u=c=k=y'--'T=e::.::.''.:..:M:::.::e=t~h~o~d-6~4-'--~6~0=9.:_·

a fine-textured, skid-resistant, wearing surface for

II.

M.i\ TERlALS

All materials for use in this work must be sampled,
tested, and approved prior to starting the production of
the said~asphalt mixture.
Since the angular high~ silica sand reqliired for this
work is a select material, the Department, upon request
by Contractors qualified to bid on the work, will test a
reasonable number of source samples of sands furnished
by the Contractors, for informational purposes only,
prior to the date of the opening of bids for the contract,
However, tests of the actual sand subsequently stockpiled
at the plant site by the Contractor who is the successful
bidder will be made to determine the acceptability of the
sand for the work.

Mineral filler, if used, shall conform to the quality
D.
requirements of Article 6~1: 5. 0 and shall not. be fly ash.
Silicone shall be of a type and source approved by
E.
the Engineer, and shall be furnished and used as directed
by the Engineer.

Ill.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Every requirement contained in Articles 306, 3. 1 through ,306. 3. 10 that is applicable to this type of work
shall be in force except as provided herein and in the plans
and proposal.

The Contractor for the work shall stockpile sand
The materials, equipment, and methods for leveling,
at the plant site for sampling at least 1 week before
wedging, and patching shall be those designated in the prO•
starting plant operations. Either 500 tons or enough of
posal, The leveling and wedging shall be constructed as
the sand to supply one~ half of the tonnage of mixture
specified in Artic:le 306. 3. 8 and shall be constructed to
specified in the contract, whichever is least, shall be
within plus ·or minus 1/4 -inch of the desired elevation as
stockpiled.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ -- --- ----- -----------------------------------------------..dete.rmi.ne.d..by___ a_ __s_tri.ngline_.meaaur.em.ent_.D.r._h)r __a..__te_mplat~..-The Contractor shall furnish any templates in accordance
The bituminous material for the tack coat shall conA.
with Article 306. 3.2. The leveling, wedging, and patching
form to the requirements in the plans and proposal,
operations are particularly significant to the satisfactory
performance of this type of surface mixture, and every
reasonable effort shall be made to provide a uniform, stable,
The asphalt cement for the sand· asphalt mixture
B.
and even surface as a foundation for this sand9asphalt course.
shall conform to the requirements in the plans and proposal.
When SS-lh is furnished for the tack coat,
Tack Coat.
it shall be diluted with an equal amount of water conforming to
Section 603 and thoroughly mixed prior to application, The diluted SS-lh shall be applied at an approximate rate of 0. 1 gal. I
sq. yd. and a sufficient time and distance in advance of the paver
to insure that all the water has escaped and evaporated before
any of the mixture is laid on the tacked surface. The sand~
asphalt mixture shall not be laid on the tacked surface until
authorized by the Engineer. When RC-250 is furnished for the
tack coat, it shall be applied at an approximate rate of 0. l gal.
sq. yd. and a sufficient time and distance in advance of the paver
to insure that the volatiles have evaporated before any of the
inixture is laid on the tacked surface.

A.
The sand for the sand~ asphalt mixture shall be a
C.
select angular high~ silica material containing at least
94 percent quartz {Si0 2 ) by chemical analysis in accord~
ance with Kentucky Test Method 64~224. The quartz
{Si0 2 ) content determination will be made on the portion
of the sand retained on all sieves down to and including
the No. 100 sieve, exclusive of any mineral filler in
that portion. The sand shall preferably be the product
of crushed siliceous material, but may be comprised
either of -natural materials or crashed materials, or a
combination of both, provided that the gradation and
angularity of the sand are consistently uniform and conform
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B.
Seasonal and Weather. Limitations. The sandasphalt mixture shall not be laid between October 15 and
May 1. From May 1 to October 15 the sand-asphalt
mixture shall be laid only at times when all weather conditions are very favorable in the judgment of the Engineer,
when the atmospheric temperature is above 60° F. , and
when the underlying pavement is dry and clean except for
the tack coat.
C.
Preparation of Sand~Aspha.lt Mixture. The sand~
asphalt mixture shall be prepared by combining the ap~
proved sand with asphalt cement in the percentages es ..
tablished by the Engineer, The percentage by weight of
asphalt cement in the mixture will be established between
6 and 10 percent. The gradation limits for the mixture
are the same as those specified for the sand and the Engineer will establish a job-mix formula within the specified
sand gradation and asphalt content limits. Deviations from
the established asphalt content shall not eXceed 0. 5 percent,
and the fineness modulus of the sand shall not vary more
than 0. 2 from the value established by the job-mix formula.

Any adjacent areas to receive the sand-asphalt course
which are wetted Uy the water shall be allowed to thoroughly
dry before the sandwasphalt course is laid.
IV~

METHOD OF

The sand-asphalt mixture will be measured in
tons in accordance with Article 1. 9. 1. The bitum1nous
material for tack coat will be mea.'sured in gallons in
accordance with Section 62L
V.

BASIS OF PAYMENT

The accepted quantities of sand-asphalt mixture
and bituminous material for tack coat will be paid for in
accordance with Article 306. 5. 0 except that any silicone
for the mixture and the water for diluting the SS-lh and
for cooling the pavement will be considered as incidentals
and will p.ot be paid for separately.

APPROVED _

L

If the sand for the mixture is a blend of
two or more materials, the materials
---------~,~h~a~l"l"'b:;;-e supplied from individual cold bins
in the proportions established by the
Engineer.
2.

The temperatures of the materials and
the mixture, in degrees Fahrenheit, shall
be maintained within the following ranges:
Minimum Maximum
Sand
Asphalt Cement
Mixture at Plant>:• •
Mixture when Laid .

..

265
275
265
250

3iS
350
350
350

*The mixture shall be maintained within
a range of ~ 25° F. from the temperature
designated by the Engineer.
D.
Insofar as practical, the paver shall be operated
at a constant forward speed that will produce a smooth
uniform mat free from tears, open areas, and other imperfections.
- - -

·E.
All intersections, approaches, entrances. aprons,
mailbox turnouts, and other incidental areas that are to be
surfaced as a part of the work shall be surfaced either
before or after the laying of the sand-asphalt surface
course on the mainline, so as not to detract from nor
interfere with the paver operations in any manner while
this course is being applied to the traffic lanes,
F.
Tandem rollers weighing not less than 5 nor more
than 8 tons shall be used for the compaction of the sand~
asphalt surface mixture and the surfacing of the iil.ddental
areas.
G.
Vehicular traffic shall not be permitted to use
the compacted sand-asphalt mixture until it has cooled
sufficiently to withstand the traffic without any damage.
Intersections and any other areas which must be reopened to traffic soon after the sand-asphalt mixture has
been compacted shall be thoroughly sprayed with water
so as to hasten the cooling of the compacted mixture to
atmospheric temperature before it is subjected to traffic:.
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KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTAT ION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 59-D
SAND ASPHALT SURFACE (SKID RESISTANT)
(Type II)
This Special Provision will apply to a project when indicated in the contract plans or proposal. Section and Article references
herein are to the Bureau's 1965 Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction.
I.

DESCRIPTION

follows:

This work shall consist of the construction of one.
course of hot~mixed, hot-laid sand-asphalt surface mixture
upon a satisfactory foundation of either new or exi:aing pavements. The thickness of the course shall be approximately
5/8 inch and the sand-asphalt mixture shall be laid at the
approximate rate of 65 lbs./sg.yd. All leveling, wedging, and
patching deemed necessary by the Engineer to repair an existing pavement so it will provide a smooth uniform satisfactory
foundation shall be performed before the construction of this
surface course is started.
This sand-asphalt mixture is intended to provide a
fine-textured, skid~resistant, wearing surface for vehicular
traffic. Special attention shall be given to all aspects of the
work to insure that only ·top-quality materials, equipment,
and workmanship are utilized at all times, and that the finish
- ---surfa-ce-is-m-dme--confol'ttiity-t~otllelihes, gracles, ana sec·
tions indicated in the plans and/or proposal.
II.

MATERIALS

All materials for use in this wol"k must be sampled,
tested, and approved prior to starting the production of the
sand~asphalt mixture.

Since the angular high~silica sand permitted for this
work is a select material, the Bureau, upon request by Contr'i!Ctors qualified ·to bid on the work, will test a reasonable
number of source samples of sands furnished by the Contractors, for information purposes only, prior to the date of
the opening of bids for the contract. However, tests of the
actual sand subsequently stockpiled at the plant site by the
Contractor for the project will be made to determine the. ac·
ceptability of the sand for the work.

The gradation of the sand by dry sieving shall l>e as
Sieve Size

Percent Passing

1/4-inch
No. 8
No. 16
No. 30
No. 50
No. 100
No. 200

100
60.90
35-65
20-45
10·30
3·20
2·6

The mixture will be design(!'d by the Engineer in accordance with the Marshall Density and Air voids criteria in
Kentucky Method 64·411.
The angularity of the sand particles shall be such
that the sand will have a voids content of 49 percent or
more when subjected to the DryMBulking Test in accQf.d·---~
ance with Kentucky Method 64-609.

D.

Mineral fille,r, if used, shall conform to the qt.tality
of Article 611.5.0 and shall not be fly ash.

requir~ments

E.
Silicone shall be of a type and source approved by
the Engineer, and shall be furnished and used as directed by
tl)_e

Engin_~er.

F.
An anti-stripping additive of a ty·pe and source approved by the Engineer shall be furnished by the Contractor
and shall be used as directed by the Engineer to prevent stripping of the asphalt from the aggregate.
III.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Every requirement contained in Articles 306.3.1
through 306.!.10 that is applicable to this type of work
shall be in force except as provided herein and in the plans
and proposal.

The Contractor for the project shall stockpile sand
at the plant site for sampling at least 1 week before starting
plant operations. Either 500 tons or enough of the sand to
. The materials, equipment, and methods for leveling,
supply oile~half of the tonnage of mixture specified in the
wedging, and patching shall be those designated in the pro----------~g_ntr_~~!_._ ___w_hkb~y~_r_is__j_e_a,U, __ shajl__b.e__ _s_tockpikd.____
____________________posaLihe. Jevding_and-wedging:-shaJl-b@-GOnstrue-ted--a-s-s-peci----fied in Article 306.3.8 and shall be constructed to within plus
A.
The bituminous maLerial for the tack coat shall conor minus 1/4 inch of the desired elevation as determined by a
form to the requirements in the plans and proposal.
stringline measurement or by a template. The Contractor shall
furnish any templates in accordance with Article 306.3.2. The
B.
The asphalt cement for the sand-aSphalt mixture shall
leveling, wedging, and patching operations are particularly
conform to the requirements in the plans and proposaL
·
significant .to the satisfactory performance of this type of sur·
face mixture, and every reasonable effort shall be made to
c.
· The sand for the sand~asphalt mixtui-e shall be
provide a uniform, stable, and even surface as a foundation for
either crushed slag sand or a select angular high-silica material
this sand-asphalt course.
containing at least 7 5 percent Si02. The Si02 determination
will be made in accordance with Kentucky Method 64-224,
A.
Tack Coat. When SS-lh is furnished for the tack
and wiiJ be made on the portion of the sand retained on all
coat, it shall be diluted with an equal amount of water consieves down to and including the No. 100 sieve, exclusive of
forming to Section 603 and thoroughly mixed prior to appliany mineral filler in that portion. The Si02 sand shall pref.
cation. The diluted SS-lh shall be applied at an approximate
erably be the product of crushed siliceous material, but may
rate of 0.1 gal./sq.yd. and a sufficient time and distance in
be comprised either of natural materials or crushed materials,
advance of the paver to insure that all the water has escaped
or a combination of both. i-rovidcd that the gradation and
and evaporated before any of the mixture is laid on the tacked
angularity of the sand are consistently uniform and conform
surface. The· sand-asphalt mixture shall not be laid on the
to the specified requirements.
tacked surface until authorized Uy the Engineer. When RC-250
is furnished for the tack coat, it shall be applied at an approxi·
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mate rate of 0.1 gal./sq.yd. and a sufficient time and distam:e
in advance of the paver to insure that the volatiles have evape
orated before any of the mixture is laid on the tacked surface.

B.
Weather Limitations. The sand~asphalt mixture shall
be laid only at times when all weather conditions are very
favorable in the judgment of the Engineer, when the atmosQ
pheric temperature is above 60°F., and when the underly~
ing pavement is dry and clean except for the tack coat.

C.

Preparation of Sand-Asphalt Mixture. The sandasphalt mixture shall be prepared by combining the approved sand with asphalt cement in the percCntages estab·
lished by the Engineer. The percentage by weight of .asphalt
cement in the mixture will be established between 6 to 10 perQ
cent. The gradation limits for the mixture are the same as
those specified for the sand and the Engineer will establish a
job~mix formula within the specified sand gradation and asphalt content limits. Deviations from the established asphalt
content shall not exceed 0.5 percent, and the fineness modu·
Ius of the sand shall not vary more than 0.2 from the value es·
tablished by the job-mix formula.
I.

2.

If the sand for the mixture is a blend of two
or mOre materials, the materials shall be supQ
plied from individual cold bins in the propore
tions. established by the Engineer.
The temperatures of the materials and the mix·
ture. in degrees Fahrenheit, shall be maintained
within the following ranges :

Minimum
Sand
Asphalt Cement
Mixture at Plant*
Mixture when Laid

265

Maximum
~50

275

325

265
250

525
325

• The mixture shall be maintained within a
range of:-25° F. from the temperature desig·
nated by the Engineer.

D.
Insofar as practical, the pa-rer shall be operated at a
---------------.consta-nt-£or-waEd--speed-that-wil-l-produce----a--Smooth--Unifa-l'-m----mat free from tears, open areas, and other imperfections.
E.
All intersections, approaches, entrances, aprons, mail·
box turnouts, and other incidental areas that are to be surfaced as a part of the work shall be surfaced either before or
after the laying of the san,d-asphalt surface course on the mainline~ so as not to detract from nor interfere with the paver
operatiof!.'S in any manner while this course is being applied to
the traffic lanes.

F.
Tandem rollers weighing not less than -5 nor more
than 8 tons shall be us"'ed for the compaction of the ·sand~
asphalt surface mixture and the surfacing of the incidental
areas.
G.
Vehicular traffic shall not be permitted to use the
compacted sand-asphalt mixture until it has cooled sufficiently to withstand the traffic without any damage. Intersec~
tions and any other areas which must be reopened to traffic
soon after the sand-asphalt mixture has been compacted shall
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be thoroughly sprayed with water so as to hasten the coolin~
of the compacted mixture to atmospheric temperature before it is subjected to traffic. Any adjacent areas to receive
the sand-asphalt course which are wetted by the water shall
be allowed to thoroughly dry before the sand-asphalt ,_ JUTS.:!
is laid.

IV.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

The sand~asphalt mixture will be measured in tons in
accordance with Article 1.9.1. The bituminous material for
tack coat will be measured in gallons in accordance with Section 621.
V.

BASIS OF PAYMENT

The accepted quantities of sand-asphalt mixture and
bituminous material for tack coat will be paid for in accordance with Article 306.5.0 except that any silicone for the mixture and the water for diluting the SS-lh and for coolin~ the
pavement will be considered as incidentals and will not be paid
for separately.

APPROVED

,.5-..::i'o •

#

c[·~~G·.,
. R. HARBISON
STA1E lnGHWAY ENGII'v'EER

KENTUCKY DEPARnlEtH OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGH~/AYS
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 59~E
SAtW-ASPHALT SURFACE <SKID RESISTANT)
<TYPE I!)

This Special Provision will apply to a project when indicated in the contract plans or proposal. Section and
Article references herein are to the Bureau's 1965 Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction.

I.

DESCRIPTION

This work shall consist of the construction
of one course of hot-mixed, hot-laid sand-asphalt
surface mixture upon a satisfactory foundation of
either new or existing pavements. Unless otherwise
provided, the thickness of the course shall be approximately 5/8 inch and the sand-asphalt mixture
shall be laid at the approximate rate of 65 lbs./
aq.yd.

All leveling, wedging, and patching deemed

necessary by the Engineer to repair an existing
pavement so it will provide a smooth uniform satisfactory foundation shall be performed before the
construction of this surface course is started.
This sand-asphalt mixture is intended to
provide a fine-textured, skid-resistant, wearing
surface for vehicular traffic. Special attention
shall be given to all aspects of the work to ensure

When approved by the Bureau, sands of other mineral compositions may be used provided they have an acceptable record of skid-resistant properties and are
equal in quality to the sands permit_ted herein.
Except when used as mineral filler, crushed limestone will not be permitted.
The gradation of the aggregates in the mixture
shall be as follows when tested in accordance with

KM 64-406:

Sieve Size
1/4-inch

No.
No.
No.
No.

8

16
30
50

Percent Passing
100

50-90
25-65
15-45
5-30

--- ---tha-t-o-n-l-y-t-ep-<:I-ua-1-1-t-y--ma-t--e-r-ia-l--s----.-e-etu--1~me-fl-t-----,----an-cll----------_cNo-.-1-6-01------------~s-----2ir-----------workmanship are utilized at all times, and that the
No. 200
2-6
finished surface is in close conformity to the lines,
grades. and sections indicated in the plans and/or
Sinee the angular sand for this work is a select
proposal.
material, the. Bureau,· upon request by Contractors qualified to bid on the ~ork, will test a reasonable number
II.
MATERIALS
of source eamples of sands furnished by the Contractors FOR INFOR!>tATION PURPOSES ONLY prior to the date- of
All materials for use in this work must
the opening of bids for the contract. However, tests
be sampled, tested, and approved prior to starting
of the actual sand subsequently stockpiled at the plant
the produ~tion of the sand-asphalt mixture.
site by the Contractor for the project will be made to
determine the acceptability of the sand.,for the work.
A. The bituminous material for the tack
coat shall conform to the requirements in the plans
D. Mineral filler, when used, shall conform to
and proposal.
·the quality requirements of Article 611.5.0, shall not
be fly ash, and shall conform to the following requireB. The asphalt cement for the sand-asphal-t
ments for gradation:
mixture shall conform to the requirements in the
plans and proposal.
Sieve Size
Minimum
Percent Passing
C. The sand for the sand-asphalt mixture
shall be either crushed slag (blast-furnace or other
No. 16
100
approved slag);_ crushed quartz (silica) gravel conNo. 200
30
taining at least 75 percent insolubles; ·or crushed
granite. The sand shall meet the following quality
E. St'licone shall be of a type and source aprequirements.
proved by the Engineer, and shall be furnished and used
as directed by the Engineer.
Maximum Percent
----b-y----W-e--1- gh-t

Wear (KH 64-614)

40

Loss after 5 cycles of Sodium
Sulfate Soundness Test KM 64-010

12

The insoluble content of the quartz sand will be
determined in accordance with KM 64-22~ and will
be made on the portion of the sand coarser than
the No. ~00 sieve.
A maximum of 25 percent natural sand may
be blended with the crushed sand provided the ·
natural sand has an insoluble content of at least
75 percent and provided that the blend meets all
other requirements stated herein such as gradation,
Marshall criteria, and dry-bulking test.
The aggregate is intended to be a predominantly crushed product. The angularity of the sand,
or combination of sands, shall be such that the
aggregate will have a voids content of 50 percent
or more when subjected to the dry-bulking test
(KM 64-609).

------IU-. ------ G0N5-'l'RU6-1'!0N-ME-TH0D5-------

Every requirement contained in Articles 306.3.1
through 306.3.10 that is applicable to this type of work
shall be .in force except as provided herein and in the
plans and proposal.
The materials, equipment, and methods for leveling, wedging,' and patching shall be those designated
in the proposal. The leveling and wedging shall_ be constructed as specified in Article 306.3.8 and shall be
constructed to within plus or minus 1/~ inch of the desired elevation as determined by a stringline measurement or by a template. The Contractor shall furnish
any templates in accordance with Article 306.3.2. The
leveling. wedging, and patching operations are particularly significant to the satisfactory performance of
this type of surface mixture, and every reasonable
effort shall be made to provide a uniform, stable, and
even surface as a foundation for ·this sand-asphalt course.
A. Tack Coat. When SS-lh is furnis~ed for the
tack coat. it shall be diluted with an equal amount. of
water conformins to Section 603 and thoroughly mixed
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prior to application. The diluted SS-lh shall be
applied at. an approximate rate of 0.1 gal/sq.yd.
and a sufficient time and distance in advance of
the paver to ensure that all the water has escaped
and evaporated before any of the mixture is laid
on the tacked surface. The sand-asphalt mixture
shall not be laid on the tacked ~urface until
authorized by the Engineer. When RC-250 is furnished for the tack coat, it shall be applied at
an approximate rate of 0.1 gal./sq.yd. and a sufficient time and distance in advance of the paver
to ensure that the volatiles have evaporated
before any of the mixture is laid on the tacked
surface.

face course on the mainline, so as not to detract
from nor interfere with t:he paver operatlcr.s in
any manner while this cout•.:;e is bein~ applied to
the traffic lanes.
·
~
Rollers. Tandem rollers weighing no less
than 5 nor more than 8 tons shall be used for the
compaction of the sand-asphalt mixture.

G. Opening to Traffic. Vehicular traffic shall
not be permittee to use the compacted sand-asphalt
mixture until it has cooled sufficiently to withstand
the traffic without any damage. Intersections and
any other areas which must be reopened to traffic
soon after the sand-asphalt mixture has been com~
pacted shall be thoroughly sprayed with water to
hasten the cooling of the compacted mixture to atmospheric temperature before it is subjected to traffic.
Any adjacent areas to receive the sand-asphalt
1
course which are wetted by the water shall be allowed
to thoroughly dry before the sand-asphalt course is
laid.

B. Weather Limitations. The sand-asphalt
mixture shall be laid only at times when all weather
conditions are very favorable in the judgment of the
Engineer, when the atmospheric temperature is above
60 degrees F, and when the underlying pavement is
dry and clean except for the tack coat.
C. Preparation of Sand-Asphalt Mixtures.
At least 2 weeks prior to the start of construction,
the Contractor shall designate his sources of
aggregate and asphalt cement. He shall also submit
representative aggregate samples and a proposed
job-mix formula consisting of a sin~le whole percent passing each specified sieve. The mixture
will be designed by the Bureau in accordance with
Marshall stability and air voids criteria in accordance with KM 64-411.

IV.

The sand-asphalt mixture will be measured in
tons in accordance with Article 1.9.1. The bituminous material for tack coat will be measured in
gallons in accordance 'llith Section 621.
_______ _

V

The Bureau will approve a job-mix formula
within the specified aggregate gradation and asphalt content limits. Deviations from the approved
job-mix formula shall not exceed 0.5 percent for
asphalt content and 0.2 oercent for fineness modulus
when tested in accordance with KM 64-405 and
KM 64-616, respectively.
When the aggregate for the mixture is a
blend of 2 or more materials, the materials shall
be supplied from individual cold bins in the proportions necessary to meet the 'job--mix formula and
as approved by the Engineer.
The temperatures or the materials and the
--- ----------nri"Xture-;--Tn---degree-s---F'al1i'-€ii11ei t ~ shall beli1iiintaifiect
within the following ranges:

Sand
Asphalt Cement
Mixture at Plant*
Mixt.ure· when Laid

Maximum

265
275
265
250

350
325
325
325

*The mixture shall be maintained within a
range o£ ± 25° F. from the temperature
designat~d by the Eneineer.
D.. Paver Operation. Insofar as practical,
the paver shall be operated at a constant forward
speed that will produce a smooth uniform mat free
from tears, open areas, and other imperfections.
E. Incidental Areas. All intersections,
approaches, entrances, aprons, mailbox turno'.lts,
and other incidental areas that are to be surfaced
as a part of the w.)rk shall be surfaced ~1 ther before or after the laying of the sand-asphalt sur-
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BASIS OF PAYMENT

The accepted quantities of ~and-~sphalt mixture
and bituminous material for tack coat will be paid·
for in accordance with Article 306.5.0 except that
any silicone for the mixture and the water for
dilut-ing the SS-lh and tor cooling the pavement
will be considered as incidentals and will not be
paid for separately.

The sand-asphalt mixture shall be prepared
by combining the approved aggregate with asphalt
cement in the percentages established by the Engineer. The percent by weight of asphalt cement in
the mixture will be established bet•Neen 6 to 10 percent except tha;: an increase of up to 1~ percent may
be required for absorptive aggregate.

Hinimum

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

•

COMMCN'NEAL'IH OF KDITUCKY
DEPARIWNI' OF HIC,H!IIAYS

SPECIAL

PROVISiu~

NO. 60

FOR
SIMUlATED J<EN'ruCKY ROCK ASPHALT SURFACE
This Special Provision shall be applicable ooly when indicated on the plans, in the
proposal, or in the bidding invitaticn and, when so indicated, shall supersede any
conflicting requirement s of the Departnent' s 1965 Standard Specificati ons for Road
and Bridge Constructic n and is caq>lemente d with the applicable provisions of
Section 306 thereof.

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -I.

IESCRIPTI-c:N---------:----------------- - -

This wed< shall ccnsist of furnishing and placing paving mixtures complying
wit.'l the material requirement s and pz'OC88sed as hereinafter described, without
alternate types of materials or p:roces~s, for use in the constructio n of surface
courses en existing bases or pavem!lllts as set forth by the plans, proposal, or
bidding invitation, The inixture shall consist of crushed non-bi tuninous sandstone
aggregate - - essentiaiiy identical to the asphalt-imp regnated sandstone aggregate
to be supplied under Special Provision No, 24-B on a companion section of this
project, but containing no natural bitunEn - - and an optinu.un quantity of refinery
asphalt. Constructio n procedures and finished work shall conform with the further
stipulation s listed herein,
The t.~Crk shall also include the surfacing of approaches at read and street
intersectio ns and approaches or api'IOnS at entrances, when and as directed by the
Engineer, If not specified and unless otherwise directed by the Engineer, the
bitl.JI1inous mixture for this worl< shall be Bituminous Concrete Surface, Class I,
which shall conform to Section 306. Fine aggregate. for the bitl.JI1inous concrete
may be natural, crushed, or c::cnglc:lnl!rate sam Jreeting the requirenent s of

nmuSectlo n6llforqw ntey;----n- ---II.

n--

- -----

MATERIAlS

A. ~gate. The aggregate shall consist of crushed, non-bitumin ous sandstone,
above, having uniform quality and hardness. It shall be free of dirt
as descn
arid debris and shall Jreet the following requirement s:

1.

Gradation; The size-gradat ion of aggregate samples shall
ccmply with the following .requireJren ts:
Sieve Size
1/2 inch
No. 4
No. 100

Percent Passing
100

40-100
0-15
89

2.

Silica: The aggregate shall contain not less than
90 peroent Silica (Si0 ) as determined by chemical
2
analysis.

B. As~halt Binder. Asphalt cement enrichment shall consist of PAC-3
(Article S 1.4.0) as specified on the plans or in the proposal.

c. Bituminous Tack Coat. Bituminous material for the tack coat shall be SS-lh
meeting the part~cuiar reqw.rements of Section 621. The S3-lh shall be prepared
for application by dilution with an equal volume of potable water.
D. Admixture. A roisture controlling admixture such as silicone fluid
(dimethyl s~IOxane) shall be furnished by the Contractor to be blended with the
lllix. when and as directed by the Engineer, The silicone shall be of a type approved
by the Department and shall be from a source approved by the· Department.
III.

CONSTRUcriON METHOffi

A.

Seasonal and Weather Limitations.

No surface mixture shall be placed

----bet:ween--S ep:teliil)er-M-- allG May 1,---flel'-W.Aefl t'.Ae-a..~erat'trf'e-i~ei-ovz 6 oo I'. , - - -

except by written permission of the Engineer; neither shall it be placed when
the underlying course is wet or when other weather conditions are unsuitable.
B.

-

Plant and EgUipment.

Article 306,3,2, except as noted below:

l.

Screens: ODily one screen, a scalping screen of the
necessary size, will be required.

2.

Bins : The plant shall include a storage bin of
sufficient capacity to supply the mixer, when it
is operating at full capacity, with no undue
periods of waiting for aggregate. The outlet
gate on the bin shall cut off quickly and
completely and shall be designed and constructed
so there will be no leakage when closed.

3.

Thenrometric Equipment :

It;

--:E>ust-eoliectors~

Article 306 . 3 , 2-C-8.

The-1llan~-shaJ.1:--o-eequippea-wnrc

an effective dust collector. Mate~ial collected
must be returned to the mix unless wasting is
permitted by the Engineer.
C,

Preparation of Mixture.
l.

Composition of Mixtures:

The crushed sandstone aggregate

and asphalt cement shall be combined in such proportions

that the bitumen content will be not less than 7 percent
and not rore than 10 peroent.
2.

90

Preparation of Aggregate: The aggregate shall be deposited
in the cold elevator at a rate to insure correct and
uniform temperature control of the heating and drying
operation. The aggregate shall be heated to a uniform
temperature between 280°F. and 325°F.

Articl e 306.3. 3-C.

3,

Prepa ration of Aspha lt Cement:

4.

Preoa ration of Mixtu res:
appiic able.

s.

Tempe rature Requir ement s: Unless otherw ise approv ed
by the Engin eer, the tempe rature s of the mater ials
and the mixtu res, in degree s Fahre nheit, shall be
mainta ined within the ranges given in the follow ing
table:

Articl e 306. 3. 3-D as

t1ixing and Laying Tempe ratures

Aggre gates ...... ...... .... t1in.
Aspha lt Cement , • , ••••• , •• r1i.n.
MID.
Mixtu re at Plant
••
Mixtur e \men Laid •••••• Min.
•

•

•

•

I' I

••

280
265
280
280

- Max. 325
- Max • 325
-Max. 325
-Max. 310

of all
D. Preoa ration of Base. The existi ng surfac e shall be swept clean ng,
Patchi
ers.
sweep
nical
mecha
and
means of hand brooms
J.
______furoeig
shal:l- -'beo:p plied
wedgin g, and leveli ng course s of bitumi nous concre e Tiass I)
plans or in
the
on
stated
as
ities
as direct ed by the Engin eer and in the quant
with Sectio n
ance
accord
in
d
applie
the propo sal. Bitum inous tack coat shall be
301.
in accord ance
E. Soread ing and Finish ing. Spread ing and finish ing shall be
ed.
with ArtJ.c~e 305.3 .5, excep t as herein after provid
l.

Contin uous Paver Opera tion: . The plant proced ure
and the paver speed shall be synch ronize d in such
a manne r which will permi t the paver to trave l
in a unifor m contin uous forwar d speed. The paver
shall engage the haulin g trucks while travel ing
forwar d. Every effort shall be made to keep the
paver roving contin uously . The paver should be
permi tted to stop only when a plant or paver
breaks down or when some emergency or unavo idable
··
condi tion exists .

2.

Entran ces and .Crosso vers: Entran ces , crosso vers,
and other areas inacce ssible to the paver which
must be spread by hand, wheth er constr ucted of
this type of surfac e mixtur e or other design ated
surfac e mixtu res, shall be constr ucted as a
separa te opera tion. The mater ial for these areas
shall be placed direct ly from the travel ing trucks .
The paver shall not be stoppe d to reJJOve the side
plates to allow the mater ial for these areas to
spill out the side, neithe r shall the paver be
stoppe d and mater ial for these areas shove led
from the hoppe r.

e 306.3 ,7,
F. Comoa ction. Compa ction shall be in accord ance with Articl
ssible
inacce
other
and
as applic able, excep t that entran ces, crosso vers,
than
less
not
ing
weigh
areas spread by hand may be compacter' t-lith a roller
three tons.
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G. Leveling and Patching. Leveling and patching shall be perforrred in
lll311ner, with the des~gnateirequipment and with the materials, as prescribed
on the plans or in the proposal, or as directed by the Engineer.
H.

Article

Surface Tolerances.

306,3,9 as

Surface tolerances shall be in accordance ·Nith

appl~cable.

I. Maintenance and Protection.
accordance w~th Art~cle-3d6,3.1d.

n·.

Maintenance and protection shall be in

ME'IHOD OF MEASUREMENT

This surfacing mixture shall be weighed in accordance with Article 1.9.1.
The bit1.Dilinous tack naterial shall be measured in gallons as specified
in Section 621.
V.

BASIS OF PAYMENT

_____--c_ThMl/e,_.a..,c.,c.se,.p,_.t,.e"'d'-Quantities thus measured wilJ be paid for at the mntract nni t - - price per ton for the surface course, complete in place, and per gallon for
"Bit1.Dilinous Tack Material," which payment shall be full compensation for
furnishing, hauling, and placing all materials; for cleaning and all necessary
preparations of base; for the makil:Jg of proper joints; for the disposal of
all surplus naterials; for furnishing, processing, placing, and rolling of the
bituminous mixtures and materials; and for all labor, equipment , tools and
incidentals necessary to complete the work specified.

d2P-2(~
------------------------

A. 0, Neiser
------8-tate--Highway--ERgctReer------------ ---------------

KE~:TUCKY

DEPARTME NT OF TRANSPORT ATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 109

OPEN-GRAD ED FRICTION COURSES (PLANT MIX SEALS)
herein arc to the
This Special Provision will apply when indicated in the contract plans or proposal. Article and Section references
.
Construction
Bridge
and
Road
for
s
Bureau's 1965 Standard Specification
I.

DESCRIPTIO N

This work shall consist of the construction of one
course of hot-mixed, hot laid~ open-graded surface mixture
upon a satisfactory foundation provided by either new or
existing pavements. The thickness of the course shall be approximately 3/4 inch. The leveling, wedging, and patching
deemed necessary by the Engineer to repair an existing pavement shall be performed before the construction of this surface course is started.
This open-graded mixture is intended to provide _a
coarse-textur ed, well-draining , skid-resistant , wearing surface
for vehicular traffic. Special attention shall be given to all aspects of the work to insure that only top~quality materials,
equipment, and workmanship are utilized at all times and that
the finished surface is in close conformity to the lines,
grades, and sections indicated in the plans and/or pro·
posal.

Crushed limestone will not he permitted as any part
of the aggregate for the open-graded mixture, except as mineral filler.
The gradation of the a!(gregate, indudin~ minerai filler when used, shall conform to the followinM requirements
for either Type 1 or Type 2 when tested by 1\.cntuc.:ky ~letlwd
64~406. Prior to the start of construction, the Contractor shall
designate in writing which gradation he elects to furnish. lie
shall also submit aggregate samples and a proposed job~mix
formula consisting of a single value for the percent passing
each sieve. During the operation of the plant, tolerances from
the approved job-mix formula will he perrrittcrl as indicated
in the following ~.1ble, except that the ~adation shall be within the ma~ter gradation at all times.
Sieve Size

Master Gradation Range
Percent Passin_g
~
I=.!
100

Job·Mix Formula
T.!!_ierances

All materials for use in this work shall be sampled,
__ __trued and approved prior to starting the ·production o.~f_t-:-h..e:__ _ _~l/2 in.
---*- --- - -- ·-91FHJO--------roo~----18 m.
open-graded mixture.
51J.lOO
:!:6%
25-5o
No.4
10-30
5-15
No. 8
±. 4% **
Since the angular aggregate required for this war k
5-15
No. 16
is a select material, the Bureau, upon request by Contrac2-5
No. 200
2-5
tors qualified to bid on the work, will test a reasonable number of source samples of aggregates furnished by the Con*!\'laster gradation range applies.
tractors, FOR INFORMATI ON PURPOSES ONLY, prior to
** (Type 2 only)
the date of the-opening of bids for the contract. Howevert
tests of the actual aggregate subsequently stockpiled at the
plant site by the ContractOr for the project will be made to
The angularity of the aggregate particles for tht: Typt"
determine the acceptability of the aggregate for this work.
2 gradation shall be such .that the ag·grega-t.C will have a voids
content of 48% or more when subjected to the Dry~Bulking
The Contractor for the project shall stockpile aggreTest in accordance with Kentucky Method 64-609.
gate at the plant site for sampling at least two weeks before
starting plant operations. Enough aggrega_te_ for one day's
Mineral filler, if used, shall conform to the
B.
plant operation will be considered the mmtmum allowable
qual,ity requirements of Article 611.5.0.
quantity of aggregate necessary to be stockpil~d in order_ that
representativ e samples for testing may be obtamed theretrom.
The bituminous material for the tack coat mav
C.
be either SS·lh conforming to AASHO ,\1 140 excep't the ma.x~
Aggregate. Except for mineral filler, aggregate
A.
imum penetration may be 100, RC-250 conforming to .-\ASH)
for this mixture shall be either lightweight aggregate, crushed
M 81, or other materials approved by the Engineer.
slag, or crushed gravel.
The asphalt cement for the open-gTaded mixD.
· ht aggrega 1e s h a 11 h a ve a max
. 1· mu m compact
L .Jg h twe1g
ture shall be AC~20 conforming to the requirements of
Kenby
tested
unit weight of 65 pounds per cubic: foot when
~~~ ~~~~Tucl<f~~!elnoa~·o4'ol3~.-~~~:;lglnwetght~~.ggregate~-,hall als<>-eon- ~~~~~~~~~~~-~ AA~!IQ~Jvl-~_2:!(;. __ ~~-~
form to the following requirements when tested by the indiSilicone shall be furnished by the Contractor
E.
cated Kentucky· Methods.
and blended into the asphalt cement when and as directed by
the Engineer. The silirone shall be of a type and from a source·
Max. Pet. by Wt.
approved by the Engineer.

~---------

•
•

Friable Particles (Ky 64-611)
Wear (Ky 64-614)
.~Loss after 5 cycles of
Sodium Sulfate Soundness
Test (Ky 64-61 0)

1.0

40
12

Crushed slag shall conform to the applicable requirements of the current edition of Special Provision No. 102.
Crushed gravel shall conform to the applicable re·
quirements of the current edition of Special Provision No.
102, except that the gravel shall be a 100% crushed product
with at least 95% having· one or more fractured f.1ces and at
least iS% havino- two or more fractured faces 'Nhcn tested by
Kentuckv Metl~~d 64~603, and shall have a minimum silica
(SiQ.,) c'ontent of i5% as determined by Kentucky ~terhoJ
64-224.

An anti-strippin~ additive of a type and source
F.
approved by the Engineer shall be furnished by the Contrac~
tor and shall be used as directed by the Engineer to prevent
stripping of the asphalt from tht.• aggregate.
lll.

CONSTRUC T10N METHODS

Every requirement 'contained in Articles 306.3.1 thru
306.3.10 \vhich is applicable to this type of work shall be in
force except as provided herein and in the plans and proposal.
The materials, equipment, and methods for leveling,
wedg-ing-,and patching shall be those designated in the proposal. The leveling and wedgin~ shall Ue constructed as sped~
fied in Article 306.3.8 and shall be construckd to ~·:it"'ir:
plus or minus 1/4 inch of the desired elevation as deter·
mined by a strin~line measurement or by a template. The
Contractor shall furnish any templates in accordance with
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SP 109
Page 2 of 2
Article !06.3.2. The leveling. wedging, and patching operation.• are particularly significant to the satisfactory performance of this type of surface mixture and every reasonable
effort shall be made to provide a uniform, stable, dense, and
even surface as the fowtdation for this open-graded course.
This open-graded course should always be construct·
ed higher in elevation than the shoulders and gutters in order
to provide for proper lateral drainage of water through the
course.

Crushed Gravel or Slag Aggregate
Lightweight Aggregate

70 lb./sq.yd
45 lb./sq. yd.

Insofar as practical, the paver shall be operated at a
constant forward speed which will produce a smooth uniform
mat free from tears, open areas, and other imperfection~. Any
hand raking of the mixture should be kept to the absolute
minimum.
E.
Rolling. Normal equipment for placing and
compa_ction will be requirecJ except that roiling shall be accomplished· by means of an 8 to 1 0 ton steel-wheel tandem
ro!l~r. The amOunt of rolling shall be confined to only the
minimum necessary for consolidating the bituminous mix~
ture and bonding· it to the underlying surface. Excessive
rolling shall be avoided.

A.
Tack Coat. When SS-lh is furnished for the
tack coat, it shall be diluted with an equal volume of water
conforming to Section 603 and thoroughly mixed p"rior to
application. The diluted SS~lh shall be applied at an approx~
imate rate of 0.2 gallon per square yard in one or more ape
plications for a sufficient time and distance in advance of
the paver to insure that all of the water has escaped and evapIV.
METHO!J OF MEASUREMEN T
orated before any of the open-graded mixture is laid on the
tacked- surface. When RC-250 is furnished for the tack coat,
The open-graded mixture will be -measured in tons
it shall be applied at an approximate rate of 0.1 gallon per
and the bituminous material for tack coat will be measured
square yard and for a sufficient time and distance in advance
in gallons in accordance with Article 306.4.0.
of the paver to insure that the volatiles have evaporated before
any of the open-graded mixture is laid on the tacked surface.
V.
BASIS OF PAYMENT
The open-graded mixture shall not be laid on the tacked sur~
face until authorized by the Engineer.
The accepted quantities of open-graded mixture and
---------lbituminou s----nmtaial-f-o rtack-----coat wrnOe pard for m aCc:OoO:reia".- - When other tack coat materials are approved by the
ance with Article 306.5.0 except that the silicone and anti·
Engineer, they shall be applied as directed by the Engineer.
stripping additives for the mixture and water used for diluting the SS-lh will be considered as incidentals and will not
B.
Seasonal and \'w"eather Limitations. The mixbe paid for separately.
ture shall be placed only when the pavement surface is clean
and dry and when the paVement surface temperature is 50° F
or greater. The air temperature shall be at least 50° F and ris~
ing. No seasonal limitations wiU apply.

C.
Preparation of Open-Graded Mixture. The mixture shall be prepared by combining the approved aggregate
with asphalt- cement in the percentages established by the
Engineer. The percentage by weight of asphalt cement in the
mixture will be established between 5.5 and 8.5 percent of
the total mixture when either crushed slag or crushed gravel
is the aggregate used, and between 9.0 and 15.0 percent when
lightweight aggregate is used. The gradation limits for the mixture are the same as those specified for the aggregate and the
Engineer will approve a job-mix formula within the specified
aggregate gradation and asphalt cement limits. Deviations from
the established asphalt content shall not exceed 0.4 percent
when the mixture is tested by Kentucky Method 64-405.
When the total aggregate for the mixture is a blend
of two or more materials, th~--!!'!~J-~JiLJLsJ:H~H __Q_~--~lJQRlied__fr_Q_ffi ____ _
-----TriWVldUirCOfif-DiiiS--Or--StOCipiles in the proportions required
to meet the specified gradation and voids content.
The temperatures of the materials and the mixture,

in degrees Fahrenheit, shall be carefully maintained within the
following ranges:

Temperature
Minimum
Maximum
Aggregate
Asphalt Cement
Mixture at Plant
Mixture when Laying

200
250
200
180

260
300

260
260

Temperatures higher than those listed can cause the
asphalt cement to drain from the mixture and shOuld be avoided at all times.
D.
Paving. The spreading of the open-graded mixture to provide the specified thickness of approximately 3/4
inch shall be at the following rates, depending upon the type
of the aggregate used for the mixture.
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KLHUCKY DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 109-A
OPEN-GRADED FRICTION COURSES <PLANT MIX SEALSl
proposal. Article and Section
This Special Provision will apply when indicated in the contract plans or
and Bridge Construct ion.
Road
for
tions
Specifica
Standard
1965
Bureau's
the
to
are
herein
reference s

I.

DESCRIPTION

This work shall consist of the construct ion
of one course of hot-mixed~ hot laid, open-grad ed
surface mixture upon a satisfacto ry foundatio n provided by either new or existing pavements . The
thickness of the course shall be approxima tely 3/4
inch. The leveling, wedging, and patching deemed
necessary by the Engineer to repair an existing
pavement· Shall be performed before the construct ion
of this surface cou~se is started.
This open-grad ed mixture is intended to provide a coarse-te xtured, well-drai ning, skid-resistant, wearing surfac~ for vehicular traffic,
Special attention shall be given to all aspects of
the work to insure that only top-quali ty materials ,
equipment s and workmansh ip are utilized at all
times and that the finished surface is in close
conformit y to the lines, grades, and sections indiCated in the plans and/or proposal.

Crushed limestone will not be permitted as any
part of the aggregate for the open-grad ed mixture, except as mineral flller, unless otherwise provided ..
The gradation of the aggregate , including mineral filler when used, shall conform to the following
requireme nts for eith~r Type l or Type 2 when tested
by KentuckY Method 64-406. At least 2 weeks prior to
_the start o~ construct ion, the Contracto r shall designate in writing which gradation he elects to furnish.
He shall also submit aggregate samples and a proposed
job-mix formu~a consistin g of a single value for the
percent passing each sieve. During the operation of
the plant, tolerance s from the approved job-mix formula
will be permitted as indicated in the following table,
except that the gradation shall be within the master
gradation at all times.
Sieve Size

Master Gradation Range
Percent Passing
~

Job-Mix Formula
Tolerance s

~

100
1/2 in.
.... IL _ __.Mt:""'T"'ER"I"'A"L.;oS'-------------~;81ni'.'------9o"rcro--c--------J:oD---------5£0~og
25:1:0
Ng: ~
All materials for use in this work shall be
3
5 5
sampled, tested~ and approved prior to starting
5-15
No. 16
the productio n of the open-grad ed mixture.
2-5
2-5
No. 200

-*--

± 6%

±

4%

•
•

**

Since the angular aggregate required for
'this work is a select material, the Bureau, upon
request by Contracto rs qualified to bid on the
work, will test a reasonabl e number of source
samples o"f aggregate s furnished by the Contractors, FOR INFORt•iATION PURPOSES ONLY, pr-ior to the
date of· the opening cf bids for the con trace:.
However, tests of the actual aggregate subsequently stockpile d at the plant site by tfie Contractor for the project will be made to de~ermine
the acceptab ility of the aggregate for this work.

The angularit y of the aggregate particles for
the Type2 gradation shall be such that ·the aggregate
will have a voids content of 48% or more when subjected to the Dry-Bulki ng Test in accordanc e with
Kentucky Method 64-609.

A. Aggregate . Except for mineral filler,
aggregate for this mixture shall be either crushed
lightweig ht aggregate , crushed slag, crushed
gravel, crushed granite, or an approved combination of these aggregate s.

C. The bituminou s material for the tack coat
may be either SS-lh conformin g to AASHTO M 140 except the maximum penetratio n may be 100, RC-250 conforming .to AASHTO M 81, or other materials approved
by the Engineer.

Lightweig ht aggregate shall have a maximum
compact unit wei~ht of 65 pounds per cubic foot
when tested by Kentucky Method 6ll-613. Lj,_ght:!feig[lt
folaggrega~e or granite shall also conform to the
the i nd i c at e d
_________ lQ.Jtl_ng_r~_g_q ire me n_tlL__W_t!~.D___t_~_j;:_§!_Q __ 'Q_y-------------------Kentucky Methods.
Max. Pet. by
Friable Particles {Ky 64-611)
Wear (Ky 64-614)

Loss after 5 cycles of
Sodium Sulfate Soundness
Test {Ky 64-610)

Vlt.

1.0
40

12

Crushed slag shall conform to the applicable requireme nts of the current edition of
Special Provision No. 102.
Crushed gravel shall conform to the applicable requireme nts of the current editior, of
Special Provision No. 102, except that th~ gravel
shall be a 100% ~rushed oroduct with at least
95% having one or more rractured faces and at
least 75% ha·:in[ t·,.;o cr :r.ore fractured faces when
tested by Ken~ucky Method 64-603, and shall have
a minimum insoluble content of 75% as deter~ioed
by Kentucky t>lethod 6ll-223.

*
**

Master gradation range applies
{Type 2 only)

B. Mineral filler, if used, shall conform to
the quality req~irements of Article 611.5.0.

D. _The asphalt cement for the open-grad ed mixture shall be AC-20 conformin g to the requireme nts of

AASHTO

M 226.

------------E-;-----S:tJ:-Tc-orre---s-na-1-l---b-e---fu-rn-1--s-h eel---b-y---t-he--Gen-t-r-ae---------·
tor and blended into the asphalt cement when and as
directed by the Engineer. The silicone shall be of
a type and from a source approved by the Engineer.
F. An anti~stripping additive of a type and
source approved by the Engineer shall be furnished
by the Contracto r and shall be used as directed by the
Engineer to prevent stripping of the asphalt from the
aggregate .

III.

CONSTRUCiiON METHODS

Every requireme nt contained in Articles 306.3.1
through 306.3.10 which is applicabl e to this type of
work shall be in force except as provided herein and
in the plans and proposal.
The materials , equipment , and methods for level~
ing, wedging, and patching shall be those designate d
in the proposal. The leveling and wedgins shall be
cons~~ucted as specified in Article 306.3.8 and shall
be constructe d to within plus or minus 1/4 inch of
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the desired elevation as determined by a stringline measurement or by a template. The Contractor shall furnish any templates in accordance with
Article 306.3.2. The leveling, wedging, and Patching operations are particularly significant to the
satisfactory performance of this type of surface
mixture and every reasonable effort shall be made
to provide a uniform, stable, dense 1 and even surface as the foundat~on for this open-graded course.
This open-graded course should always be constructed higher in elevation than the shoulders and
gutters in order to provide for proper lateral
drainage of water through the course.

The temperatures of the materials and the
mixture,in de~rees Fahrenheit, shall be carefully
maintained within the following ranges:
Temperature
Minimum
;>.1aximum
Aggregate
Asphalt Cement
Mixture at Plant
Mixture when Laying

200
250
200
180

260
300

260
260

Temperatures higher than those listed can
cause the asphalt cement to drain from the mixture and should be avoided at all t·imes.

A. Tack Coat. When SS-lh is furnished for
the tack coat, it shall be diluted with an equal
volume of water conforming to Section 603 and
D. Paving. The spreading of the open-graded
thoroughly mixed prior to application. The diluted
mixture to provide the specified thickness of approxiSS-lh. shall be applied at an approximate rate of
mately 3/4 inch shall be at the following rates, de0.2 gallon per square yard in one or more applipending upon the type of the aggregate used for the
cations for a. sufficient time and distance in
mixture.
advance of the paver to insure that all of the
water has escaped and evaporated b~fore any of
Gravel. Granite. or Slag Aggregate 65 lb./sq.yd.
the open-graded mixture is laid on the tacked surLightweight Aggregate
·
45 lb./sq/yd.
£' ac e • When RC- 2 5 0 1 s fur n i shed for ,~tCJhO'e"-:-.,t<,<a;;cJ<kCfCCCO>!alJt;_,__ _ _ _ _ _-o-:-::-==-::c--:cc:--::-c:-:-:-::-;-----re shall be applied at an approximate rate of 0.1
Insofar as practical, the paver shall be opergallon per square yard and for a sufficient time
ated at a constant forward speed which will produce a
and distance in advance of the paver to insure
smooth uniform mat free from tears, open areas, and
that the volatiles have evaporated before any
other imperfections. Any hand raking of the mixture
of the open-graded mixture is laid on the tacked
should be kept to the absolute minimum.
surface. The open-graded mixture shall not be
laid on the tacked surface until authorized by
E. ROlling.
Normal -:quipment for placing and
the Engineer.
compaction will be required except that rolling shall
be accomplished with a steel-wheel tandem roller of suf
When other tack coat materials are apficient weight to adequately compact the mixture withproved by the Engineer, they shall be applied as
but excessive breakage of the aggregate. The amount
directed by the Engineer.
of rolling shall be confined to only the minimum necessary for consolidating the bituminous mixture and
8.
Seasonal and Weather Limitations. The·
bonding it to the underlying surface. Excessive
mixture shall be placed only when the pavement
rolling shall be avoided.
surface is clean and dry and when the pavement
surface temperature is 50° F or ~reater. The air
IV.
METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
temperature shall be at least 500 F and rising.
No seasonal limitations will apply.
The open-graded mixture will be measured in
tons and the bituminous material for t:ack coa~ will
C. Preparation of Open-Graded Mixture.
be measured in gallons in accordance with Art!cle
The mixture shall be pre.pared by combining the ap306.4.0.
proved aggregate with asphalt cement in the percentages established by the Engineer. The perV.
BASIS OF PAYHENT
centage by weight of asphalt cement in the mixture
will be established bet·,..een 5.5 and 9.0 percent of
The accepted quantities of open-graded :':'liXt he tot a 1 mi x t ur ~ h "!!!~ he ~.~_g__rus he d ~ __c__r:ushe_ct__ .... __ t_u.r__e__and_.hi.::.ur::.i.no.us._ma.t..e.r.!..aL.. f.o.~--t-aC--k---c.oa-t--w.i-1---l····8-e
······-----gr-aver;-or-----crusFled gran! te is the aggregate used,
paid for in accordanc·e with Article 306.5. a except
and between 9.0 and 15.0 percent when lightweight
that the silicone and anti-stripping additives for
aggregate is used. The gradation limits for the
the mixture and water used for dilutint; the 33-lh
mixture are the same as those specified for the
will be considered as incidentals and will not be
aggregate and the Engineer will approve a job-mix
paid for separately.
formula within the specified aggregate gradation
and asphalt cement limits. Deviations from the
established asphalt content shall not exceed 0.4
percent when the mixture is tested by Kentucky
Method 64-405.

·

When the total aggregate for the mixture is
a blend of two or more materials, the materials
shall be supplied from individual cold bins or
stockpiles in the proportions required to meet the
job-mix formula.
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KE;HUCKY DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
SPECIAL PROVISION ~0. 109-B
OPEN-GRADED FRICTION COURSES <PLANT MIX SEALS)
This Special Provision Will apply when indicated in the contract plan& or proposal. Article and Section
references herein are to the Bureau's 1965 Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction.

I.

DESCRIPTION

This work shall consist of the construction
of one course of hot-mixed, hot laid, open-graded
surface mixture upon a satisfactory foundation provided by either new or existing pavements. The
thickness of the course shall be approximately 3/~
inch. The leveling, wedging, and patching deemed
necessary by the Engineer to repair an existing
pavement shall be performed before the construction
of this surface course is started.
This open-graded mixture is intended to provide a coarse-texture d, well-draining , skid-resistant, wearing surface ror vehicular traffic.
Special attention shall be given to all aspects of
the work to insure that only top-qUality materials,
equipment, and workmanship are utilized at all
t~~es and that the finished surface is in close
conformity to the lines, grades, and sections indicated in the plans and/or proposal.

Crushed limestone will not be permittPrt a~ any
part of the ag€;regate for ·the- open-gr6.ded mixture except aS ininerS.l fiTrer·, unJ.e::;s · otberw:itsc provided,.
The gradation of the aggregate, including mineral filler when used, shall conform to the following
requirements :tpr either Type 1 or Type 2 when tested
by Kent-ucky Method 64-406. '.At least 2 weeks prior to
the start of construction, the Contractor Ghall designate in writing which gradatiOn he elects to furnish.
He shall also submi-t aggregate samples and a proposed
job-mix form~la consisting of a single value for the
percent passing each sieve. During the operation of
the plant, tolerances from the approved job-mix formula
will be permitted as indicated in the following table,
except that the gradation shall be within the master
gradation at all times.
Sieve Size

Master Gradation Range
Percent Passing
~

~

100
90-100

1 2 in. _ _~·
...-U.-----1-!ATER IAL,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __lL€--l,n_,_

3/8 in.

Job-Mix Formula
Tolerances

100
5

2o~~8

--------.--=-± 6%
± 4%

All materials for use in this work shall be
sampled, tested, and approved prior to starting
the production of the open-graded mixture.

uo.
o. ~
No. 16
No. 200

Since the angular aggr,egate required for
th!.s No!'k is a select material, the Bureau, upon
reques<; by Contractors- qualified to bid on the
work, tdll test a reasonable number of source
samples of agg::-egates furnished bY -the Co!itractors, FOR INFORHATION PURPOSES ONLY, prior to the
date or ~he opening of bids for the contract.
However, tests of the actual aggregate subsequently stockpiled at the plant site by the Contractor for the project will be made to determine
the acceptability of the aggregate for this work.

•••

The angularity or the aggregate particles for
the Type2 gradation shall be such that the aggregate
will have a voids content of 48% or more when subjected to the Dry-Bulking Test in ·accordance with
Kentucky Method 64~609.

A. Aggregate. Except for mineral filler,
aggregate for this mixture shall be either crushed
lightweight aggregate, crushed slag, crushed
gravel, crushed granite, or an approved comb.ination of these aggregates.

C. The bituminous material ror the tack coat
may be either SS-lh conforming to .A.ASHTO M 140 except the maximum penetration may be 100, RV-250 conforming to AASHTO M 81, o~ other materials approved
by the Engineer.

Lightweight aggregate shall have a maximum
compact unit weif.l;ht of 65 pounds per -cubic f'oot
when tested by KentuckY._Method 6_4-gi_:u, _Lightweight
aggregate or granite shall also conform to the fol__________ l_Q'dlng_reauire ments when tested by the indicated
Kentucky l•lethods.
Max. Pet. bY Wt.
Friable Particles (Ky 64-611)
Wear {Ay 6~-614)
Loss after 5 cycles of
Sodium Sulfate Soundness
Test •(Ky 64-610)

1.0

40
12

Crushed slag shall conform to the applicable requirements of the current edition of
Special Provision No. 102.
Crushed gravel shall conform to the applicable requ1remen:s of the current edition of
Special Provision No. 102, except that the gravel
shall be a 100% crushed product With at least
95.~ having one or m:~re fractured faces and at
leas~ 75.: r-,a•.ri:--.g two c-r more fractured faces when
tested by Ke:1tucky :·iethod 64-603. and shall nave
a rr.in:!.:::um 1n-sol:..:ble content of 75% as determined
by Kenvucky Method 64-223.

2

5:ig
2-5

5-15
2-5

•
•

••

Master gradation range applies
(Type 2 only)

B. Mineral filler. if used, sball conform to
the quality requirements of .Article 611.5.0.

D. The asphalt cement for the open-graded mixture shall be AC-20 conforming to the requirements of
AASHTO M 226.
-----------------E~---s-iJ:icone---s-ha-lJ;---b-e---turn±s-hed---b-y--t-h-e---G-ont-rae-----

tor and blended into the asphalt cement when and as
directed by the Engineer. The silicone shall be of
a type and from a source approved by the Engineer.

F. An anti-stripping additive of a type and
source approved by the Engineer shall be furnished
by the Contractor and shall be us·ed as directed by the
Engineer to prevent stripping of the asphalt from the
aggregate.
III.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Every requirement contained in Articles 306.3.1
through 306.3.10 which is applicable to this type of
work shall be in force except as provided herein and
in the plans and proposal.
The materials, equipment, and methods for leveling. wedging, and pacching shall be those designated
in the proposal. The leveling and wedging shall be
constructed as specified in Article 306.3.8 and shall
be constructed to within plus or minus 1/4 inch of
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the desired elevation as determine d by a stringline measureme nt or by a template. The Contra~
tor shall furnish any templates in accordanc e with
Article 306.3.2. The leveling, wedging, and patching operation s are particula rly significa nt to the
satisfact ory performan ce of this type of surface
mixture and every reasonabl e effort shall be made
to provide a uniform, stable, dense, and even surrace as the foundatio n for this open-grad ed course .•

The temperatu res of the materials and the
mixture,i n degrees Fahrenhe it, shall be carefully
maintaine d within the following ranges:
Temperatu re
Minimum
Maxim'.lm
Aggregate
Asphalt Cement
Mixture at Plant
Mixture when Laying

200

260

250

300
260

200

The open~graded course should always be con260
180
structed higher in elevation than adjacent concrete
gUtters in order to provide for proper lateral drainTemperatu res higher than those listed can
age of water through the course.
cause the aspHalt cement to drain from the mixture and should be avoided at all times.
A. Tack Coat. When SS-lh is furnished for
the tack coat, it shall be diluted with an equal
D. Paving. The spreading of the open-grad ed
volume of water conformin g to Section 603 and
mixture to provide the specified thickness of approxithOroughl y mixed prior to applicati on. The diluted
mately 3/4 inch shall be at the following rates, deSS-lh shall be applied at an approxima te rate of
pending ·upon the type of the aggregate used for the
0.2 gailon per square yard in one or more applimixture.
cations for a sufficien t time and distance in
advance of the paver to insure that all of ·the
Q~avel, Granite. or Sla~ Aggregate
65 lb./sq.yd .
water has escap~d and evaporate d before any of
Lightweig ht Aggregate
45 lb./sq/yd .
the ·open-grad ed mixture is laid on the tacked surrace. When RC-250 is furnished for the tack coat,
Insofar as practical , the paver shall be operit shall be applied at ·an~prox.!_mate rate___o_t~_l_
ated at a c on_s__t_ant farwa rd sp.eed----W-h-i-c.Q---W--1-l-1_:_-Pl"OG.-u-e-e-----agallon per square yard and for a sufficien t time
smooth uniform mat free from tears, open areas, and
and distance in advance of the paver to insure
other imperfect ions. Any hand raking of the mixture
that the volatiles have evaporate d before any
should be kept to the absolute minimum.
of the open-grad ed mi~ture is laid on the tacked
.surface. The open-grad ed mixture shall not be
~
E. Rolling. Normal equipment for placing and
laid on the tacked surface until authorize d by
compactio n will be required except that rolling shall
the Engineer.
be accomplis hed with a steel-whe el tandem roller of sufficient weight t-o adequatel y compact the mixture withWhen other tack coat materials are apout excessive breakage of the aggregate . The amount
proved by the Engineer, they shall be applied as
of rolling shall be confined to only the minimum necesdirected by the Engineer.
sary for consolida ting the bituminou s mixture and
bonding it to the underlyin g surface. Excessive
B. Seasonal and weather Limitatio ns. The
rolling shall.be avoided.
mixture shall be placed only when the pavement
surface is clean and dry and when the pavement
IV.
METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
surface temperatu re is 50° F or greater. The air
temperatu re shall be at least 500 F and rising.
The open-grad ed mixture will be measured in
No seasonal limitatio ns will apply.
tons and the bituminou s material for tack coat will
be measured in gallons in accordanc e with Article
c. Preparati on of Open-Grad ed Mixture.
306.4.0 ..
The mixture shall be prepared by combining the approved aggregate with asphalt·ce ment in the perV.
BASIS OF PAYMENT
centages establish ed by the Engineer. The percentage by weight of asphalt cement in the mixture
The accepted quantitie s of open-grad ed mixwill be establish ed between 5.5 and 9.0 percent of
ture and bituminou s material for tack coat will be
the total mixture when either crushed slag, crushed
paid for
e with Article 306.5.0 except
gz:-_a v~ , _or --~ru_she_c:!_ ~raf!:!-J;~__ !_~--~he _M.&_re ~_g_ __YJie.d_, ___________ _that __t_he_sin1 J 1accordanc
con a___an.ct_ __ ant1--s-t-:lJ-1-p-p-i-R-g-a-46.-1-t-i-ve-s---f'-or---------a;nQIJe-eween ~cra.na n-. 0 percent when lightweig ht
the mixture and water used for diluting the SS-lh
aggregate is used. The gradation limits for the
will be considere d as incidenta ls and will not be
mixture are the same as· those specified for the
paid for separatel y.
aggregate and the Engineer will approve a Job-mix
formula within the specified aggregate gradation
and asphalt cement liffiits. Deviation s from the
establish ed asphalt content shall not exceed 0.4
APPROVED
/t!I?-J- ;f;f"
percent when the mixture is tested by Kentucky
>
Method 64-405.
When the total aggregate for the mixture is
a blend of two or more materials » the materials
shall be supplied from individua l cold bins or
stockpile s in the proportio ns required to meet the
Job-mix formula.
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GEOLOGY AND OCCURRENCES
OffiO RIVER VALLEY
Upstream from Maysville, some 3-inch diameter
gravels are dredged from bars in the river. Nearer Ash·
land, the former Tays Piver deposited sand, silts, and
clays on the terraces and in the backwater valleys. The
gravels are generally quartzites. Sand-bottoms occur at
Vanceburg, Charleston Bottoms, and Dover. Gravels
containing 40 to 56 percent carbonate-type gravels
occur in the glacial outwashes of the Uttle Miami River
(at Newtown, Ohio) and the Great Miami (cleves)
downstream from Cincinnati. Gravel beds are worked
there, at Belview, Warsaw, and Carrollton. The carbon·
ates tend to disappear before reaching Lnuisville. Out- wash gravels occur in vast deposits opposite Lnulsville.
Sands occur in the upper terraces (Illinoian) above and
below Lnulsville. Refer to Figure E-1 for further description of the upper Ohio River Valley. Chert gravels
appear near Owensboro; they diminish in size toward
Paducah. Only pea-gravel persists toward the Mississippi River. At the confluence, larger gravel is encountered; some granite is found. Cherty sands occur in the
western Ohio River; quartz sands persist throughout.
Sands tend to be rounded and some are well polished.
Some remain sharp and angular.

Green River Sand Company and later by Cen-Ken
Stone Co. In Lngan County, it is 200 feet above Mud
River and is under 8 feet of soil. It is worked by
Kapco (see Figure E-3).
POTISVILLE (LEE, ROCKCASTLE, LIVINGSTON,
SHARON) CONGLOMERATES
These eastern conglomerates are sinrllar, lf not
identical to the Caseyville conglomerates of western
Kentucky. These outcrop along the Pennsylvanian es·
carpments south and east of the outer Bluegrass. A deposit at Mullins Station north of livingston was
worked by the Kentucky Stone Company in 1963 and
1964. The market then did not sustain the operation.
"This formation extends into southern Ohio. It was exposed along the crest of Pine Mountain (by the overthrust there) and was worked by Silica Corp. of
America in the 1960's southeast of Elkhorn City. It is
shown in Figure E4. It is exposed in a large area of
northeast Morgan County.
BUFFALO CONGLOMERATE
"This conglomerate caps some hills in the
vicinity of Webbville and Willard (Ed Waddell Farm,
January 1966).
CASEY COUNTY "This is a rather large deposit of large gravel and
sand perched on the top of a few hills (covered with
about IS feet of soil) and is unlike the Caseyville and
Rockcastle.

___

JACKSON PURCHASE
Chert gravels occur in abundance in the Pur·
chase Area. They are called the Tuscaloosa and the
Lafayette. The Lafayette is a brownish glassy gravel
(impregnated with iron oxide in the mantle of the up·
IRVINE FORMATION
per strata) and is the abundant gravel in the Purchase.
It is believed to have been derived from former Fort
"This formation consists of sand and gravel left
perched higher and in former banks or channels of the
Payne chert beds and the St. Louis. The Lafayette is
equivalent to the Tennessee River gravel. The TuscaKentucky River. This has been correlated to the
Lafayette Gravels of the Jackson Purchase Area. Some
loosa is light colored and is similar to coastal gravels in
Alabama. Sands occur with the gravels (more so with
quartz gravels present are attributed to the Rockcastle
__tll~--~ay~!~LQ!"~els(c!r~<!ged) were crushed at
and Caseyville (McFarland, A. C.; Geology of KenColumbus to produce Class
sands--for______
tuckY ~University-.;{ Kentuclcy-, i943, p l25, 126).
sand asphalts. Cherts were crushed to produce aggregate for open-graded plant-mixed seals. Wind-blown
SANDSTONE GRAVELS
silts cover much of the Purchase area; they are very
Sandstones tend to disintegrate readily in the
thick at Columbus and at Hickman; some may flnd use
weathering and erosion processes. Apparently few
jn paving mixtures (for blending) (see Figure E-2).
gravels persist in -the Kentucky River valley at Frankfort. Some valleys feeding into the river in Eastern
Kentucky may contain sandstone gravels, sand, and
CASEYVILLE
The Caseyville is a sand-and-gravel conglomecoal fragments (perhaps of commercial value). One
rate; it occurs as channel-fill trending southwestward
such valley is near Crystal (worked by Estill Sand Co.)
from northern Green County (near Etna Furnace)
(see Figure E-5). These gravels have been used for base
through Edmonson County and Lngan County. It is
construction and as replacement aggregate on trafflc·
quite thick at old Kyrock, now Laurel Hill Farm. It is
bound roads. They were designated as local creek
very pure quartz pebbles and sand. Most of the pebbles
gravels.
are prefractured and are crushable. It was worked by

Csands--ancl
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a
b

Figure E-1. Geological Description of the Upper Ohio River Valley near Louisville.
The diagraro illustrates a)preglacial bluffs along the Ohio River at Louisville and upstrearo and ihe deep
erosion of the bedrock in the channel at various locations; b) interbedded sands,

silts~

and gravel-fills atg

__________m='b:::u:::t=ed=-=to;-:W;:=in:::o::-ian glacial outwashes; c) valley-fill attributable to Wisconsin glacial outwash gravels and
sands; and d) recent channel-till. Two distinct terraces are recognizable. The upper terrace is approxi.. ·

mately 15 to 20 feet higher than the lower one in the vicinity of Louisville. The major part of the city is
buRt on the upper terrace. The upper 15 to 20 feet of the upper terrace is usually fine sand. It is inter·
esting to note that the· valley fill is some 40 feet deeper under the heart of the city than the p"'sent river
l>ed at the falls. This indicates that formerly the course of the river wtnt through the present site of Lou·
isville. The deeper valley has been filled, and the present channel is perched on the SeUersburg Limestone
farther north and west than the earlier falls or scarp. The older deep channel is down into the Louisville
Limestone. Where the bedtock rises toward the hills, the fill is bedded on New Albany (Devonian) Black
Shale (from McFarland, A. C.; Geology of Kentucky, University of Kentucky, 1943).
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Figure E·2. General Conceptual Distribution of Loessal Deposits. The area indicated was probably once covered with a
man de of loess. As a result of subsequent erosion, much of this windblown silt has merged into .valley alluvm
iums, leaving more-or-less zonal areas of primary loess and silty residuals at the present time. Isopachs (lines
of equal thickness) of the loess are shown by heavy lines. The Lafayette gravels have been reexposed or are
near the surface at many locations. They comprise a man de covering most of the area. The Tuscaloosa gram
vels are eastward.
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Figure E-3. Map of Pre-Pennsylv anian Channel in Edmonson County (cf. Potter, P. E., and Siever, R.;Journal of Geo
y
Sedimentolog
logy, Vol. 64, 1956; also Pettyjohn, F. J.; Sedimentary Rocks, Harper and Rowe, 1975; also
Counties,Ken
Hart
of the Kyrock Sandstone (Pennsylvanian) in the Brownsville Paleovalley; Edmonson and
tucky, Report of Investigation s 21, Series 21, Kentucky Geological Survey, 1978).

Figure E-4. Rockcastle (Sharon) Conglomerate Exposed by the Pine Mountain Overthrust; Comprises Ridge Rock
South of Elkhorn City. Formation was worked in the early 1960's but marketed rnosdy as glass-grinding
sand. Many gravel-sized particles are pre-fractured and are crushable. (McGrain, P., and Crawford, T. J.;
High Silica Sandstone and Conglomerate on Pine Mountain near Elkhorn City, Information Circular 1,
Series X, Kentucky Geological Survey, 1959).
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SANDS
Sands (quartz) have been worked at Eastview
(on the Mississippian escarpment west of Elizabethtown), north of Furnace (Powell County, Estill Sand
Company), Tip Top (Ohio River Formation), Charleston Bottoms (downstream from Maysville), near Webbville, Kentucky River (above Frankfort), Sandy Hook,
Menifee County (Walker & Sons), and Pound, Virginia,
(Skyline Silica Company). See 1) Richardson, C. H.;
The Molding Sands of Kentucky, Series VI, Vol XXIX,
Kentucky Geological Survey, 1927; 2) McGrain, P.;
Recent Investigations of Silica Sands of Kentucky,
Report of Investigations, No. 5, Kentucky Geological
Survey, 1952; 3) McGrain, P.;Recent Investigations of
Silica Sands of Kentucky No. 2, Report of Investigations, No. 11, Kentucky Geological Survey, 1956; and
4) McGrain, P. and Crawford, T. J .; High Silica Sands
in Calloway and Carlisle Counties, Information Circular
2, Series X, Kentucky Geological Survey, 1959. Also
see Figures E-5, E-6, E-7, and E-8.
SEWANEE SILICA (TENNESSEE)
A conglomerate (quartz) similar to Caseyville
and Rockcastle, the Sewanee yields coarse sands that

were sought for use as coarse grit for application to
epoxy resin protective coatings for concrete bridge
decks.
SLAGS
Blast furnace slag generated by Armco at Ashland and marketed by Standard Slag Company are usually water-quenched and are bloated (vesicular). Heavy
slags (containing inclusions of iron) come from Wierton, West Virginia, and from International Mills at
Cairo or Carbondale, illinois. Some phosphate slag has
been blended with blast furnace slag from Birmingham
and marketed out of Columbia, Tennessee. Crushed
sands and chips (for open-graded seals) have been
derived.

SOILS

Soils have been used for blending with aggregates. Soils have been blended with sands to achieve
optimum gradation for sand-asphalt mixtures. Soils
may be found that would suffice altogether or with
nominal blending to produce qualifying sand-asphalt
surfaces.

Figure E-5. Billey Cr., KY 52, Crystal, Kentucky, Source of Dave Cheek's Creek Sand, 1973.
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EXPANDED SHALE
Expanded shale is a lightweight aggregate
manufactured by burning shale (partial fusion and
bloating). New Providence shale, near Shepherdsville,
was used by Kenlite. Kenlite was succeeded by Solite.
The principal use was aggregate for concrete blocks.
Some has been used for lightweight concrete. The
aggregate is vesicular, and the absorptivity is about nine
percent unless it is glazed. Sharp angular sand is obtained by crushing the coarser sizes after burning.
MORGAN COUNTY
In the western part of the county, the valleys
have been cut in the upper part of Mississippian rocks,

mainly in limestones and some shales. Hills are capped
with the Pottsville conglomerate. A little farther east,
the massive conglomerate drops towards the drainage
level and becomes the predominant rock, instead of
merely capping the hills, giving rise to a characteristic
topography of deep steep-walled valleys and broad
divides. Toward the eastern part of the county, the
conglomerate again comes into prominence, having
been brought nearer the surface by the Paint Creek Uplift. See 1) Rhodes, E. 0.; The Paint Creek Uplift,
Department of Geology and Forestry of Kentucky,
Series V., Vol 3, p 243; and 2) Robinson, L. C.;
Geology of Morgan County, Kentucky, Series VI,
Kentucky Geological Survey, 1927.

Figure E-6. Petersburg Sand Pit, Boone County, 1977.
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Figure E-7. Lewis Polley's Sand Pit.

Figure E-8. Sand Pit Atop Hill Near Furnace, Estill Sand Company.
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SANDS: DEFINITIONS AND USES
GLASS SANDS
Quartz sands for making glass must be of high
purity, at least after acid washing. Sands are fluxed
with alkali, soda, lead, etc. to reduce fusion and mold·
ing temperatures. Iron tints glass red.

GLASS-GRINDING SAND
Sand, usually quartz, is used in making plate
glass by grinding plates smooth and by polishing. High
purity is not required.

CONCRETE SAND
Graded sand progressively smaller than 1/4
inch in diameter combined with coarser rock and cement to manufacture concrete.

MORTAR SAND
Finer than concrete sand; mixed with portland
cel)lent and water to compound mortar for masonry
construction.

VEIN QUARTZ
Parent material of pebble quartz and sand.

FOUNDRY SAND
Used to make molds for molten metal castings.

FILTER SAND
Used in water-purifying processes.

MOLD SANDS
Used in foundry processes for casting metals,
especially iron and steel.

BLOW SAND
Eolian, windblown, dune sand; rounded and
frosted; corruption of ''blown'' sand.

----.CIJRESAND
Mold sand used for hollow castings such as the
inside of engine blocks.

CHERT

SANDBLASTING SAND

FLY ASH

Must not be too big or too fme; sometimes pre·
ferred to be not too sharp and angular.

Flue ash, largely minute glass beads, cinder, and
carton; from furnances and coal-burning steam-electric
generating plants.

Crypto-crystalline hydrated silica.

TRACTION SAND
Used by some railroads to achieve traction upgrade or at starts; sand bites into ralls and wheels and
shatters.
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